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NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS

BAN

/

In

W Randall.
bankruptcy—Chaney
'*
—Edward Hillgrove.
•*
—Eugene 8 Thurston.
Maine Central and Bangor A Aroostook mil-

ME.

roads—Excursion rates.
Union River Tel Co—Annual meeting.
B B White—Agents wanted.
W W Brooks—Boot and shoe repairer.
Dr Harry C Mason—Demist.
Admr notice—Bat Joseph Corson.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
Burrill Natl Bank.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
& C Haines—Holiday novelties.

PROTECT YOUR SAVINGS.
Yon

It to yonr present as well as to
yonr future. <Do It and in “time of need”
it will be “a friend indeed”. Mo friend
owe

stands yon in better stead than

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
This is tha bank you’re asked to open an
account at. We “protect yonr sayings”
and pay FOUR FEB CENT on all deposits
made on or before Jan. 5th, with interest
from tha 1st.

BIG GROCERY VALUES
FOR 25c.
!
No matter whether
you want
medium.

25-cent-piece looks little or big to you,
it to do its fullest possible duty as a purchasing
Spend it at my store and it will go THE FARa

THEST POSSIBLE every time! And, mind yon, whatever
you get here is strictly best quality; I handle no inferior or

disappointing goods.

Note these

sample

WBBft.

?
f

*

pkg. Quaker Corn
Flakes, 25c

3

Scans Corn,
25c
3 cans Milk,
25c
3 lbs Seeded Raisins, 25c

jars

Apple
Jelly, 25c

*3 lbs
3
3

25c
Japan Rice,
25c
large Grape Fruit,
lbs Tamarinds,
25c

&&toerti*nnnu*.
....

WHAT IS A BANK?

The annual meeting ol the North Ellsworth farmers’ club for the election of
o 111 cars will be held at Agricultural hall,
Saturday evening, Jan. 1.

A group of individuals authorized by law to deal in
none; aod credits.
In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply thssc elementary principles

ceived from

Sunday

tered

Kentucky

bloodhound.

the breed

ever

ELLSWORTH.

Or

Capital,
Sarptas art

offering proportional
line. Investigate.

am

grocery

values all

J. A. HAYNES,

through

my

Postoffice

big

Sq.

out my

Closing

MILLINERY GOODS
V

»

Must go before Jan. I.

|

•266,500

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey,
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Blrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin G. Merrill,
Eugene Hale,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Amo W. King,
Myer Gallert.
Albert E. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike,

|

j
]

j

BARGAINS

Trimmed

j

Hats

James G. Bowden has gone to Minneto find

a

finely-bred regis-

State,

here,
none

and
of

one

April; York, September; Cumberland,
October; Somerset, December.

of the

which has

the death
11, at Chester, Mass., of Fannie G.,
wife of E. F. Goodwin. She had been ill
for five months. Mrs. Goodwin was born
in Ellsworth, daughter of Isaac Jordan
She went to Chester seven
and wife.
years ago, previous to which time she had
Word has been received here of

a

on

the Bridge hill branch of
Village improvement society will give
a dancing and card party in
Society hall
next Tuesday evening, to which the public is cordially invited. Dancing will be-

Dec.

lived in

Springfield,

where she

was

promi-

C.

In order to me9t the usual holiday demand for crisp new bank bills and gold
and silver currency, the Union Trust Co.
has

an

ample supply.

Mrs. Edward K. Hopkins has gone to
spend the holidays with her daughter at
Island Falls. Any one in Hancock county
desiring Red Cross Christmas stamps

Thirty-six years of
successful banking
is one of our greatest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
straightforward business methods.
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by the case,
7c lb.
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Razors
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by

Stanwood

the

Manicure sets, 75c to $5.
sets, 75c to $5.
Pocketbooks and purses, 50c to 2.50.
Mirrors, 25c to $2.
Fountain pens, all prices.
Hand or Shopping bags, $1 to $1.50.
Playing cards, 10c to 50c.^
Perfume per bottle, 25c to $2.50
Perfume Atomizers.
Fine toilet soaps, 10c to 50c.
Toothbrushes, 10c to 50c.
Fenway candy, 10c to $2 50.
Roger & Gallet toilet water, $1 and

(25 lbs.,)
7clb.
case

Water St„ Ellsworth.

RKTAURANfS^swswiS
ntw

I nUlinil I vegetables from my
Board by day or week Meal tickets
own (arm.
sale.
lor
Handy lor city folks when In a hurry.
Convenient for out ol town shoppers, furs
spring watsr served.
Wm. M. Butler,

is going to Move

Cor.

Main and Hancock Sts.,

j

j

Ellsworth

j

Spofford.

i

Christmas at the Churches.
There will be the usual Christmas services at the Ellsworth churches and exercises and trees for the Sunday school.
Next Sunday will be generally observed
as Christmas Sunday.
At the Baptist church there will be a
Christmas tree and entertainment tor the

Sunday school Friday evening. Sunday
morning the pastor, Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
will preach a Christmas sermon, and Sunday evening there will be a Christmas
concert by choir and Sunday school.
The Congregational Sundaj school will
have

a

Christmas

tree and short enter-

tainment Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
Rev. R. B. Mathews will deliver a Christmas sermon Sundaj' morning.
There will
be special music.
The Methodist Sunday school will have
a Christmas concert and Christmas tree at
the church Christmas eve, to which the
public is cordially invited. At the chtfrch
services Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and vesper
service at 3 the pastor, Rev. W. F. Emery,
will deliver addresses appropriate to the
Christmas season. There will be special

j

$1.50.
Baby sets, puff and puff boxes.
No trouble to show goods.

Moore’s

Drug Store,

Corner opp. !’. O.,

the

Ellsworth.

Murch’s

Tuesday, Jan. 18, at board of trade
Telephone Company Gets Birch Ave- rooms, Hancock hall—Meeting of Hannue
No Remonstrance.
cock county league of postmasters.
There was a special meeting of the city
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere
a
on
for
last
hearing
evening
government
hall, Mechanic’s building, Boston—Ells&
New
of
the
England Telephone
petition
worth reunion.
Telegraph Co., for permission to erect poles
avenue.
of
Birch
and wires the full length
SUibertianiunts.
Mayor Simonton, Aid. StocK bridge,
Charlotte M., daughter of Mrs. Marion Estey and Hamilton were present at the
D. Higgins, died at her home on Central meeting.
1Btreet Sunday,
There being no remonstrance to the
aped thirty-four years. She
had been in poor health a long time. Begranting of the petition, the board so
1sides her mother she is survived by two
voted.
brothers—Henry H. and Charles M. HigAid. Hamilton, of the committee to
of
both
Ellsworth.
igins,
which was referred claim of Fred Moore,
BOOT and SHOE
The woman’s relief corps of Wm. H. H. |15, for five sheep killed by dogs, reported
and
believed
the
Rice post, G. A. R., has elected officers as that he had investigated,
REPAIRING
follows:
President, Amanda Young; claim to be a just one. The board voted
senior vice-president, Julia Gray; junior to pay same.
A petition w as received from land ownAll kinds of Rubber Work warranted
vice-president, Helen Beal; treasurer,
Nellie Royal; conductress, Lizzie Deane; ers at North Ellsworth asking for a surguard, Mary Jordan; <^hA>lain, Hannah vey of the line between Ellsworth and the
Main St., Ellsworth
Bonsey. Officers will b&Thstalled jointly towns of Otis and Dedham, about which
over Staples Music Store
The city clerk 5
some uncertainty prevails.
with those of th£ post.
was instructed to notify the authorities of
The special bargains offered by the merand arrange for the apchants of Ellsworth to-day and the re- Otis and Dedham,
to
duced rates on the railroads secured by the pointment of a surveyor satisfactory
Ellsworth merchants’ asssociation, have those towns.
brought a good number of Christmas
Miss Fearless & Co.
shoppers to the city. Several of the merThe three-act comedy, “Miss Fearless &
chants are issuing refreshment coupons to
out-of-town customers. There will be a Co.” will be presented at Hancock hall
ball to-night at Hancock hall.
Friday evening, Dec. 31, by a local cast
In dainty boxes; 25c to 51.
under the auspices of the Rebekah sew ing
Among the Ellsworth boys and girls at
music
with
will
A
dance
circle.
follow’,
Special Bargains
home from school and college for the holiorchestra of four pieces.
In broken candy
days are Miss Bernice Eidridge, from by Monaghan’s
is
as
follows:
of
characters
The cast
and choice peanut
Lasell seminary, Auburndale, Mass.; Miss
Miss Margaret Henley, an heiress,
brittle; 2 lbs for 2Se.
Carrie Russell, from Miss Beal’s school of
Margaret Q Holmes
Fine
Clarence
Fresh
Oranges, Grapes, Apples.
stenography, Bangor;
Tapley Miss Euphenia Addison, her chaperone,
and Fred L. Mason, jr., from Hebron
Evelyn Atkins
LUCHINTS,
academy, and George Parcher from Har- Miss Sarah Jane Lovejoy, from the Lost
Giles block,
Ellsworth.

j

are

i

—

CHRISTMAS
ANDY

vard medical school. Several others
last of the week.

are

expected the

Brush and comb

C. W. GR1NDAL,

Photographer

j

$2.
Christ-

Special for Ladies.

Prunes

"

.

warrant, $1.50

]
\

to

Razor-straps, 25c to $1.50.
Shaving Brushes and Shaving Soap.

■

<

we

Gillette safety razors, ideal for
mas giving, each $5.

95c per Doz.

!!
16 State St.,
MAINE. !!
! ! ELLSWORTH,

that

)

§

Traveling cases, $1.50 to $4.
Hat Brushes, 25c to 50c.

“Bluebell” Corn
Tomatoes

I; Hancock Co. Savings Bank, ::

Give-Easy to Buy -Things
That Men like.

Seeded Raisins

|!

5

Wm. W. Brooks

J

Cigars by the box, $1 to $4.
Neat Cigar Cases, .50c to $1.50.
Fountain Pens, 75c to $3.50.
Fine Pocketbooks, 25c to $2.
Combs, 10c to 25c.
Brushes, 25c to $1.50.
Military hair-brushes, 75c to $4.
Shaving outfits, 50c to $1.75
Choice variety of pipes, 25c to $4.

near

advised that the pew “miscellaneous” bboks
*of music have arrived, and
copies may be
obtained of Harry L. Crabtree at his office
on State street.
The next rehearsal will
be held at Society hall on the evening of
Thursday, Jan. 6.

observances.

Note These Bargains:

ii PROTECTION

Cushman

camp,
The members of Blanqnefort com- ]
meadow.
mandery will meet at high noon on
Members of the festival chorus
Saturday for the nsnal Christmas Day

Ideal to

j| YOUR

Elmer P.

»

gin at 8 o’clock.
nent in the woman’s auxiliary of the Y. M.
There was a large attendance at the so- C. A. Besides her husband, she leaves two
Knowlton, of the Harvard
medical school, has joined his wife here ciable given by Philip H. Sheridan coun- sons—L. E. Goodwin, of Mundale, and Sylcil, Knights of Columbus, at Society hall vester, of Chester, and four daughters
for the holidays.
Thursday evening. Dancing and ca*d- Mrs. Ernest Bacon, of New Haven, Conn.,
Miss Wilia S. Frost, who is teaching
ahd a short musical entertain- Mrs. Lewis E. Knox of Naugatuck, Conn.,
school at Livermore Falls, is at home for playing
ment furnished enjoyment.
Mrs. Edward A. Morgan, of West Springthe holiday vacation.
“Greek Lands and Letters” is the title field, and Miss Georgia Goodwin.
Miss Annie Scott is home from North- |
of a book recently published, written by
Dana Smith, of Seattle, Wash., son of
east Harbor, where she has been teaching,
Prof. Francis G. Allinson, of Brown uni- the late Everard G. Smith, formerly of
for the holiday recess.
versity, assisted by Mrs. Allinson. Mrs. Ellsworth, and a grandson of Charles P. music.
There will be a dance at Society hall ! Allinson is the
daughter of Chief-Justice Dorr, is studying navigation and getting
At St. Joseph’s Catholic church on
Saturday evening. Dancing school will L. A. Emery and wife, of this city.
some practical work on the sea to fit himChristmas Day there will be low mass at
close Monday with an extra.
Proceeds from the fair and sale given by self for .a master navigator. He has al
7 and high mass at 10.30. a. m.
Rev. Gideon Mayo, of Ellsworth, has ac- ladies of the Methodist
as
society last Thurs- ready made several trips to the Orient
cepted a call to the pastorate of the day evening amounted to over $10. There quartermaster on the United States transCOMING EVENTS.
Baptist church at Franklin.
port Dix, and now to gain experience on
was a short program, and several novel
Fred W. Goggins has secured work for features were introduced in the arrange- sailing vessels, has signed for a trip on the
ELLSWORTH.
the winter at Palm Beach, Fla., and will ment of booths and in decorations.
big schooner Erskine M. Phelps for a trip j
Tuesday evening, Dec. 28, at Society
to Honolulu and thence around the Horn
leave here for the South Jan. 3.
Mrs. Mary A. Whittaker, Ellsworth’s
New' York. The Phelps sailed from hall—Dancing and card party given by
Miss Julia Cushman, who is teaching oldest resident, passed the ninety-seventh to
bill branch of Village improvePort
Tow'nsend, Wash., Dec. 10, in an in- Bridge
in Brewer, is home for the holidays with milestone of her life’s journey last week.
ment society.
race w'ith two other big
vessels,
teresting
her parents, L. H. Cushman and wife.
Letters and words of congratulation and
the bark Olympic and the schooner Aloha,
Wednesday evening, Dec. 29, at MethoMrs. James W. Smith celebrated her many presents from friends far and near,
all bound for the Hawaiian islands and diBt vestry—“Crazy” supper. 15 cents.
birthday last Saturday, entertaining a helped to brighten the day for her.
sailing the same day. The captains, while
Friday evening, Dec. 31, at Hancock haH
Miss Julia Cushman,
Miss Bernice1 in
party of friends afternoon and evening.
port, made a wager as to the result, and —“Miss Fearless & Co.,” by local cast, unMiss
Carrie
Guilford
D.
Mn. W. W. Morrison, with daughter Dorr,
Russell,
the race is creating great interest in ship- der auspiceB of the Rebekah sewing circle,
Elizabeth, is spending the holidays with IScholl, B. L. Potter and Fred L. Mason, ping circles.
followed by dance. Tickets, 25 cents; reL.
H.
Cushman
and
her mother, Mrs. W. H. Dresser, at Liver- Ijr., chaperoned by
!
served seats, 35 cents. Dance tickets, 25
*Charles P.
last
more Falls.
Dorr, enjoyed
evening at !
cents.
CITY MEETING.
Charles

LIZZIE S. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Hav y,
Lucilius A. Emery,
Elias P. Lawrence,

I

r^narnmnsHTR smvma^msa^mssH^HmBBRr v^rT'tfmssmmmmim

The ladies of

SttrfjcrtiwncnhN

S

f

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

John A. Peter*, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

i

the

the

GREAT

_loo,ooo

Total,

—

I

•loo.ooo
66,5oo

UmiiviM Profits,
StockboMan' Liability,

The dog is the first of

owned

very few in the
finer pedigree.

Guilford D. Scholl, of Chrome, N. J.t is
the guest of E. E. Springer and wife.

expects

any other tost to the

f

Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on
from 9 to 10 a m.

where he

or

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

The Village improvement society is to
adopt a novel and popular method of
In effect Oct. 4, 1909.
Emery will preside at the following terms:
raising money. It wishes to secure a mile
Penobscot, January and February; CumMAILS RRCRIVRD.
i
of pennies. Sixteen
make one
pennies
From Wrst—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
berland, April; Franklin, May; Somerset,
foot. How many
feet will you conFrom East— 11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.22
September. Justice Arno W. King will
ppn. tribute?
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICB.
f
preside at the following terms: Knox, JanGoing West—10.15, 11.30, a m; 5.30 and 9 p u.
Deputy-Sheriff Eugene D. Brann has re- uary; Franklin, February; Androscoggin,

apolis, Minn.,
employment.

!

WHERE IS ITS STRENOTH ?

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

AT ELLSWORTH POITOFFICB.

25c values:

pure

be supplied in large or small quanti- !
ties by communicating directly with J. A.
!
Thompson, Roy C. Haines or U. A.
Parcher.

The next meeting of the literature club
Stanwood—Photographer.
has been postponed from Dec. 27 to Jan.
Ellsworth Palls, Mb:
Li sale 8 Moore—Closing out sale of milli- ■; on that date it will be held at the home
I of Mrs. C. P. Dorr on High street.
nery.
Blubbill, Mb:
George P. Smith, of the Reliable ClothNon-resident tax notice.
ing Co., who has been laid up several
East Sullivan, Mb:
weeks with inflammatory rheumatism,
James M Orcott—Caution notice.
has been back in the store a part of the
Southwsst Habbor, Mb:
time this week.
Non-resident tax notice.
Bucksfobt, Mb:
Several Hancock county cases were
Bucksport Loan A Building Associate i— heard before the law court at
Augusta last
Notice of foreclosure.
Thursday and Friday. Tbe Jones and
Portland, Mb:
Thera Hilton A Co—Drugs.
! ♦ Jordan Are cases, and the LeightonBoston:
Wheeler cases were beard.
Human Bair Refining Co—Hair bought.
Robert Hale, of Portland, son of Judge
N
Y:
LbRoy,
Clarence Hale, on Monday was chosen by
Mother Gray’s remedies.
the Bowdoin college faculty as the next
Allen’s Foot-Ease.
Rhoades scholar from Maine. Hale is a
Philadelphia, Pa:
Dr A L Dix—Field land for sale.
senior and prominent in college literary
circles.

Mrs, H. C. Hatheway is spending the
holidays in Boston and vicinity.

3

No. 51

!EiSK.I

can

The stewards of the Methodist church
will serve a “crazy” supper at the vestry
Wednesday evening, Deo. 28. Novel
features will be Introduced.

$

1909.

f
1

j

The State board of assessors last week
committed to the State treasurer the semiannual assessment of taxes on savings

Nation.Helen Bonsey
O’Connor, Miss Henley’s servant,

Kate

Althea Stevens
Miss
Miss Barbara Livingstone,)
Miss Bettie Cameron.
Henley’s
Miss Marion Reynolds,
) guests,
Edith Lord, Ethel Brown, Hazel Holmes
“Just Lizzie,’’ the ghost.Helen Nealley

STORE

DRUG

GOOD8

SENT BY MAIL.

J

If unable to come to

our

store, order of

us

by

banks, trust companies and loan and
mail. You will receive as perfect servioe as
building associations. Those in Ellsthough you came iu person.
the “Silent Sister.”
worth are as follows: Union Trust Co., MU. Alibi; |
If any information is desired in regard to
$1,543.03; Hancock County savings bank,
goods aud prices, we shall be pleased to supply
Proved
Fatal.
Shot
Ellsworth
Loan
&
assoit
$638.38;
Building
Maitland, the six-year-old son of Mark
ciation, $76.43. Only one loan and buildPARCHER’S DRUG STORE.
of Northeast Harbor, who was acciin
the
association
State
ing
pays a higher Reed,
dentally shot by his eight-year-old
tax than the Ellsworth association.
brother Tuesday of last week, died at the
PUNTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Chief-Justice L. A. Emery last week at
Bar Harbor hospital Wednesday.
Ferns, Palms, Lorraine Begonias, Hyaelatt^
the law court in Augusta announced the
Primroses, etc.
assignment of justices for the year.
Justice George E. Bird, of Portland, will
preside at the April term in Hancock
county, and Justice A. R. Savage, of Auburn, at the October term. Chief-Justice

Business Notices.
C. W. & F. L. Mason, insurance and real estate, issue a handsome calendar for 1910, the
designs showing excellent copies of famout
paintings in a panel above the calendar pad.

Flowers

are

always

your order for

an

acceptable gift Qlwt as

Holly and Wreaths.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone

IX

\
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

tUntnal Dmrht (fiatnmn.
EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Dec. 26, 1909.

BY

“AUNT MADGK".

the column, I thought I could not write any- 1
thing of interest. Later, I concluded to write
something, but was very busy, and now it is
so much later—but don’t tell anyone when I
did go, will you? This may enable you. however, to till an otherwise empty space when;
people are busy at the Christmas season.
Although my home for over twenty years j
was in Boston, the city certainly did not look
attractive to me when I landed there one day 1
in—I won’t tell when. After a few days, however, i became accustomed to city life, aud
the streets, stores, etc., looked more inviting,
and the dear old common as pleasant as ever.
My dayB were completely filled with shopping and visiting, and 1 saw many old and
dear friends. I went through the new subway under Washington street, where the stations and passageways are much larger than
in the Tremont street one. I visited R. H.
Stearns’ new store, where the lovliest goods
are displayed, bnt enjoyed even more the view
over
the common and beyond, from the
seventh-story windows.
I saw the new art museum and the new
opera bouse, also the new normal school
building, all on Huntington avenue. The
filled
with
stores were
lovely things,
tempting one to buy and to wish for more
money to spend. The stores are now filled
with beautiful Christmas goods, and the elecHow many
trical illuminations are fine.
times in the past year I have wished I could
take some of my children friends in the
country to see the wonderful things.
1 want to tell a little about a sermon 1 heard
“Thou shalt love thy neighbor
on the text:
as thyself.”
First, the minister spoke of the
word translated “love”, saying that it is not
the same Greek word that means “love” in
the word Philadelphia, for instance. There
are several words translated “love” which in
the Greek have very different meanings, as it
is possible to express finer shadee of meaning
in the Greek than in the English.
In answering the question how it is we love
ourselves, he said it was not in any emotional
way; it was not as we loved our parents, other
relatives or friends. First of ail, we love or
care for our life; we strive in every way for
the continuance of our personal life and safeguard it in every way. We love our honor,
| and men will give up life rather than that
sometimes. We also love our reputation and
our self-respect, aud we should be Just as
careful to guard our neighbor’s life, his
honor, his reputation and his self-respect as
our own.
Inclosing, the minister sought to
make it a personal matter to the members of
his congregation.
Now. I will tell you how to make 8unday
night sandwiches. Make cheese sandwiches
! of thin slices of bread and thin slices of
i cheese, and toast them on both sides on an
The heat
asbestos plate on top of the stove.
.necessary to toast the bread will melt the
cheese, aud the sandwiches are delicious.
H.
Try them.

ft* Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.”
Topic.—'Vir responsibility for home and
onr.
Matt, xxviH, ltt-20. Comforemn rr
The purposes of this column are succinctly
ment by llev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
tated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
The great Interest manifested by
>eiK'Ut, and alma t«» l>e helpful and hopeful
practically all Christians in the sub- tetng f<*r the common good. H la far the coni
j
inti; non use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
ject of missions today is a strong
j
motion ttiat the Christian's responsiormatlon and suggestion, a medium for the in
bility toward the un-<’hr!stianized parts erchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
of the world Is fully realized. There
:ommunlcations, and Us success depends largely
was a time when such responsibility j »n the support given it in this respect. Comaunlcatlons must be signed, V>ut the name of
or obligation to missions greatly need- !
rrtter will not be printed except by permission.
od to be emphasized, but today this
Communications will be subject to approval or
need Is not so great. Yet there are still
'ejection by the editor of the column, but none
many who do not feel any such regill be rejected without good reason. Address
sponsibility and need to have It pressed til communications to
Thc a mbmicam.
home to their hearts. Nor Is It imposKllsworth, Me.
sible for those who are already Interested in the world’s salvation to beIn her woman’s heart was a poem,
come more Interested by considering
A grand and tender song,
their responsibility to home and forA word of hope for the weary,
this
therestudy,
eign missions. May
A stern rebuke to the wrong;
It often pleaded for utterance,
fore, arouse Interest where there Is
For voice to reach the world,
none and Increase the Interest to the
To be raised where all might heed it,
highest possible extent where It alA banner of love unfurled!
The salvation of the
ready exists.
But she never found the moment.
world Is the supreme work of the
With dnys so full of care.
Christian church,, and therefore no
To breath oat the burning heart words
Christian can beemne too much InterOf her poem nestling there.
ested In the subject of missions.
There were always household duties,
1. Christ 8 command places a responDull rounds for every day.
sibility upon ns in relation to home
And just before her, step by step,
and foreign missions. We have given
Some task all unfinished lay.
onrselves to Christ. We have placed
Her children grew up and blessed her.
As His
our lives under His control.
And honored her sainted name.
have
to
we
obey
promised
disciples
She bad guided their childish footsteps.
His commands. One of these, and His
But had missed the ro&d to fame;
From the many snares and pitfalls
dying command at that. Is that we
Along their youthful way.
shall "go. therefore, and teach all naHer watchful eye had SAved them.
tions, baptizing them In the name of
Notone had wandered astray.
the Father and of the Son and of the
The good angel wrote down her life’work
Holy Ghost,” or, as Mark records It,
A pure aud shining page.
“Go ye Into all the world and preach
More sweet than dreams of a poet.
the gospel to every creature.”
Upon
More grand thau seer or sage;
every Christian rests the obligation of
She had met each homely duty.
obeying Christ's commauds. and He
Striving not for earth's renown,
will hold us responsible for any failHer life was a poem of beauty.
a crown.
Her reward in heaven
ure to do so. This applies to missions
as well as to any other Christian duty.
Dear Aunt MadQe;
We may not he able to tjo personally
I suppose you and all the sisters are busy
and thus literally obey this command,
with holiday preparations—such a
happy
as the first disciples did. but we can
time for tho*< who have dear ones spared
obey it In spirit and thus fulfill the them, those who have not can do for others
responsibility that It places upon us ami make their hearts less sad.
by giving of our money to send others. '■ Time was when my home was filled with
If we do this freely and cheerfully and Christmas cheer. Now the nearest relative 1
to the extent of our ability we will have living is a dear old aunt nearly eighty,
but I do all I can to help Santa Claus, it is
Those of ns who enjoy visiting the city
discharge our responsibility to mis- ; such a
pleasure. One can never do as much second-hand, as it were, know how these
sions. both home and foreign.
they would like to, except those whose poc2. The opportunity to do something kets are filled with cash, and
descriptions of what one has seen and
they lose the heard who has “been there” mean to ub
for home and foreign missions places pleasure of sacrifice.
stay-at-homes. Thank yon, H. Happy
We
a responsibility upon us to do so.
I send you a poera that I think the sisters
holidays to all, is the wish of
all have some opportunities to engage will appreciate, it is so true.
Aunt Uadob.
With sincere sympathy to those of oar band
in the work, and opportunity always
The world to- whose family has been broken during the
brings resjxlnsibility
KEES WORTH MARKETS.
the greetings of the season, with love,
day Is open to missions. Were the year,
to all that are left, from
K
doors of heathendom closed to missionThe quotations* below give the range of
Great Bond, Dec. 10.
aries we should have no responsibility
Our hearts go,out to |you in your uu- I retail prices in Ellsworth.
except to try to open them. Hut today [
Country Produce.
s^lllsh sorrow. It is a brave heart that,
they are all wide open. Moreover, we
Hatter.
have the gospel and the opportunity to left alone in the world, carries light and 1 Creamery per A........40*45
I
Dairy
Sh* ,5
take It or send it.
The church Is call- joy and pleasure into other lives.
Oleomargarine.JXa, .8
The nieces have been very’ thoughtful
for missionaries. It Is
—

—

_

_

...

constantly
ing
appealing for offerings for the support

of missions. No one can say, "I had
no chance, no opportunity to be sent
or to assist in sending others to mission fields." The opposite Is the truth.
There are constant opportunities, and
every one of them places a moral obligation upon us. These facts led Paul
to say. “I am debtor both to the Greeks
and to the barbarians, both to the wise
and to the unwise, so as much as in
me Is I am willing to preach the gospel.” The same debt for the same reason rests upon ns.

3. The promise of Christ emphasizes
our missionary responsibility.
“Lo, I
am with yon alway. even unto the end
of the world.”
This promise accompanies His great missionary command.
Having It. we cannot shirk our duty
on the ground that we may not succeed.
His presence assures success
and should greatly encourage ns to
meet our every obligation to home and
foreign missions.
BIBLE READINGS.

Isa. 11,1-7; Nab. 1. 15; Ps. lxxii; Mark
xvi, 15; Acts 1, 1-8; xlit, 1-3; Rom. 1,
14-17; X, 12-15; Jon. i, 1-3; til, 1-1; Rom.
lx, 1-5.
_

A Hsarty Appreciation.
Rev. Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.,
pays the following tribute to Christian
Endeavor:
“I think Christian Endeavor Is one
of the greatest movements for evangelization in the world. It has done
more to break down sectarian bigotry
than any other thing since the days of
Martin Luther. It has been the golden
link that has bound denomination to
denomination, and it has taught one
great fact—the cardinal doctrine of the
Bible
salvation through the atonement of the cross.
The next great
fact about Christian Endeavor is that
It has harnessed the young people of
The old idea
onr churches to work.
of chorch life was like that of the
United States senate—yon were not
supposed to speak until you bad been
there a long time, and so young people were supposed to say nothing in
public meetings. The result was that
nine-tenths of the young people kept
their mouths shut, so that only a very
few took part in meetings or gave testimony or carried any message of love.
Now Christian Endeavor has changed
nil that, and the young people have
their meetings and, while helping others, are helping themselves.”
—

-w

Endsavor Gems.
The love that is not lived soon dies.
The great chances never come by
chance.
He cannot be a saint who makes the
world sour.
Seeing the purpose of pain robs it of
its power t > hurt.
They who have time to burn never
light the workl on the right road.
There Is always a tendency to mistake the appendix of religion for its
heart
When the small man reaches the limits of his brain be thinks he has come
to the coasts of tha infinite.

|

km*.
regard to helping me out at
Fresh laid, per doz .40445
Christmas time, and 1 thank you each and I
Poultry.
all.
Chicken*...20 H'2'
Fowl.16a 20
Dear Sitter a of the M. B. C.z
May.
Hope you are sending some letters to Aunt
Best looae, per ton...18 s 20
Madge for this busy time, Christmas. It
Baled... .lKttJO
means so much to her.
Straw.
We all need time to prepare the little gifts
Loose.
80ii
of remembrance to dear
friends, and she
Baled.
18
most not be left alone just now to fill the
Vegetables.
column.
)& Onions, ft
04
Potatoes, pk
02
02
Squash, tb
May be she did not begin the>ox of gift* as Turnips, ft
0-i
C-2 i
Carrots, lb
I have planned to do every year for a number Beets,
10 Cabbage, lb
02
Lettuce, bead
of years, yet it ends in a few things got to- CeLry, unch
20 CUron, tb
02
06
gether to work with and not touched again ! Sweet potatoes, lb
Fruit.
until the time is near at hand for the gifts,
and then 1 have nearly forgotten what I had Oranges, dot
25060 Lemons dos
25*30
Groceries.
intended to give each one.
ft
06
How long it has been, has it not, since we Coflee per ft
Klee, per
g<*
20 0.5
16#25 Vinegar, gal
Rio,
have heard from Meb and her John—excuse
35 Cracked wheat,
05
Mocha,
me, Meb; I mean Lee, oflcoaise. Are you ill?
3&
ft
20
Java,
Oatmeal, per
If you are, you have my heartfelt sympathy; Tea—per ft—
14
Buckwheat, pkg
i4
45#65
Graham,
Japan,
or is it so cold there you are trying to keep
(m
30#66 Rye meal,
Oolong,
on the Lee (lea) side of|him to keep from
Granulated meal.ft 02*
Sugar—per ft—
Granulated, 5* £06 Oil—per gal—
being carried off in a cyclone. Send us a
06
Yellow, C
Linseed,
6607C
good long letter such as we know you can
12
0801c
Powdered,
Kerosene,
write, from past experience, and we will be
Molasses—per gal
35
glad to hear about your roses (or are they his
Havana,
Porto Rico,
*0
roses). Anyway, we would like to hear about
Meats and Provisions.
them.
Beef, ft:
Pork, ft.
What a fine day it promises to be and what
Steak.
18436
30 025
Chop,
fine weather we have had of late. True, we
Roasts.
12 *26
Ham. per ft
18 25
10*16
get lots of rain, but this morning (Monday)
lia &
Corned,
Shoulder,
17018
Tongues,
Bacon,
the air is so clear and bracing and one feels
18*28
Veal:
Salt
15
so good at such
times and being up at 5
25028
lard.
Steak,
16* 6
this morning, with wash water heatiug and
12018
Roasts,
Sausage, lb
1«*20
the cereal cooking for an
breakfast all Lamb
and kind in

_

early

family well and can get around the table.
That is quite enough tojbe thankful for at
this season.
But at 7 it will not be so quiet; there will be
bustle and noise, one or two and may be three
going the same way, dish-washing, sweeping,
and a general clearing up from the Sunday
toss up, and also the weekly wash going on.
Speaking of the washing, how many of our
members heat their clothespins on these
cold mornings before hanging the clothes out?
That is a great help. Bring in your pin bag—
which of course is an apron with one big
pocket—and lay it near the stove where it will
get thoroughly heated through, and putting
out the clothes is not half so bad a job after
all the dread of it.
We are not discussing any question thii
winter. Won’t some one send one or tell us a
good story? If a question, hope it won’t be a
very hard one. Go easy with
small
my
brain, please. Is Annt Maria ill? I miss so
many of the gifted pens. Dear Grandma G.,
hope you are well and enjoying all the blessings of life. It is a joy to be living in this
bright, beautiful world. Then there is Ah,
and Sadie, and Janet, and so many that I love
to see the letters from, for all are just as

interesting.
Then there is A. M. D/s baby to be heard
from, too. Hope he is fat and good and big
like his papa. Now I mutt be looking after
the breakfast, so with a cordial Christmas
greeting to every one, I will step, or else
Aunt Madge will have to ask for another
column.
“If your countless Christinas greetings
None I think will ring more true
Than this good old-fashioned message
Good peace be with your.friends ana you."
Irish Molly.

You will get Meb’s response next
week,
and enjoy it, too, with the other readers
of the column.
Dear Aunt Madge:
When you suggested to me one day that I
write an account of my visit to Boston for
After exposure, and when you feel a cold
on, take Foley’s Honey and Tar, the
great throat and lung remedy. It
stops the
00**1-“* relieves the congestion, and expels the
your 8y8**m. I* mildly laxative.
??*Au Parch
G.
hr.

coming

12030
Lamb,
et>
Tongues, each

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt

Fresh Fish.
06 Clam*, qt
08 Scallops qt
12018 Smelts, tb
50
Flour, Grain and Feed.

Flour—per bbl—

6 25 *7 f0

26
40
15

Shorts— bag—

1

40 a

55
50

Oorn.lOOft bag 14- a < .V) Mix. feed, bag 1 5* a «o
Corn meal,bag 14 *150 Middlings,bagi 50*18o

Cracked corn, 14.‘

a

i

&o

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt s*>all weigh 60
poun u, ami a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order ant At for shipping. Is 00 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la
good order and At for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6*
pounds; of corn, 96 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Pngl'sh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barlev and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oat*
82 pounds, or even measure as oy agreement.

This colamn is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county,
rbecolurnu !s open to all grangers for the
tlsciinsion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

pecially

good

478, SOUTH BROOKgVILUt.

*

Highland grange bad a very pleasant
The
meeting Friday evening, Dec. 17.
lecturer presented an interesting program
of readings, conundrums and remarks by
“What Is an
the patrons on the subject:
EducationT” a story by H. W. Lowell;
song by Nathan Gray, and a fine paper by

one

and

Of

By
working

trade

improving the place till he
the finest honpes in town.
Mr. Phillips was a mill-man,

_

J. M. Hutchins.
8CHOOD1C, 420, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange held its regular meeting Dec. 16, with the W. M. J. D. Perkins
in the chair; all other officers in their reAfter business officers
spective places.
were elected, after which cake and coffee
Members present, thirtywere served.
nine; visitors, eight. The officers will be
installed the second meeting in January.
The next regular meeting will be Jan. 6.
The newly-elected officers are: John D.
Perkins, master; Claud Clark, overseer;
Miss Bernice Dunn, lecturer; Thomas Macorober, steward; Harry D. Clark, assistant steward; Mrs. Eunice Tracy, chaplain; Mrs. Kebecca Fernald, treasurer;
Mrs. Flora J. Perkins, secretary; Sidney
Butler, gatekeeper; Miss Ethel Hooper,
( res; Mrs. Lena Clark, Pomona; Miss
Sadie Lawrie, Flora; Vera Fernald, lady

Sunday evening the doting meeting of

Min Etta Sweet ie at borne from Bar
she teaches.

two weeks’ series was held at the
Methodist church with good attendance.
Thursday evening Rev. Mr. Bishop, of
West Tremont, preached an excellent
sermon.
Friday night Rev. E. Jenkins,
of Somesvilie, added to his impressive
sermon a fine solo.
the

Harbor, where

There will be a Christmas tree and cor£
the church Christmas eve.

cert In

Mist Daisy Tower, of Bar Harbor, visited Miss Della Wilcotnb over Sunday.
Miss Lucy Salisbury went to Madison
last Saturday to visit friend- for two

Mrs. Caroline QuptiU, of W’inter Harbor,
of Hancock county W. C. T. IT.,
spent last week at Southwest Harbor, the
guest of Mrs. A. W. Clark, who in her
honor gave a white-ribbon tea Friday
afternoon. An interesting meeting preceded the lunch, at which a new member,
Mrs. Lizzie Clark, was welcomed to the
union, and the county president gave an
account of the work in the past year, also
interesting items from State convention.
The large dining table was tilled with the

weeks.

president

assistant steward.

appreciative

members

enjoying

the

Miss Julia Mitchell, of Emery district, is
at Wilbur Salisbury’- for a few
weeks.

employed

Mrs. Mary Dickey went
Saturday to visit relatives

to

Amherst
after

unul

Christmas.
School c.osed Friday, after a
cessful term taught by Miss M<
Miss Ireland.

rv

suc-

and

nr>

Mrs. Geneva Woodworth, with
ildren,
of Bar Harbor, is visiting her fwreuts,
('apt. A. H. Leiand and wife.

dainty

refreshments.

HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Dec. 18, the
master presiding, with a small attendance.

One day recently, Montraville Gilley and
The ladies of the Baptist sew
ircle
wife, in crossing the sound in a small held a fair and sale of
list
fancy g
an
boat,
drowning
narrowly escaped
by
<^uite a lot of business came before the
the old
Saturday afternoon and evening
odd
accident.
Mrs.
in
watching
Gilley,
ti ci ting.
After investigations, the grange
school house. The affair was a
-as
has purchased a piano, which will be the motions of a bird, a diver, leaned a
socially and financially.
one
too
far
to
side
of
the
craft.
Seelittle
placed in the hall this week. As it was
There was a social gathering <n the
getting lute, the program was; omitted. ing her danger, she shifted to the opposite
of Mrs. Julia Iceland last s> -day
Tin rc will be a dance in the hall Friday side and pitched headlong overboard, hotqe
mi
About thirty-five people, you
Cake and coffee will going straight down. Her husband went night.
evening, Dec. 31.
of
old, took part iu games and the situ
over the side after her nearly as quickly,
be served.
>g
Saturday
though not much of a sw immer. He held old songs. These
to the boat by one hand, and reached gathering* were recently began to n
LAKE V1KW,'451, HAPPYTOWX.
the
his wife’s foot. She rose duce Rev. Mr. Jobe, the new reot
Lake View grange held its regular meet- down, grasping
<*•
to the surface and Mr. Gilley got hild of t burcb-of-our-Father, to *’l tb j«
master
Dec.
ing
18, worthy
presiding.
la cordially invited.
The first and second degrees were con- her hand. Mrs. Gilley kept her presence of Everybody
-\ >
Dec. 20.
ferred on one candidate, and the third and mind, and seeing they never could get into
<

fourth degrees
that

on

have

we

It

another.

an

all-day

was

voted

session

New

from the same aide, she worked
the gunwale to the oppo*
site side, so making it posaib for her husband to climb in, and be then succeeded in
getting his wife into the boat. It was a
narrow escape.
Neither suffered any ill
effects from the icy bath.
Dec. 3b.
SPRAY.
the boat

confer the third and
Year’s day,
There will be a dinner
fourth degrees.
for grangers, their families and friends.
Officers will be installed in the afternoon
by Past Master Byron E. Davis.
N ICO LIN,

389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.

MARIAVILLE, 441.
Mariaville grange held a very interesting meeting Dec. 11. Forty members and
The sisters
four visitors were present.
occupied the chairs, and conferred the
third and fourth degrees upon one candidate. A fine program was carried out by
the sisters, and s harvest feast enjoyed.
It was reported by one of the brothers
that the ladies won on all points in the
contest, and a rising vote of thanks was
given the ladies for their kind hospitality.
The grange met Saturday evening, Dec.
18, with twenty-six members and one visitor present. The literary program was
much enjoyed. Daring recess games were

|

died at his home
here Dec. 16, was born at North Ellsworth,
Not. 27, 183B, a son of Nathan and Nancy
Patten Phillips, being one of a family ol
twelve children. He stayed on the farm
until nineteen years of age, then went to
the California gold fields.
Those were the days when men had tc
cross the isthmus and endure many hardship* to reach the land of gold. Mr. Phillip* often recalled that Journey, especially
in the last years of his life, in contrast
to the quick way of getting there to-day.
He remained in California eleven years,
returning and marrying Mrs. Sarah E.
Curtis Eeb. 22, 1670. Two sons were
born to them—George H. and Willie, both
of whom have always made their home
with their parents. The death of their
father, being the first break in the family
circle, is the more keenly felt by them
After eight or ten years in the East, th

services at the
Rev. A. Bishop pr

r* a

no
as

<i

Mrs. George W. Lunt and daught r
Theresa, who spent the past month in
Rockland and Boston, came home Thurs-

day.
Mm. L. A. Clark »nd Mr*. N. C. Tinker
railed on their mother, Mrs. Zulms 3.
Clark, Thursday. Mr*. Tinker intends to
until
go to Florida in January to remain

!

:

1

April.

F. W. Lunt and wile, who .pent last
week in Bangor and Ellsworth, raine
hoote Saturday, and left to-day for their
j winter trip,leaving Mr. and Mrs. Ashbury
wish
Lopaua in charge of their home. All
them a pleasant winter.
Thelma.
Dec. 20.
l

|

DEDHAM.
Miss Marcia Burrill la ill.
E. W. Burrill and wife spent last week
in Bluehill with relatives.
Walter Fogg and his sister Ethel
a few days in Brewer.

are

spending

Dec. 13.

__

it

gram.

Oil Heat

_

409, EAST ORLAND.
average attendance at the
regular meeting of Alamoosook grange
Dec. 18. It was decided to have installaThe question:
tion of officers Jan. 8.
“Would it be advisable for the granges of
Hancock county to buy or lease Wyman
park for an annual field day or fair?” was
It was unanimously decided
discussed.
that it would not be advisable.
ALAMOOSOOK,
was an

Without Smoke
No matter how sensitive your
olfactory nerves may be, or under
what working conditions you encounter

Who Were Y'our Ancestors?
If you wished to join one of the patriotic
socities, could you reply to the questions
which would be asked about your ancestry? The genealogical department of the
Boston Transcript, the great clearinghouse of genealogical data, appears twioe

Monday

on

Knicker

Oil Heater
(Equipped
^

and

—

What is the difference bea luncheon?
Bocker—
between a mechanic and a

lunch and

The same as
mechanician.

Foley’s Honey and Tar is the best and safest
cough remedy for children. At the first
symptoms of a cold, give as directed, and
ward off danger of croup, bronchitis, sore
throat, cold in the head, ana stuff breathing.
It brings comfort and ease to the little ones.
Contains no opiates or other harmful drugs.
Keep always on hand, and refuse substitutes.

the

PERFECTION

Wednesday.
With the aid of this department you

a

..aa

ftbbKtiusunta.

no meeting next
Saturday
being Christmas night, and
New Year’s night everybody is requested
to bring something for a New Year’s pro-

tween

were

Sunday,

iw

new

Gott's Island.

at

who

There will be

week,

There
here

!

OBITUARY.

Henry H. Phillip*,

played.
evening,

Otis Ingalls has bought a
boat for winter iobatering.

8URBY.
and

There
thirty-two
four visitors present st the regular meeting of Nicolin grange Saturday evening,
Dec. 18. Two applications were accepted.
The lecAt recess games were enjoyed.
W. M.
turer presented a short program.
Camber will attend the State grange.
members

were

WEST THKMONT.

her way around

and

would without a doubt be able to locate
that missing ancestor.
|
This department has correspondents in
I Resolved, That whereas, in the course of all
parts of the country as well as many
nature, Mr. Samuel J. Morrison has been reforeign lands, and information is fremoved from among us, we therefore desire, as
quently received which it is practically
a body and as individuals,
to express our
impossible to obtain by any other means.
deep realization of his upright personal j
Send for sample copies. In them may be
character, his unwavering business rectitude, ;
bis deep interest in his duties at our associ- found full directions regarding the uae of
ate and his uniform courtesy to us, his the column, and you may chance on just
brother directors, and for that purpose, do the information you have been seeking.
publish this resolution.
Shake »*fT the grip of your old enemy,
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely’s Cream Balm.
Then will all the swelling and soreness be
driven out of the tender, inflamed membranes. The fits of sneezing will cease and
the discharge, as offensive to others as to
yourself, will be stopped when the causes
that produce it are removed.
Cleanliness,
comfort and renewed health by the use of
Ely’s Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists for
50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
i Street, New York.

had

—

—

_

384, NORTH PKNOBSOOT.

buildings

in some oi the largest mills in
the
Klate as rotary-man till newer
machinery
the
took
place of the rotary. Since then
be
had, with his sens, made farming
and smelt-flahing pay.
He waa a man
Among passengers on the Pemaquld de- who put his whole might into his work,
whatever it was. and made a success of it.
layed last week by the atorm, was Mrs.
Will Dolliver, of Twobush light station, He was interested in all the affairs of his
who, with several others, arrived at the town, an earnest, honest man, a good citiHotel Holmes at 1.30 a. nr., and all appre- sen, husband and father as well aa a good
neighbor.
ciated the hospitable cheer of the house.
Beaidee a widow and two sons he leaves
Christmas trees will be on duty at the
three brothers and three sisters-Ambrose
Congregational church on Christmas P. and Josiah
Phillips, of Ellsworth; John
and all who care to
Saturday
night
i Phillips, of Bangor, lira. Emma McFtrgladden the hearts of the children an in- :
land, of Exeter, N. H., Mrs. Nancy Midvited to hang their gifts on the trees and
docks and Mm. Sophia Sargent, of Elislisten to the exercises of the little folks.
worth. He was a member of A. o. u.
w.,
Among those who left town Monday of Burry, and Ltjok lodge, 1. o. o.
F.,0f
wen Mn. Mary Finney, who will spend
Ellsworth. Services of the latter order were
the winter with her daughters in Boston; held at the
grave. Funeral services were
Mn. Venia Hodgkins, who will visit her held at the home
Sunday, Rev. P. a. a.
daughter, Mn. J.O. Whitcomb, in Byn- Kitlam officiating.
cuse, N. Y., for two months, and Mias
Dec. 20.
c.
Hattie Savage, who goes to Boston on
business.
HULL’S COVE.

newly-elected officers of HarborT. T. Harvey,
aide granite are as follows:
master; Lettie E. Duffy, overseer; Mrs. T.
T. Harvey, lecturer; Hyram Orcutt, steward; Alfred Chatto, asaistant steward;
Lettie Gray, chaplain; M. D. Chatto,
treasurer; L. B. Coombs, sscretary; Ralph
Roberts, gatekeeper; Esther Gray, Ceres;
Doris Condon, Pomona; Bea Condon,
Flora; Blanche Robertson, lady aaaiatant
HIGHLAND,

California fever again took hold
of Mr
Phillips, and again he crowed the conbut
home
ties
tinent,
being so strong he
w»» absent but obj
year, retnrnlng snd
in
Ibis
town.
Later he parebased
settling
the homestead of his wife's
father, the
late
Ambrose Patten,
repairing
the

fltat

ful Christmas sale. The program for the
evening was amusing, and reflected much
credit upon the committee in charge.
Fred Fernald, who was seriously injured
by a fall from the roof of the Underwood
cottage, was in a critical condition for a
week, but is now a little better, though
not out of danger.

The

steward.

Vrtf*

SOUTH WKHT HARBOR.

reason,

HAKBOHSIDK,

lifumai (*■««(<

Wednesday, at Tremont hall, the Congregational sew ing circle held a success-

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, bot none will be rejected without

a

Memorial Resolution.
The following
memorial
resolution
has been adopted by the directors of the
Burr ill national bank:

"'di

>

There

Oats, bu

OOILNTY NEVS I

3mong ttjt ©rangers.

you’ll

with Smokeless

not detect the

smoke.
The Perfection Oil Heater neither smokes

nor

Device).'

slightest odor of

diffuses odor.

The new

Automatic Smokeless Device
prevents both.
Repeated tests
ment, innumerable trials after it had been

positively

during its incipiency and developpronounced perfect by the inventor,

demonstrated its utility and sure effectiveness.
The wick cannot be turned up beyond the point of its greatest effectiveness.
It locks automatically and thus secures the greatest heat-yielding flam®
without a sign of smoke or smell. Removed in an instant for cleaning.

Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil—sufficient to give out a glowing heat
for 9 hours—solid brass wick carriers—damper top—cool handle—oil indicator.
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or Japan in a variety of styles.
Every Dealer Everywhere.
to

If Not At Your*, Write fcr Descriptive Circular
Nearest Agency of the

the

STANDARD Oil. COMP ANT

v

G. A. Pa

sc her.

■_

==========================
FEEDS AND FEEDING.

SAWDUST FLOUK,
Waste .ol Lumbar la
Utilized.
Floor from sawdust is another (tap in
tbe movement (or the conservation ol forMt resources. The United States oonsul
at Christiania, Norway, has sent to this
government a suggestion along this Una
that may be of value to American lumbermen who are wrestling with the problem
How

Ifeli

of sawdust waste.
Tbe floor in qnaation ia not the kind
that goes into the making of light, fluffy
biscuits, and the other klhd which aru
not light, or flaky pastry, but it ia an ingredient of dynamite, linoleum, xyolite,
which for the information of the man on
the street ia a kind of artificial flooring,
and other things. It is not pat forward
as a new discovery, for it has been in use
for several years in Europe, and to a small
extent in this country.
The wood floor la* ground in a cheap
mUl, vefy similar to those which grind
corn and rye. Pine and spruce sawdust Is
used in Europe, ana after.passing through
the atones and the bolting cheat, it is
sacked or baled for shipment. It is then
worth twelve to thirteen dollars a ton.
The flour has a number of uses, one of
which is in the making of dynamite. It
ia the absorbent for tbe nitroglycerine,
which is t be explosive ingredient. Wood
floor dynamite is inferior to tbat made
with infusorial earth aa the absorbent;
but it serves many purposes, and is
cheaper. But dynamite is one of the
smalleet prospective uses for the product.
Linoleum makers mix it with linseed oil
ahd give body to their floor coverings. It
is not considered quite equal to ground
cork for this purpose, as it is less elastic;
but it is cheaper and meets requirements
far medium grades.
Tbe flour tills an Important place in
the manufacture of xyolite, a kind of
artificial flooring, resembling wood in
weight, and atone in other respects. It is
used for kitchen floors, and in halls, corridors, cafes, restaurants, and pnblic
rooms. It is impervious to water, and is
practically flre-proof. It is floor material
in some of tbe German war vessels. It is
so used because it is not liable to take fire
or splinter if struck by aheUs.
Many additional uses for wood flour
will probably be found. The amount of
sawdust to be bad in this country is
practically unlimited, and millmen will
welcome any plan tbat will lessen the
waste si the sawdust dump.
Norway exports thousands of tons of this sawdust
flour yearly, and the United States takes
some of it.
Germany is a large manufacturer also, and bos been for years.
England is an extensive buyer, and much
goes to France.

Hunting Season Victims.
Fourteen persons met their deaths by
firearms daring the big game season which
closed in Maine (or this year at midnight
last Wednesday. Five were mistaken (or
by hunters, two were killed by the
accidential discharge of their own weapons, three were accidently shot by their
companions, one was shot by boys, and
two were shot by brothers with guns they
did not know were loaded.
In 1908, during the big game season,
thirteen persons met their death by accident-twelve by the use of firearms and
Two were shot by
one by drowning.
brothers, two by companions, five shot
themselves by the accidental discharge of
their weapons, two were shot by being
mistaken for deer and one man was shot
by a hunter while the latter was aiming at
a deer.
The big game season for 1907 disclosed
the fact that for the first time in twelve
years not a person was killed in mistake
for a deer, and farther than that, not one
pnson was wounded in this way. There
were three fatal accidents
during the
banting season in 1907.
deer

Magazine and Book Notes.
“Bird Lyrics and Other Poems,” by
Charles E. Jackson, is one of the best bird
books ever published. Mr. Jackson is a
dose student of nature and especially
fond of birds. In bis poems one can see,
in imagination, the birds flitting about
the branches of the trees and hear their
melodious voices as they put forth their
songs of cheer. Smith ± Sale, publishers,
45 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
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Dairymen.
At a recent meeting of the Wait Penobscot dairy
testing association. Prof.
Campbell, of tbs University ot Maine,
apoka on “Feeds and Feeding”. He divided hia subject into three pdrts—nutrition, calf-raising, feeding for milk pro-3

duction.
Under nutrition Prof. Campbell discussed several compounds that sre most
▼alnable. The first was water. We usually do not think of water as playing an
important part in the nutrition of an animal, bnt it is very neoeaaary as a solvent
end carrier, as well as adding palstability
to the food.
The amount of water In the body is
large, some of the body flnida being almost entirely water, as saliva which contains about 96 per cent.; so it is necessary
not only to have ■ good supply to keep np
the work of digestion and assimilation,
but it is necessary for the various body
fluids.
The absence or presence of water in a
food determines to a great extent its value
as it affects its palstability and its digestibility. A food that is perfectly free from
water is very hard to digest by itself and
and lacks palstability. It does not excite
a secretion ot the digestive jocies.
The great value of water as a food is
illustrated by tbe feeding value of silage.
There la only about 20 per cent, of total
solids in corn silage, yet it forms one of
tbe most desirable feeds, not only on
account of it cheapness, bnt because its
succulence stimulates the digestive organs
to better handle other foods.
The flow of milk may be much better

kept up throughout the year if a supply
of (ood containing a large percentage of
water is available. It is desirable to so
plan the cropping system that succulent
food! may be available throughout the
whole year.
To determine the value of water in the
food, several years ago ex-Governor Hoard
tried an experiment with pne of his cows.
He clipped a portion of hia lawn and gave
half of each dgys’ clippings to a cow. The
half he took into tbe kitchen and
dried. For several day# tbe eow was fed
on the fresh clippings, and gd¥d A Hood
flow of milk, but when the dried clippings}
were
fed to her the cow immediately
dropped in production, though the dried
clippings were so handled that they contained practically the same amount of
other

food

nutrients.

rne

value

oi

succulent

iooa

was

wen

on the University of Maine herd
last spring, w'hen mangel wurzels were
fed to the cows. Though the mangels
contained a comparatively low amount of
protein, carbo-hydrates and fat, a few
pounds of them fed twice a day caused the
flow of milk to be materially increased,
which flow was kept up for some days
after the last of the roots had been fed.
If the cow* is to make a maximum production throughout the year, her appetite
and individuality must be consulted, and
succulent feeds will play an important
part in catering to her desires. Ash, protein, carbo-hydrates and fat w’ere treated
in a manner much similar to water.
It is often that too much protein is fed.
Protein costs the most of any of the
nutrient compounds, and should not be fed
in excess of the required amount for this
reason alone; besides the cost, a very large
proportion of protein taxes the excretory
organs of the animal, and can only do the
work of carbo-hydrates and fat at a considerable expense of energy.
Fat and carbo-hydrates can be quite
readily interchanged in performing the
work necessary for the animal fuel. However, for the sake of digestibility as well
as cost, only a proportionate amount of
fat should be used with the carbo-hydrates. Fat has a fuel value of two and
one-quarter times that of the carbo-hydrates.
In purchasing feeds a man should know
what he is buying, and get not only large
quantities of desirable nutrients for his
money, but get these nutrients in the
for it requires
most digestible forms,
energy to change the food so that it may
be UBed by the animal. In fact some
roughages often given to growing stock
and dry cows, as swale hay and oat straw,
contain so little nutrients that practically the whole value derived from them is
required to digest the next lot.

shown

as

picture, which we are willing
The dairy testing association allows
to give the advantage of a good light.
the farmer to know, at a small expense,
—Emerson.
jnst what each cow is doing for him. He
can then select his best animals for dams,
StturtiHinaita.
and by mating them with a desirable
male, the chances are at least good that a
satisfactory calf will result.
When raising the calf do not make the
mistake of thinking that any old thing is
good enough for the young and growing
we are

to

a

Poor

Digestion?

This is one of the first signs of stomach weakness. Distress after eating,
sour eructations, sick headache, bilious conditions are all indicative
that it is the stomach that needs
assistance. Help it to regain health
and strength by taking

BEECIUM’S
PILLS

for

they are a stomach remedy that
disappoints. They act quickly and gently upon the digestive
never

organs, sweeten the contents of the
stomach, carry off the disturbing
elements, and establish healthy conditions of the liver and bile.
The wonderful tonic and strengthening effects from Beecham’s Pills,
make them a safe remedy—they

Help Weak
Stomachs

Boxes with foil directaoM. Me. aad tU.

The calf needs proper care, regua sufficient amount (not
too much nor too little) of clean feed.
That dreaded trouble, scours, very frequently results from unclean pails, too
much milk that is too hot or too cold,
given at irregular intervals. A little care
will keep the young calf thrifty and

animal.

larly given, and

growing.
FEEDING FOB MILK PRODUCTION.

In order to have an animal produce a
large amount of milk it is necessary to
start back several generations and ulti-

mately

secure a

good

calf to

begin

be increased until the maximum proK1TTKBY TO CARIBOU.
fitable production ie attained. Another
The fleh end feme oommleelon reoordi
big advantage of the daily milk recced is
•how fifty moose end UB dear illegeUy
that it will allow the herd owner to obkilled during the peat season.
serve any threatened epproaeh of slckBernard King, aged forty-fire years, ol
neee, tor any kind of physical disturbance
of the animel Immediately shows Itself at Winslow, broke through the lee while
fishing on the Bebeatioook rlrer Sunday,
the pall.
The kinds of grain fed will be deter- and woe drowned.
mined by the grains in the market and
Fire at Bangor house early yesterday
their ooet, together with the ronghagee morning destroyed the Bangor house
and grains raised on the farm.
stables. Forty-two horses were burned.
The loss is estimated at |B0,000.
can

with.

Treat the calf properly during its growing period, not allowing it to freshen
until it is quite mature, then you have a
good foundation for a profitable cow.
If the cow is to be fed intelligently, there
must be a proper relation between the
amount and quality of milk produced and
the quantity and quality of nutrients

given.
The only way to readily, easily and accurately obtain the knowledge for these
proportions is by the use of the scales.
Many people object to the use of scales,
saying that it requires too much time, but
actual experience shows that a half
minute will be ample time to weigh and
record the production of each cow at a
milking.
By watching the record sheet, one can
tell readily whether or not the cow is producing an amount in proportion to the
leed given, and if she is doing so the feed

AUCTION BRIDGE.

W. D.
of

Game Gradually Growing to be the
Most Popular of All.
The following excellent description of
•action bridge is taken from the current
number of Whiat.
“Auction bridge is fast pushing its way
to the front and bids fair to usurp the
place so long held by the parent game as
the most popular card game in existence.
The endless variety to auction coupled
with the fact that game may be won from
almost any stage by holding two good
hands, maintains the interest thronghont
the entire rubber.
“The fact also that a long deferred win
generlly results in largely enhanced profits
tends to keep every player on the qui
vive ‘Whether it is better to set the
maker or steal away the bid’ becomes a
much-mooted question, and he who nses
the best judgment in this situation is
bound to become a successful player.
With two prominent exceptions, the game
of auction closely follows the lines of
bridge. These two are, first in the method
of determining the maker of the trump,
and second, the variation in the scoring,
caused by the maker not fulfilling his contract.
“A rubber is won by the side first scoring tw o games of thirty points, the same as
at bridge, but there is a bonus of 260
points (instead of 100) for the victors.
The scoring toward winning these games
is exactly as at bridge, provided the maker
secures the number of tricks he bids.
“The declar ttion is not confined to the
dealer or his partner, but every player in
taro has the right of making a declaration
by over-bidding any previous one. The
value Qt the tricks is exactly the same as
at bridge, and the bidding starts with (be
dealer, who must declare to win at least
the 044 trlek in some suit or at no trumps*
“Each piayef in turn, beginning with the
dealers’ left-hand adversary, may either
pass, double the previous declaration or
bid on his own account. But each successive bid must be of greater value than the
preceding one, and may either be more
tricks in the previously-declared suit, or an
equal or smaller number of tricks in some

higher

^Thompson, of Winterport,

owner

portable threshing machine, died
Thursday, following the amputation of
his left leg, which was crashed In the
a

machine.

I

Patents have recently been granted to
Maine inventors as follows: M. Burpee,
Houlton, guard-rail clamp; E. Cleaves,
Sears port, device for handling invalids;
E. F. Parker, Fairfield, charging pulp-

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
“The bread-making qualities of floor
dne entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and floor, all the
are

strength they possess.”
R* Jambs Abbmtathby,
in

digester.

Col. W. A. R. Boothby, a prominent
citizen of Waterville, and
brother of Col.
Frederick E. Boothby, general passenger
and ticket agent of the Maine Central
railroad, died last Wednesday in a Boston
hospital. He was in the insurance business.

Terence Francis Cassidy, for many years
engaged in the ship chandlery business, in
Bangor, died Sunday. Death followed a
stroke of paralysis which he suffered five
weeks ago. For
forty-two years Mr.
Cassidy bad been in business in Front
street, being the last in the line of oldtime ship chandlers.
Low-water mark in shipbuilding in I
Maine has been reached this year, the new
fleet aggregating but 8,907 net tons, which
is not enough to offset the losses by
wreck,
fire and decay. Only nine schooners of
more than 100 tons register were
launched,
and the only other good-sized vessel of
any class was a railroad transfer boat.

can

William Tell

Market reports, tags, shipping oertiflcates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

WILLIAM

g
J

style,

biilliant

believe

that

animals are as numerous as ever,
that they have moved further back.

St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

STRICTLY

^

5
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COMMISSION.

PROCURED AND DEFENDED.

SendmodehM

for expert search and free report. ■
drawing: or photo,
Free advice, how to obtpiu patents, trade marks, ■
copyrights, «*, ,N ALL COUNTRIES.
I
Business direct with Washington saves ttme,M
Money and often the patent.
g
Petent and Infringement Practice Exclusively. B

Write or corns

■

to us at

■ MU Math I treat, epp. TTnltad States patent OAee.B
M
B
WASHINGTON, P. t.

R06ERS BR0S.t£L
1

silverware the choice of

discriminating purehasers.

This name to-day stands
for the heaviest grade of

1

plate and exquisite beauty
of patterns, assuring long

J
1

RAW FURS WANTED

years of service ana satufaction. Its remarkable I
durability has won it f
^
Ml
the popular title
Sold by leading
dealers every*
Send
where.
for catalogue

“C-L”showing
all patterns.

MarMsn Britannia Cs..

iVe have special orders to fill early for MINK.
MARTEN. OTTER. MUSKRAT, WILD CAT!
FOX, AND SKUNK.
'end for pr ce-list. Full market prices for all
tinds of furs.
Metcalf’s Fox Decoy, $1.00 per bottle delivered

>^525

"Silver Plate
that Wears.”

H. O. METCALF &

fff

Heridsn, toss.

CO.,

ALSTEAD, N. H
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CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direc' from the mills output. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Agents Wanted In Every Town to Sell ttiese Goods
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail Dept.

V

International BUtot Co., \
%
BueeiMot.

It is estimated that

others

41 North Market

I

IJ

\

or

while

HYDE, WHEELER CO.

■

wi

finish, combined with
In>nftt value|

possibly 10,000 deer were
killed in Maine this season. Only about
one-half of the deer killed are transported
by rail, and of these abont two-thirds
pass through Bangor. Some hunters and
guides think that game is becoming
scarce,

and

PRODUOE.

Aitistic designs,
correct

m

big game season closedfat midnight last Wednesday, and from the
records kept of game passing , through
Bangor, it appears that the kill of both
moose
and deer has been very nearly
9,000

FARM

Choosing Silver I

Maine’s

about

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUB

APPLES, VEALS, EQQ8

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

insured.

equal to that of 1908.

CANT SUPPLY OUR DEMAND
OUB

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

gor In 1902.
The flve-masted-schoortef Gov. Ames,
the first five-*master built, was lost off
Hatteras last Week, With Capt. A. W. King,
of Everett, Mass., his wife, and crew of
eleven men. One man was picked up after drifting on wreckage for hours. The
Ames was owned by the Atlantic Shipping
Co., and under charter to John S. Emery
& Co. She was bound up the coast for
New York with 33,000 railroad ties. She
was valued at $36,000, and was two-thirds

scoring suit, providing always

MiUer

America*

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
Wheat.
President John W. Burk,
who personally inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.
Ask any expert. He will tell you that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made from the flour of
this wheat. That's the only kind that
goes into—

William Engel, of Bangor, one of the
largest lumber operators and manufacturers of eastern Maine, died at
Poriland
Sunday of acute indigestion* He was fiftynine years of age. Besides his large business interests, Mr. Engel had been prominent in political affairs. He had represented his district in both branches of the
State legislature, and was mayor of Ban-*

that the value of the tricks declared is
greater than the previous declaration. At
the same time, if the value of the tricks
declared in a suit is equal to the value of
a smaller number of tricks in a more expensive, the bid holds good.
“Thus, according to the bridge value
of suit, one odd trick in diamonds outbids two odd tricks in spades; but three
odd tricks in spades are better than one
in diamonds (each being equal to six
points) and two odd tricks in clubs outbid one in hearts (each being equal to
eight). The double only increases the
value of the tricks for scoring, and not
for declaring purposes. So, if two hearts
are doubled the value of each trick becomes sixteen in play, and the declaration
would be worth thirty-two if scored, but
j
three diamonds is a better bid, although
its value is but eighteen if won.
“No player is allowed a second bid unbeen either
less his declaration has
doubled or outbid either by his partner or
the adversaries before his turn comes
round again. The play of the two combined hands always rests with the player
who makes the final call. When two
partners have both made declarations in
the same sail, the partner who made the
first call in that particular suit is the

"in*

Box

36, Camden, Me.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and
for those who
HAVING
need assistance
the next five

the

care

during

may

but

and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dbummst
years

The students of the Shaw business ,col-

Portland, will celebrate their
lege,
twenty-fifth annual reunion at the Auditorium, Portland, on Jan. 1. Gov. Fernald, Mayor Strout and Hon. E. C. Rey-

brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
Restores
nolds have been invited to address the away a Cold in the Head quickly.
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size Subscribe for The American
students. Several thousand invitations
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
have been mailed, but many of the old Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
students have not been reached by rea5Q AVarren Street. New York
It is
son of the uncertainty of address.
the earnest desire of the management of
the college personally to invite every old
student, and those to whose attention this
player who must play the hands, his notice comes are invited, whether they
partner becoming the dummy, and his have received a previous invitation or not.
left-hand adversary becoming the leader. Complimentary tickets will be mailed
“The side that fulfills its contract upon application, or they may be secured
value of its declaration at the college office on the afternoon of
Bcores the full
the date mentioned. The Bangor and
and of all tricks over and above the con
A good cup of coffee has as much to do with it as any one thing,
tract below the line, but should it fail Aroostook and Maine Central railroads
in its undertaking it scores nothing at will give reduced rates.
in sending me to work in the morning at peace with the world.
all, with the exception of its honors.
does know how
“And friend I can tell you this, She
A Wonderful Flyer.
Thus, suppose the contracting side has
The most remarkable claim ever made
declared to make two odd tricks in
a
I’ve
been
In
coffee.
traveling man
to make
my
hearts, and actually makes five, it scores of the possibilities of human aviation is
in
coffee
served
have
been
every conceivcovering eleven states;
forty and game below; if on the other embodied in the announcement recently
and this cup
hand, it makes only one odd trick, it by Wallace G. Tiilinghast, a prominent
room
lunch
of dining and
able
citizen aod vice-presi lent of a Worcester
scores nothing; bat for each and every
that
blended coffee
greets me at
and a half of T & K
trick it is short of it pays a penalty of (Mass.)
manufacturing concern, who
fifty points, or 100 points if doubled, or | claims to have secretly invented, built an’d
my home table is Coffoo that is Coffee.”
tested an teroplane capable of carrying
200 if redoubled.
for a good cupof coffee,
Wife’s
“These points or penalty tricks are three passengers, and in which he says he
If you would like
scored by the adversary in his honor has flown from Worcester to New York,
we mail it free of charge.
a
us
line;
drop
column above the line, but do not in any thence to Boston and then back, a disway assist him toward winning the game. tance of 300 miles. A speed of 120 miles
THURSTON & KINGSBURY, Bangor, Maine.
m
This is one of the most dfflcult points for an hour was maintained at various times,
"I tell you, friend, T St K colfee i> well worth trying. You
the beginner to grasp, and he must lay it it is asserted.
•tore."
The test was on Sept. 8 at night, accordwell to heart that he cannot under any
can get it—IF YOU INSIST— of your grocer or general
conceivable possibility score below the ing to Mr. Tiilinghast, who says he cirTheT & K teafthat YELLOW PACKAGE, and T-&K
line on
the
adversary’s declaration. cled the statue of liberty at an elevation
Extract! are food product! which have become thettandarcHor
Though the declarer loses a grand slam, of 4,000 feet, and was seen on the return
hereabouts.
the other side does not score one point be- I trip by a coast guard on the Long Island
coast when flying low, the fact being relow the line.
“Another point to remember is that the corded in the newspapers at the time.
He says the machine iB a monoplane,
losses paid in penalty tricks are quite irrespective of the suit in which the contract 1 weighing 1,550 pounds, with a spread of
can be
is made. The declarer loses fifty points seventy-two feet and equipped with a 120W
for every trick he is short of, whether the horse-power gasolene engine of special
quickly relieved if Johnmake beho trumps or spades. The only construction.
ANODYNE
ton’* Anodyne Liniment
On his trip to New York Mr. Tiilingexception is in the case when one spade has
aa
it tprayed into the bronchial
In this instance the hast said he carried two
won the declaration.
who
mechanics,
maximum count is fixed at 100 points.”
several times
made repairs to a motor cylinder while
i
■
the aeroplane scaled in the air.
daily. It is also
4
Mr. Tiilinghast states that he will bring
The Life-Savers.
a tried and true remedy tor corns, Astnma,
The annual report of the superintendent the machine to Worcester in February
i
In most case*
Diarrhoea and most human ills.
of the life-saving service, Mr. Kimball, and that soon after he will demonstrate
shows that during the last fiscal year there his achievement and later compete in the
where internal use is necessary a few drops are
national aviation contest.
were 1,376 marine disasters, involving the
poured on sugar or in sweetened water.
lives of 8,900 persons which called the life-
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Bronchitis

JOHNSON9S

I

L-_tubes

saving service
vessels

were

thirty people

into activity. Seventy-two
totally lost, although only
lost

their

lives in

|

Do not throw away your leaky rubbei
water-bags. Get some clean sand
it in a tin pan and pour into the ba{
by means of a funnel. The sand keeps iti

hot
heat

conse-

quence.
heat as well as water.
The total value of the property involved
MOKK DANVILLE PRO'»F
in these disasters was $16,106,080, the value
Jacob Schrall, 432 South St., Danville, 111.
of property lost being $2,295,380. Of the
writes: “For over eighteen months I was
1,376 vessels meeting disaster, the life- ! sufferer from kidney and bladder trouble
During the whole time was treated by severa
saving service rendered aid to 1,319, valued doctors
and tried several different kidne;
with their cargoes at $13,316,815.
pills. Seven weeks ago I commenced takini
i Foley’s Kidney Pills, and am feeling bette
1
every day and will be glad to tell anyone in
I A contented spirit is the sweetness of terested just what Foley’s Kidney Pills di<
1
I existence.
for me.” G. A. Parc kb.
—Dickens.
1

1

j

Ll/lllWC/V

For 99 yean the

Family

Doctor

supply in your home, because
it is invaluable for applying to cuts, bruises, sprains,
Always keep

a

bums and scalds. It is the emergency mnady
fails
almost a century old.
Sold ml

for bilious
indigestion and
constipation.

dU
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ROM WASHINGTON.
ooUcetton b moat gratifying to the
■Ms shea of the Institution, aapactally
Little Pebllc
OS far the Holidays
as It baa entailed no expense, the
Bastaeae watH after Jam. 1.
funds batog raised by private contriWMBWfW, D. <X, Dec. B (epeeial)
bution.
Politics and legislation are relegated this
week and next. Only the President and a
retrade sad

&t)f <£ Ufioottl) American.
A

LOCAL AO POLITICAL JOOHHAL

—

mn vnmDAT ariimoi
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HANCOCK OOWn PUIU1HOW CO.

As volume of business all over the
oountry oontlnues very large. Meet
Industries are bow employed olose up
to ospaoity. A canvass by the National amocitation of manofaetarem
year.
shows only the crockery and glassAdrerUaleg Dalaa—Are naaonabla aad wlllba
■ada kaoara oa appUeatlOB.
ware factories to be below to per
cent, of the best conditions; and only
Baalaeae oowtaanloattoae ahoald be add reread
to. aad all eheeka aad money ordara made pay. cement and day products cad vehirate to Tn Hamouck Court Puauemao
cles to be below to per cent. Other

tide seaaon. It is a long season in Washtwo foil weeks and mom.
ington
Congress, the supreme eourt and many
of the other big officials ham this two
•weeks’ holiday ail to themselves. The 30,000 and more of workers la the several.departments am Isas iortoaate, bat they gat
good periods of mat and merriment. A
custom prevails of allowing half holidays
in the departments tn advenes of the
holidays. Consequently the mnltitadm
OO, Bill worth. Maine.
manufacturing industries, including who hem employment at the hands of the
an government ere released from work at
This week’s edition of The even textiles, are put down at
noon of this week, and will not
average of from 93 to 97 per oent, Friday
Aaserleen la 2.400 copies.
return to ttuir desks till the Monday
with agricultural implements at 100.
morning following. The same will probably be true of New Year’s, which, of
Average for the year of 1906,
3,538
Judge Putnam last week dismissed coarse, likewise cornea on
a Saturday this
the bill brought last May In the U. 8.
year.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 33, 1909. circuit court against the sixteen
A few of the committees of Senate and
Maine sheriffs by Boston liquor deal- House which ham a deal of work to do
ers who asked that the sheriffs be en- are plodding along with routine matters
Maine's Opportunity.
Many states may have equal oppor- joined from seising liquors in transit, daring the holidays, bat there is tittle
tunities, bat some have taken better which the complainants claimed were accomplished, end no one has any idea of
advantage of them and are, therefore, under the protection of the pure food taking hold in earnest till after the President has
the doors of the Whits
more
progressive and prosperous. law and seixable only by the United House foropened
the New Year reception and
The bill which was
Maine has the natural advantages in States officers.
ushered in the first new year of his
her many undeveloped resources. dismissed as originally drawn, has
administration. Everybody is in the boat
amended
in
accordance
with
the
been
a
small
But
percentage of her wonof spirits over the outlook tore happy
derful water-power has been de- permission given by the oourt, so that year, and the compliments of the season
veloped, and her agricultural and there is but one oomplainant and one ere being exchanged in the meet cordial
mineral wealth are in their Infancy. defendant, Sheriff F. D. Thurlow, of manner.
Maine, in the minds of good authori- Aroostook oonnty, being the one
The Maine folks who come to Washingties, is capable of maintaining more named in the new case.
ton during the session of Congress hare
people well than all the rest of New
England combined. She needs more
The National geographic society scattered for the holidays. Several of them
have gone to their homes. Senator Hale
and better farmers to till her lands, last week
publicly aoclaimed Comthereby increasing her agricultural mander Robert E. Peary the discov- has gone to Boston for a few days in the
more vigorous northern air. He seema to
wealth.
erer of the north pole, and in recoglike Boston better than Washington durHer water-power should be devel- nition thereof
presented to him a gold ing the cold months of the year ‘as a place
oped and utilized, thereby building medal. In presenting the trophy to tor rest from legislative labors. Senator
up her cities, putting millions of dol- Oommasder Peary, Prof. Willis L. Frye is tarrying here at present, but will
lars in wages into circulation, and
Moore, president of the sodety, who procablyget over to New Jersey to visit
making a profitable home market for acted as toastmaster, phrased hie sen- his granddaughter before Mew Yfwf’a, for
agricultural products. Her stone quar- tences to refer to Commander Peary Congress does not reconvene till Tuesday,
Jan. 4, and there is nothing to occupy him
ries and mineral development should aa the man who had won the
prise.
be greatly extended. The outing busi- There was no reterenoe to the claims here till that time. He improved the opbefore the holidays to gets
ness, one of her largest industries, of Dr. Cook, and only a alight one to portunities
number of small bills out of his committee
now
reached
the
enormous
having
the polar controversy.
on commerce and thus start them on the
sum of 936,000,000 per year, should
way through the legislative mill.
be greatly encouraged.
In advancing the scores of little bills afThe President’s Winona speech and
The opportunity of Increase is in
the speech of Speaker Cannon at Kan- fecting commerce upon the seas, Senator
the hands of her own people. This
is a wonder. He had his committee
sas City have both been made publio Frye
called together early and persuaded the
can be done by making liberal and
documents and can be had by writing
senators thereof to agree to a bill to conjust laws, better roads, freely adver- to senators or
—

SebeertpMoa fttet HA a year; *1.00 for Ax
moatha; M eaata for thrae monlhe.lf paid
etrteUy la edeasua. aijt, n and ■ eaata
reapeetlrely Slagle copter • eaata. AD arlearagee aea nehaaad at the raM of •* par

representatives or the
republican congressional committee at
Washington. Every voter interested
in publio questions should have these

tising the State, and justly dealing
with her guests.
Her railroad systems need extending, and many imshould be made.
The control of the Boston A Maine

provements

documents.

and Maine Central railroads are now
in the hands of the New Haven system, of which Charles 8. Mellen is the
head. Massachusetts evidently made
« great mistake,
when Mr. Mellen
came to New Raven, of opposing his
plans of development and in not understanding the man, and it is possible that be made a mistake in not understanding folly the New Englander.
In this State it is hoped that no
snob mistake will be made by the peoMaine should extend to Mr.
9>le.
Mellen and his associates a oordial

COUNTY

GOSSIP.

The wood-choppers feel safer,
is over.

now

the

hunting season

F. N. Trnndy, of West Sorry, reports
seeing a large flock of robins last week.
Sun they were not grosbeaks?
There are 3,658 grangers in Hancock
oonnty, according to the annual report of
the State secretary. The whole number
in the State is 56^30.

C^Unty-Attorney

The annual report of
Wiley C. Canary, of Bocksport, shows that
co-operation. Os advent and that of during the past year in this county eightythe New Haven system into 'the Bos- nine prosecutions were instituted, of
ton A Maine and Maine Central Is a which sixty were for violations of the
rare opportunity tor the people of prohibitory liquor law. Other oBences
should at onoeem- were aa follows: Homicide, one; perjury,
Maine, and

they

Senator Hale, who la opposed to
authorising two new battleships and
a collier or a
repair-ship at this
session of Congress, has called attention to one of the most serious needs
a material increase in
of the navy
the personnel. Caps. Usher, acting
chief of the bureau of navigation,
sent to the naval committees a few
day ago an earnest recommendation
that provision be wade tar 8,000
enlisted men, and Mr. Hate
believes Mils increase is far more im-

Cook Discredited.
The university of Copenhagen, the lint
institution of learning to recognise Dr.
Frederick A. Cook aa the disooverer of the
north pole, yesterday solemnly declared
that the explorer had tailed to establish
the claim upon which his high honors had
been baaed.
The committee appointed by the university to examine Cook’s records recently
presented its report to the oonsutory of
the university which reviewed the deductions of the experts with the greatest care
and discussed the findings from every
standpoint. That both the committee and
the consistory were disappointed eras soon
known.
Tuesday morning the consistory met
and adopted a written report to the effect
that the alleged records submitted for examination by Dr. Cook failed to prove hie
claim that he had reached the north pole.
The report of the committee aa presented to the consistory states that Cook’s
papers are without any value; that his report to the university is practically the
same as that published In the Few York
Herald upon his return from his Arctic
expedition. The copies of his note-books
submitted, lays th committee, contain no
original calculations of observations, but
only results thereof. Accordingly, the
committee concludes that he affords no
proof of having reached the pole.

—

in-ships.
portant
Bourn conception
existing
situation may be may be gained from
increase
of the

the tact that among the three cruisers, the St. Louis, the Milwaukee and
Mm Charlestown, all on tbs Pacific,
there is only one fnll and two reserve
maws. Thaos vessels require a crew
of IN men each, but when one of
them goes into commission it is accessary to take out the other two, leaving on each ship a reserve crew of
180 men. _
The

Smithsonian

institution

at

WMkingtOH has placed on exhibition
the trophies obtained by the Roosevelt expedition la South Africa. This
collection is declared by the regents
lasMtaUou to be the finest It has ever
received. It Includes MS specimens
of large mammals, 1,800 of small
mammals, MOO hirdo and something
over 8,800 sheets of plants. There
skulls
are, moreover, several human
old
pc*** up along the One of an
■lave train which constitute ■ valuable nneir1KTH^" to the anthropoThe receipt of this
logical dlvWon.
:
■'

struct a vessel for the customs service in
the vicinity of Portland, and also to agree
on a bill for the construction ol a lighthouse tender for the engineer of the first
and second Ughthoose districts which Include the entire coast of Maine, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts.

Representative Burleigh, of the third
district, has returned to Maine tor the
holidays, and is with his family at Augusta. He cleared up his work, incident
the first two weeks of the session and
visited several of the departmenta to dispose of the numerous errands entrusted to
him by his constituents. He was one
>f |he two or three New England Congressmen bidden to the recent annual fall
linner of the Gfidiron club, which is
isoally regarded as a big event incident
0 the early weeks of a session of Confieas. The President, most of the mempert of his cabinet and a large contingent
trom official lift, invariably attend this
to

mnqoet given by newspaper owiespondinta. Good fun and merriment prevail,
ill are on an equality and the big officials,
< iven
to the President, have to submit
n the “roasting”.
The committees of which Gov. Burleigh
sa member have held no meetings yet,
put they have considerable bus! ness ahead
his winter. The census committee keeps
1 lookout over the plans for taking the cenms, and the public buildings and grounds
pommittee already has a big grist of public building bills on its calendar. It is to
be determined after the holidays what the
policy shall be this winter with reference
to a big public building bill to cover
numerous projects,
including several
already brought forward in Maine. Gov.
Burleigh holds the ranking republican
■eat, next to the chairman on each of

compound larceny, five; larceny,
three; rape, two; assault and battery,
three; cheating and conspiracies, two;
nuisance, two; other offences, eleven.
these were disposed of during the year aa
follows: Quashed, one; noi pressed or
dismissed, four; conviction and sentence,
twenty; acquitted, two; plaoed on file,
thirty-four; continued open, twenty; continued for sentence, thirty-five; continued
marked “law”, two; sentenced to State’s
prison, one; sentenced to county jail and
house of correction eleven; lined eleven.
The oasts and expenses of prosecution
during the year amounted to &M3.88; fines and oosta imposed, (866.38; fines
and costa collected, (G3U2.
those committees.
one;

brace it.
Mr. Mellen has always been a builder and developer in the
broadest
sense; his labors la New Newland and
Cur New England are just at tbe beginning. A man should be judged by
his works. What he did in the W«*t
da known, and similar work may be
expected from him for Maine and
New England.

than an

has nowgon* bank to Canton fora litU*
holiday rate.

government
Foreign
All th* Main* eoagraeemen wlU hsv*
few of hie confidants am a boot bed la those
ceipts sontiaas to Improve, and la prosaic topics. The mat of the aHrlal plenty of work to do for a while aftarOoathere
of
tbs
eetimatoe
■pits
treasary
world of Washington, that bee net gone greea reconvene*. Aa usasl, however, the
may be a surplus for tbs flseal year. hams to the states, is enjoying the Tele- big whaelhocee of industry from th* Pino

1LUWORB, MAIMS.

•

ship-subvention bill, and baa also baa
poring osar th* papan In a contested
election oa** assigned to aaothar eomm'ttes •( which he I* a nssmber, bat ha

!

Brown had Just finished a narrative that
was tedious and long drawn out. “Hay,
Brown,” exclaimed one of bis audience,
“you’d nuke a good bank cashier.”
“Why do you think eof” queried Brown.
“Because,” answered the other, “you are
never short in your aoeounta.”

Tree state will b* th* senior Main* aenator, who, every secs ion, does about twice
ss much a* any other legislator under the
federal dome, and seems to thrive on It.
In spite of hi* advancing years, Senator
Hale keep* hi* old-time mental grasp
upon the volnmlanoa* boatneae of th* upper legislative branch. Many others in
the Senate at his time of Ufa relinquish
their activities, and Isavs the big work to
be done by younger naan.
Senator Hale’s duties have been growing
in recent yean,
more end more heavy
but he meets them energetically and
without any impairment of vigor. Ho at
seventy-three is the Under of tbs Sonata,
while at the other end of the Capitol,
legal Katun,
Speaker Cannon, also at seventy-three,
is the leader of tbs House. The Speaher
mn or maim*.
was bora Jane 9,18M;
Senator Hale wee
OoUsetsw’s Advertisement uTBnlo eflwli
born May 7, IBM. It Is s striking coinof in-loaMmt Owners,
cidence that there 1* a difference of but a
on lands sltnatsd In the town ol
month in the agm of the men who hevu Unpaid taxes
Blaehlll, In the count y of Hancock, for the
risen to this pre-eminence in legislative
year IMS.
N
follow!ax list of taxes on real retail
annals.
of
THB
Bluehlll

non* resident owners is the town ol
aforesaid, for the rear UN. committed to me for eoUeettoa for said toon oa
the 17th day of
UN, remains unpaid;
txd notice Is hereby (teen that If said taxes
with Interest and chargee are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including interest and charges, will he sold
without further notice at public aaettoa al
town hall, in said town, on the first Monday
In February, Ult, at • o’clock a m.

Postmasters to Meet.
The Hancock county league of postmasters is to meet st the board of trade rooms,
Hancock boll, Ellsworth, on Tuesday, Jen.
18,1910.
Z. R. Duran, president of the State
league, is to be present. The meeting will
be called to order st 9.80 a. m.
C. I. Merrill, of Green lake, is prasident
of tbe Hancock county league.

April,

Name of owner,

tax dot
Isold la
unknown, deacrlpMob ol property.
Acre*. Value. A edge.
Bowden, Albert 8, honee

BtaSS,

Dooley

street

FIELD

hoaae

at

once. Salary from SUM) lo $4.00
commission; position tbe
right parties. See Manager at
19, Hancock House, Ellsworth. B. B.

AGENTS
per day and
year round to

ANNUAL MEETING,

OMfeapsrt National Bank, of Bnckspert.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
this bank will beheld at their banking
rooms. Tuesday, tbe eleventh day of January,
next, at S o'clock p. m., for the choice of directors, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally oome before them.
Rowans B. Moon,
Dee. ft, IBB.

j

8ILSBY,

MOnOE OF ANNUAL MEETING

Boa nan 8. Thu arrow,

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.
Mother Gray’* Sweet Powders for Children,
Certain relief for Feverishness, Headache,
Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move snd
regulate the Bowels and destroy Worm*.
They break up Colds iu 24 hours. They are so
to the taste snd harmless as milk.
hildren like them. Over 10.000 testimonials
of cures. They never fail. Sold by all druggists. tic. Ask to-day. Don’t accept any substitute.
e
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hike Bon. Clarenoe Bala, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Mains.
BILLGBOYB, of Meant Desert,
la the oonnty of Bannonh and State
f Maine, in said district, respectfully repeeents, that on the 14th day of August,
ut past, he was duly adjndgsd baakrant naler the Acts of Congress relating to boakuptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
iroperty and rights of property, and has tally
omplled with all ths requirements of said
cts and of ths orders ofcourt touching his

EDWABD

Order of Batten Thereon.
liernlCT or Mens as.
On this lith day of December, a. d. KM, oa
ending he toregol' g petition, it Is—
Ordered by the mart, that a hearing bo
iad upon the am on tha Tth day of
before said mart
d. ISM,
anoary, a.
,t
Portland, in said
district, at tea
the forenoon; and that sa’’clock in
les thereof be published In the Ellsworth
Lmerlcsn. a newspaper printed in mlddisriot, and that all known creditors, and other
arsons la Interest, may appear at ths said
lme and place, and show cease, If any they
isve, why the prayer of said petitioner should
lot be granted.
And ft Is farther ordered by the mart, that
he clerk shall sand by mall to all known
reditora mples of said petition and this crier, addressed to them at their plasm of reallence as stated.
Witness the Bonomble Clarence Bale,
udge of the said Court, and the seal thereat.
>t
la said district, oa the lith day of
teoember, a. d. IMS.
Jenna B. Hnwar. Clerk.
(L. 8.]
A true mpy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jell as B. Bswnr, Clark.

Portland,

Eugene

Order of Notice Tharaon.
Distbiot or Maibb as.
On this 19th day of Deoember, a. d. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, IliaOrdered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 7th day of January,
a- d. 1910, before said court at Portland, In said
district, at 19 o'clock in tne forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said District. and that all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said
ne and place, and show cause, if any thsy
bars, why ins prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail U> all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them aft their places of residence
as stated.
Witness (he
Honorable Clarence Hale,
J udge of tbe said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 18th day
of December, a. d. 1909.
Jambs E. Hbwbv, Clerk.
fL. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs B. Hbwbv, Clerk.

US

Bankrupt.

of

j

bill and that
Indian
committee has been sitting early and lata
getting its bill into shape. Hr. Allen likes
Washington’s climate in winter and he is
sticking close to baas daring tke holidays.
Representative Bwaaey, of tie second district, which used to oe represented by Hr.
Littlefield, participated in some of the
powwows of the merchant marine and
fisheries oommittee over the framing of s

It

•akruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may ho dereed by the court to have a full diecharge
rom all debts procnbls against Us saute
tader said bankruptcy nets, except such debts
s are excepted by law from snch discharge.
Dated this Itth day of ftorembor, a d. IMA
Bauman Bmanor a.

Clerk.

appropriation

land

Bankrupt,

"‘otawfthU loth day ofOh
December, 1M*.
P.

"therefor.

and

In the matter of
Bnwano HlIAnaora,

NOTICE OF

THE ISLAND TELEPHONE COMPANY.
VrOTIOl is hereby given that tbe annual
meeting of the e took holders of this
IN
company will be held at the offlee of Seth W.
Norwood, at Southwest Harbor, on Monday,
the tenth-day of January, 1910. at2.Mp.au,
for tks purpose of electing a board of directors end a elerk, and receiving and acting
upon the reports of the oAosrs, end for the
of such other business ns may
Representative Guernsey, of the fourth traneaetion
properly oome before the meeting.
Dated this Uih day of December, 1909.
diatrict, has gone back to Dover for the
8btb W. Nob wood,
holiday!. While he was hen he took opto
Clerk.
the treaanry department an official recommendation for the renomination of “Bill”
ItgalXottcm.
Bewail, the friend of ex-Preeident RooseBukrqK'i Partition tar Dtadutg.
velt, to another term aa ooliaetor of coslathe matter of
1
tome in the Boulton district, end also
loom 8. Tbcb«to«.
In Bankruptcy.
attended s mooting or two of the terriI
Bankrupt.
tories committee, which has bean con- T. tbe Hob. dome. Hale, Jadg. of tbe District ooart of Ik. United State, tor tb. Dtasidering s bill to amend the land laws of
trtetof Maine.
the territory of Hawaii. Hr.
8. thurston,of southwm h«Guernsey
Imv, in tbe coast, of Hancock, and state
is now one of the common council of the
of 88m, in Hid district, rMpcett.ll, run*
District of Columbia, as tbs House com- ■cate, tbit on ib. Mb day of October, last
mittee on the District of Columbia ia paet, b*- vandaly adjudged bankrapt Bader tbe
Acte at Ooogreea relating to bukr.ptey; that
known. That committee grinds
out be bw duly cerreadered mil bin property
measures by
the bushel every season, and right* of property, and baa fall, compiled with .11 the ra^Hremente of laid act.
although they pertain solely to the govern- and of the order, of eo.it touching bis bonkment of the strip of land along the north
he prays that he may be deshore of the Potomac in which tha federal creed by the court to have a full
discharge
from all debts orovabl* against his estate
capital Is located.
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
Representative Allan, of the first dis- aa are excepted by law from snob discharge.
Dated this Uth dayof November, a. d. nE
trict, helps make up the annual Indian

as

Bankrapt-a Petition ter Discharge.

Cashier.

AS LB

11

4M
rwin. Walter B. MamM
moth Mining Co, land.
TS
SM
j rwin. Walter B, Young
Heckle mining land,
MM
M
a
rhom, B W, house an.I
lot at B Blnehlll oclot
4M
S IS
cupied by B B Long.
Falser Granite Co. land
■
at B Bluehill, bounded
west by
highway to
Morgan's bay, north by
A B Carter and A H
Webber, east by Lather W Bridges, south by
achoolhoase lot. F D
Long lot and W M
S
SM
Warawell land,
SM
Cass. A. Snow, Collector
of taxes of the town of Blnehlll.
Blnehlll, Dec. SI, ISM.

TEE

THE ANNUA I, MEETING
OF UNION BIYBB TELEPHONE GO.
is
XrOTIQB
hereby given theft the annual
IN meeting of Che stockholders of this
company will be held aft the oAee of the Clerk
aft Aurora, on Monday, the seventeenth day
of January, 1910, at 1 o'clock p. m. for the purpose of sleeting a board of directors and receiving and acting upon the reports of the offloors, and for the transaction of such other
business as may properly oome before the

III
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lands situated In the town

nt

«io'eeold, tor the y«r isw
SoB*h!IJ!i
committed H*rbo5’
to me (or oolleetlon tor
mid town'
on the 01 teenth dey of Met, ttttrmUSh
nnpald; end notion Is
•old tense with

hereby

ilre'nthetl*

Interest end chorees

ere not

rSu‘2u£

weld, eo
preelouely
toned ao le »oBolent

mneh ot the
to pey the amount dn.
therefor, Inolndlnf Interest end ch.r™,
be sold without farther notice ot public 'tuc
tlon ot Meeonlo boll, in sold town.on the
‘
Monday In February, lino, ot f o'clock m

»?n

L

Hum of owner, description
of

Vnln-

property.

incSdiu

ation. &

Fallon, lira Abblc M,

chgs,

Ell*-

rMSrmisss:
A others. B
8

by shore,
by
Kimball end
Hone#
Stanley heirs,W by town rood.
Cottage and stable, land
boanded oa N by cemetery

Maine, and! Tided one-hell
lot at Ship Harbor, load
bounded on H by Allen lot, 8
shore, W by
Harbor,
Nby rood. Undivided onehell lot. north of rood at Bbip
Harbor, land boanded on 8
bj road. N and W by Elisabeth Manchester, B by said
Manchester * Farrow lot.
Undivided l« Birch CUB lot
f OB a, boanded on north by
town line. W on Beech Hin
rood, 8
Feranld'e land,
east by Bobo lake.
Goodwin, Frank J, Pawtucket,
B I, land boanded on N by
load of James B Stanley, E
by shore, 8 nod W by load of
A W Bee and cottage,
Ksleho, Mary C, heirs of, Philadelphia, Pa, lead bounded no
N by private way of H Clark,
w by load of H A Inman and
Bobert Ksighn. 8 by land of
A Beeves, K by shore, atone
cottage tbereoa. field lot,
lend boanded on N by town
rand. B by land of Yonng,
Dark nod E Clark, 8 by lantt
of H Clark. W by lend of Rufus McKay.
H Oierk lot,
land bounded oa N by town
road, B and 8 by Bobert
Kalghn, W by Fred Yoong,
Kelley, Utsie M, Tremont.
Maiae. lead fiom -John F
Norwood nod Is a part ol lot
No I, oo pine of Salem Tow u
Junior, nod described folly
in Hancock registry of deeds,
book MB, page SOB,
Curve/, Reuben, Northeast
Harbor, Me, Allen Hopkins
lot. land bounded on N by
lead of Seth Lnrvey, B by
lead of Alloa Trudy, 8 by
hairs of Abbie Curve/, W by
Loos Pood road. Isaac Larva/ lot, lead buaaded oa 8 by
load of 8 W Harries, W by
lud of Guom Gilley. B by
lead of AI Holmes ud Clerk
brothers, N unknown.
Mellody, Alias J, Avon. Maes,
Island Hoaae. stable sad lot.
lud boanded on north, seat
aad want by lead of H Clark,
south by town road.

by

NOTICK or IOIULOWU.'
nrBNSAI Georgia M. Bridges. «f Verou. Hancock con at), Maine, by ber
TT
nortgage deed dated Daosmbar 88, IMS. and
* corded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
wok gat, nase Ht, conveyed to the Bncksport
won * Bonding Association, a corporation
oca tod in Bncksport, in said connty, certain
sal estate thus described In said mortgage:
The following described real estate with the
landings standing thereon, situate in said
erona, and described as follows: Bsglnting at the northeast oorner of wood lot
nrnsd by Richard Abbott; tbsnea rnaalng
oath eighty six and two thirds cagrees east
ibont thirty rods to an oak stake marked (U);
hence south twenty three degress east seeinty-Bvs rods toe cedar stake marked (IMS)
in the shore; thence by the shore south tweuy rods to a stake standing on a cleft of a
urge granite stuns; thence north twentyoven degrees west ninety rods to a stake and
itonts; thence north three snd one-third detrees east two rods to the place of beginning,
wntaining twelve asrea more or less, and bang the same premises deeded me by Rosie b.
Jowdeo. Decamber IS, IMS.
Reserving howiver from the strove premiees a s rip of land
wenty-dve test In width with the buildings
hsrson standing on the shore front sad asms
m described In second parcel of land named
n mortgage from me to said Roaia L. Bow, en,
nne date, both to bo recorded In Hancock

Mooney, John P, Bangor, Me,

lud Mended oa 8 by shore,
N by road, B by Kant, W by
heirs ofjohn DoUlver sad
ban.
Land bseeded oa B
by Geo Beat, Lacy King aad
r DoUlver, B by Beat aad
shorn. 8 by land of Puny
Mayo, W by lead of Frank
MoMalUa,
Moore, Carrie N, North Bileworth, Maine, lud Mended
N end W by P. D. Gilts/, 8
by lud of Beth Lnrvey, Bby
road end cottage,
Mscomber, John H, Hall Quarry, Maine, pert of let No MR
land
containing 44 miss,
boanded on N by town line,
E by shore, 8 by Halo, Grindie aad other*, W by Bcho
Lake,
O’Connor. Patrick, Waleka,
Florida, lot A, load bounded
oa N by land of Oatberin*
Daria, ( by load of Feraaid.
B by road, west by Davis end

M O’Connor. Lot B, Mob <*d
N by rood, B by land of M
O'Connor, 8 by ebon, W by
land of Catherine Davis. Lot
C, land boondnd oa N by
Catherine Davie, W by land
of M O'Connor, B by land
Julia Gallahar, B by shore.
Lot D, bounded oa B by land
of Catherine Davis, W by said
Daris aad M O’Connor, N by
road, aad B by brook and
shore,
BtracL Q#o H, 80 Moreland Si,
Bnbara, Mom, land from 8
W Htrrlcki bounded on N by
Great Pond, E, 8 and W by 8
W Herrick.
Wjeu. Levi 8, heir* of Ellaworth. Maine, undivided onefourth of ton (10) scree Iron
J A Freeats, Mnaded on If
by private way of J A Freeman. B by J W Somes aad
Eliza Robinson, 8 by mid
Hoblnson, W by land of G H
Klttredg*. Word lot and undivided aalf of tea (M) acres.
Mnaded 8 by Ambrose Stanley's land, W by land of William H Ward, 1 by hairs of
Horses Stanley, B by town
rood. Ben Hanoock Oo regts-

tr^of deeds,

u«

izn

«g

8.373

172 81

173

8 IB

IB*

18

*,70#

3370

77*

21»

870

1180

220

7 7»

SOB

14 8*

100

18»

_

book MB, pads

M
A. L. Mato. Collector of
Metaxes of the Iowa of Southwest Berbor,
Southeweet Hsrbor, Ms. Deo. 20, IBMMrtbj fires notice

tow

duly appointed ndminif
of

TBBHTON,

egistry of deeds.

■

|H

Associstiox,
By W. C. Oonary, Its attorney.

380

oa

ms

And whereas the condition of said mortgage
been broken, now therefore, by reason of
uch breach of condition, the Bncksport Loan
I Building Association claims a foreclosure
• ►f said
mortgage.
Bncksport, December 18,1900.
Bucxsronv Loan A Building

*M15 '«

Ship

by

Long Island.
rwin, Walter B. Donglass land and boitdiugs,
rwin, Walter B, Stewart
land and James Douglass farm,
rwin.Walter B, Blnehlll
Mining Co. land,

Whits.

Ml

on

saftruftsnA**ooon^ - ««•
masse ssrta-,5tst

&WiLS*3as2
oSSK^-kusworth,

near Sedgwick
town
line,
3riadle, Medbsry
J,

QSanttt.

CARD OF THANKS.
YIT'E wish to thank tbe friends and nsighff
bora who so kindly assisted ns in oar
rooent bereavement in the loss of onr beloved
wife and mother; also for tbe beautiful floral
Bum a mi* O. Doll ash.
oflertngs.
Misa A mu a Dollabd.
Miss Musa B. Dollabd.
Brooklin, Deo. II, 190$.

Unpaid tones

Ado

ed north by land of G
W Grtndle, south and
east by Abbie Joyce
land, west by land of
Clarence Chatto,
3ray, Lather W, prood
land and the Leonard I
Gray wood lot.
Jray, Charles B, ths
Samuel A (Day lot,
3 ray,
Charles B, ths
the John A Staples lot

Jot Sale.

lot

Grace E. Sooth
field of B G W

Dodge, eat,
Emery, Charles H. ths
Wilflard Dow ahd Fogg
(arms on Long Island,
bounded on north by
land ol SB Chatto asd
Amos
Carter heirs,
south and east by Blue*
hill bay. west by land
of BP Cole and arch B
Cols.
Bmery.Cbarlee H. Brown,
McAllister A Co. land
on long Island, bound-

LAND in McKinley or Tremont
containing 1 acre and 48 rods. Choice
For farther particulars, adbuilding lot.
dress Da. A. L. Dix, Philadelphia, Pa.

NOTICE.
T HEREBY forbid all persons frosting or
X harboring my wife. Alice Orentt, from
this date, as I will pay no bills contracted by
Jambs M. Oncmrr.
her.
East Sullivan, Ms., Dec. It, 1909.

AimHwl * sal. of ,..it

KMMMOnm

or own-

occupied by William

ternally,

Spolal Nouuk

'/^MT*”o»EAn«rW

ere

•too It* ward, 8100.
Tbe readers of this paper jrill be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to core in all
of its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cnre lathe only positive care known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Care is taken inacting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, tfiu
giving the patient strength by building up
tbs constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. Tbe proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It
fails to sure. Send for list of testimonials.
P. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Address:
Sold by Druggists, 78c.
Take Hall's family Pills for constipation.

room

IqjalNotto*

I
■
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SALE—B
1

IER 0TR0NT0
Tons Ne
nsrgsln to
F.ed lTWa*>n
Kllewortn, Maine.

will tM soio st s

SquHeo.
Doyie.

1
eettle estste* I
or

Sami. «•

■

_■

Central

MM. HUTU *. IMRE.
of Melvin 8. Smith, died at
bar home on High street Sunday evening,
lfaa. Smith had long baah a loflmt from
heart trouble, hot the end oama quickly
and poaoefnlly.
Mrs. 8u'th’s maiden name waa Jennie
M. A. Sandra. She waa bon in Booton
Augaet 8,1840, and waa ednoeted in the
Convent of Notre Dame at Montreal.
She waa a woman of culture and refinement, dbd daring her long realdenoe in
Biteworth had drawn about her a largo
circle of admiring friends.
Besides bar haeband, aha leave# one
daughter, Miss Florence Smith, who waa
eummoned home from the eohool in New
York where aha lb teaching, by her
mother’! death.
Funeral aervioea were held at the homo
thta forenoon. Rev. B. B. Mathews officiating. The pall-bearer# wen A. W. Greely,
T. E. Hale, Charles W. Mason and A. B.
Devenux.

talk, wife

HOLIDAY
Overstock Sale
UNTIL JANUARY 1.

«

■
#

GREEN LAKE.
Tom. Holmes, Jr., has gone to work (or
C. F. Bennock.

$10,000

George Natter and wile spent Wednesday at their cottage.

worth of furniture offered at
the lowest prices on record.

W. P. Lowell and William

L. Miller

spent Bunday at their cottage.
Hetiel Higgins and Aleck White are getting their ice-floats in readiness.
Bennie Higgins and Renel Higgins are
working for the Eastern Manufacturing

INSURANCE

FOR

at lowest rates, most liberal policy forms and equitable adjustments in

loss, apply

Co.

Not
But

Fairy Tale

a

station Agent Moore
Holden, spent Bunday

and wife, of
with Charles

an

The friends of B. I. Moore, who is employed at the hatchery, are glad to Bee him
back again after his recent illness.

visit

January

1.

A

will convince you that this sale is
such as never before offered. Every

j

our store

opportunity
a sure

FOR SALE
The Easlngton Farm, situated on the Surry Boad about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell. 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage bouse, hennery,
all in good repair Abmt so seres of land, large part of which is In good condition for eultivauon.
Cuts ten tons of hay which could be easily doubfed. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
summer home. Fleasantly situated and has flee shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
Union river, a rare bargain. Price upon application.

There is good skating on Mann brook.
The lake is open in places, but with a few
days of cold weather it will be completely
frozen over.

THI

Mrs. Harry Chapman, Miss Carrie Chapman, Horace Chapman, Charles Rich, Miss
Margaret Dillingham will spend the week
at the Chapman cottage.

sale.

filOIMI

Get in Line
You’re Next
We’re In

-

32

QUANT

ELLSWORTH.

CO.,

BEAL ESTATE.

Excursion Rates
OVER

BORN.

Mrs. George Fullerton, with little grandson Arthur, has gone to Hallowell to visit
her son, Calvert Fullerton.

nia?_

Congratulations are extended to George
H. Duffy and wife, of Bluehill, who were
married Dec. 7. Mrs. Duffy was formerly
Miss Jessie Fullerton, of this place.
Mrs. Mary E. Tate has gone to the city
to make her home with her daughter, Mrs.
Fred Coleman. Her grandson James, who
has made his home with her, will go to
Lawrence, Mass., to live with his aunt,
Mrs. Abbie Massey.

f

.__

Bangor & Aroostook

g

Railroads

(0

25th Anniversary

MARRIED.

Reunion
of the

SJpdents

^
Q

FRANKLIN.
Mia* Lola Dyer was in Bangor a law
days last weak.
Dr. S. 8. DeBeck attended the telephone
business meeting In Bangor two days last
week.
The winter term of'hlgh school comnext week, after a three weeks’
vacation.

mences

Mrs. Bertha Wilbur and little daughter
'Charlotte lef$ far Boston last week for
the winter.
Walter Fernald slaughtered a two-yearold hog recently which tipped the scales at
60S pounds.
The Methodist Sunday school will have
Christmas tree at the (Church, Saturday
evening, after a brief program by the
Junior Epworth league.

a

Rev. Mr. Mayo, reoently called by the
Baptist society, is expected soon to the
pastorate here.
The winter term of grammar school In
district No. 2 commenced Monday, W. E.
Bragdon, teacher.
Mrs. Abbie Dunn has returned home
from Blaine, and her daughter, Miss
Florence, from Boston.
Mrs. Lucretia Downing, ot East Sullivan, and Miss Vida Springer, of Orono,
are expected in town this week.

8. G. 8took bridge caught a large fox in a
trap Saturday.
Mrs. A. C. Smith spent Saturday and
Sunday with her hnsband, who is at
Rockland for medical treatment.

MILLINERY
Call and

see tbe latest styles In PALL
and WINTER millinery at

Mr*. L. 8.

CATARRH.

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath

All kinds of lanndry work done at abort node*.
Goods celled tor end dellTered.

H. 8. E8TEY A CO.,
WEST END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. HE

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Ealbuata

AND FIXTURBS.
Wlriet ead Sayylks CbawMly Em

ea

ANDREWJM. moor.
Ellsworth.

Haln St,

BE k CHAUFFEUR

CLARION.

J.

V Men wanted to train for
Jm positions as drivers or repairmen. Salary <1S to
week.
ISO per
Actual practice.
Complete
course 3 weeks. Oldest. Most Sellable School.
Write now (or best positions.
_

POBTLAND AUTO CO., POBTLAND, MX.

Dec. 20.
_

Mr. Beokwith, of Sfcth BrooksvUle,
held services here last wa>k.

PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Curtis Young is visiting relatives
in Surry.
James Heraey is visiting relatives and
trienda here and at Center.

j

uoveries.
...
Catarrh is caused by germs and just

Mms.

__

When a man Bays he is willing to
change his opinion If you can convince
him that he is wrong, it’s a sign you’ll
never be able to convince him.

Mrs. Nathan Smallidge is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Snow, at Seal Harbor.
Take a rosy view of life. It always
School dosed Dbo. 10, alter a profitable tends to buoyancy and success. And who
The young ladies of Atlantic served term tangbt by Mrs. Alice Alden Hodg- will deny that buoyancy and optimism
supper at Seaside hall Wednesday, Dec. IS. don, ot Hampden. It will reopen Jan. 3. are the true elements of any man’s
G.
The proceeds, I15.7S, are to pay lor lighting
Dec. 30.
success?

SWASBY BEANPOT8 and
Our
crocks are the best.
name is on every one. Accept
luo substitutes
SWASBY
ealo.atallflrstrClasastores.
Portland. Maine

BEANPOishre

on

«. IWMIY >

CO.,

..

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL.

long as these germs thrive in the
W.
orevioes, nooks and corners of
Sylvester and wife and Qancelo folds,
the mucous membrane that line the
to
wife
Bangor
and
Ellsworth,
ha^ gone
so long
and
throat
just
chest,
nose,

better now.
Dec. A.

DO YOU KNOW BEANS?

ELDRIDGE,
CO.

D.

WIRING.

Pull Lines of

ofjwaltham,

Mary

Rooms.

PAT, MO WA8II1."

•VO

f

days
spent
Treworgy’s.

High St,

Blaisdeir*,
Ellsworth.

THE—

J

2

BOOTS and SHOES.

_

a

W

HELD AT

ling,

TRUTH

M

J- A. M’GOWN,

Saturday

ST.

3
a

42 and 43 Main St

Reunion

Weedi

Mias Goldie Staples is at home for the

J
Q

Shaw Business College

Furniture

__C.

holidays.

pendable goods.
Lowest prices on all grades.

2

---

B. E.
EAST OKLAND.
Herrick
Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell is iU.
to attend State grange..
T. F. Mason will leave (or Calais to-day,
The ladies’ circle wiC give a Christmas
on a bosinesa trip ot a week.
eve ball and supper BVday evening, Deo.
Mrs. Leamon Blaisdell is visiting her 24. Musio by Monigban’s orchestra,
Thomas Bragdon went to Augusta last
three pieces.
week to accompany his mother home. mother at North Penobscot.
Deo. 21.
Mrs. Ernestine Marks and Mrs. T. F.
Mrs. Bragdon was taken ill there while
Mason leave to-day (or Bangor to attend
assisting in care of the sick.
WEST 8TOSINGTON.
Walter Lowxie and wife, of Eastbrook, the State grange.
of Deer Isle, is Uvlng
Miss Nettie
and Frank Springer and wife, ot Bar HarE. Wiley and wits have closed their with her
sister, Mr|. Harold Stinson.
wife
and
and
to
Camden
(or
ot
Dunn
house
a
were
Carroll
ot
gone
stay
bor,
guests
Harry Austin has suffered from a severe
at camp Laughing Water recently.
two or three months.
breeding sore on his hand. Bio d poisonB.
M.
Deo. 30.
Deo. 20.
_._
__
ing was teared, but the hand is much
ATLANTIC.

P

of the

GOVERNOR FERNALD,
MAYOR STR0UT

COUNTY NEWS.

a leading line. There are
better. My years of experience as a manufacturer of
Shoes for Men,
Boys and
Youths will enable me to solect the best values and de-

for

W

vg
;K~

^(0

made,

Snone

in effect from all stations, on all trains
BRIDGB8—At Bucksport, Dec 18, Freeman
Nelson Garland and wife were in w, son o« Wiley Bridges, aged 12 years, 8 going l)ec. 31,1909, and returning on
months, 28 days.
Mariaville Sunday.
all trains Jan. 3,1910.
BUNKER—At West Sullivan, Dec 18, Mrs
Mias Isabel Warren was the guest
Louisa R Bunker, aged 68 years, 10 months,
will be held in the
The
16 days.
Mrs. Helen Grover Sunday.
DOLLARD—At Brooklin, Deo 12, Mrs Ida B
22
Even*
days.
Auditorium on
Dollard, aged 57 years, 8 months,
George A. Moore, who has been ei
Chester, Maos, Dec 11, Fannie
ployed at the Green Lake fish hatchei GOODWIN-At
I.
Jan.
wife of E F Goodwin, aged 67 years.
Means,
came home Saturday.
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Dec. 10, Miss Charlotte M Higgins, aged 84 years.
Peaceful Lakewood is now and t?
Winter Harbor, Dec 17, Fred V Joy,
compelled to “sit up and take not1?’ JOY—At
Jr, aged 20 years.
of
calls
the
the
monarch?1 LADD—At South Brooksville. Dec 11, Albert
by
friendly
AND
Ladd.
and janitor’! services at the Baptist the Maine forests. Sunday afterno-f *
Surry, Dec 15, Jacob Y Morgan,
bull
moose
a
church.
enjoyed
large
promdP* MORGAN—At
26
REYNOLDS
0
months,
E.
C.
days.
Hon.
aged 77 years,
The local telephone line will be ex- through the settlement, inviting thfid- PHILLIPS—At Surry, Dec 16, Henry H Philto address the
invited
been
have
of
and
?w'
18
days.
many spectators,
lips, aged 70 years,
tended as tar as Augustus Staples’ this miration
Maitland, son
meeting.
season. Poor new telephones have been ing no haste in his departure, teeiy “• reed—At Bar Harbor, Dec 16,
6
Harbor,
aged
of Mark Reed, of Northeast
installed and seven more will be pat in. cure under the protection of th«pme
Former students may secure Complimentary
years.
It is planned to extend the line much
laws.
!/
ROMER—At Trenton, Deo 17, Leslie G Bomer, Admission Cards at the College offloe on Jan 1,
farther the coming spring.
aged 11 years, 10 months.
or by mall on application prior to that time.
S.
Dec. X.
Ellsworth, Deo 10, Mrs Melvin S
1
SMITH—At
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Smith, aged 60 years, 4 months, 18 days.
NORTH BLUEHILL.
West Sullivan, Dec 12, Orris
*
STRATTON—At
Mrs. Albert E. Foster was InBangor
Stratton, aged 62 years, 0 months.
There will a social dance at the Orange
and
Friday
Saturday.
hall Christmas night.
S&ftntawwnte.
Mrs. Asa C. Flood is spendln. a week
C. C. Dunbar is at home after spending
>
with relatives in Bangor.
the summer at Eagle.
Miss Laura McCarthy is vising here
ABOUT
There was a chopping bee at Harvey
Whether it’s a range or a furdaring her vacation, the guesfgf A. W.
Cunningham’s Friday.
Ellis and wits.
nace—if it ia a "Clarion”, it ia
Will Core It. G. A
Methods
Sensible
be
so
far
to
A. T. Oillis has
Improved as
The Christmas concert anditee will be ;
Parcher Guarantees Hyomei to
sure to meet every requirement.
able to ride to the village.
beld in the vestry on Fridamrening. All
Cure Catarrh.
W. E. Wesoott and wife are attending are
Made
by the Wood Bishop Co,
cordially invited.
Catarrh can never be eared by takthe State grange at Bangor.
has
Bangor. Sold by
Mrs. Nettie DeBeek,
ing medicines into the stomach nor
Orris Orindle arrived home Sunday for( been
or douches.
visiting here (or a wee with her sis- ay sprays, atomizers
have long
an indefinite stay with his parents.
P.
physicians
Intelligent
E.
Mrs.
Parker
ClougU
ter,
not one
igo discarded suoh ideas and
Eunioe Dunbar and Hazel Oillis, stuEllsworth
Main Street,
be worth consideration
would
them
s(
dents at the academy, are at home for the
SOUTH BLUfFILL.
were it not for the faot that unscrupuholidays.
the ignoranoe
PINE HILL CONCRETE
Bert Hendrickson is *ry ill of diph- lous persons prey upon
Mrs. J. Wesley Leach, of Penobscot,
the people in regard tonewdiaof
theria.
Makers of all kinds of
few
last week at Mrs.

MAIN

Brockton

.-

Portland, Maine, Jan. I, 1910,

DIKD.

;

PACKARD SHOE,

x
T3

TO THE

ns-4—GRAY—At Bucksport, Dec 18, bv Bev
uiieie Forsyth, Miss Buth Davis, of OrSaTto Victor A Gray, of Penobscot.
TiNKY—DOYLE—At Ellsworth, Dec 14, by
ev William Forbes Emery, Miss Ethel V
of
/eney, of Trenton* to Edwin G Doyle,
lllsworth.
Deo
13, by
[AOY—EATON-At Deer Isle,
gev J N Ames, Mrs Ada M Tracy, of Stonington, to Macy R Eaton, of Little Deer Iale.

LAKEWOOD.

I have opened a department for the sale of Boots,
Shoes and Hubbers In conueotton with my Harness, Trunk,
Bobe and Blanket business.
X have selected the

M

AND

MpLAIN—At Casttne, Dec 1«. to Mr
end l&enry Chamberlain, a daughter.
GRAY Brookeville, Dec 9, to Mr and Mre
ThonPr»y>» daughter.
ErGRAY! Castine, Dec 11, to Mr and Mrs
nest C.» daughter.
Mrs
KFMld Ellsworth, Dec 16, to Mr and
WilfL Kemp, Jr, a son.
WFP At Stonington, Dec 14, to Mr ahd Mrs
Thxf' Ernest Weed, a son. [Ernest Her-

PWA

George E. Doyle and Ethel Xveney were
married Dec. 14. Their many friends extend congratulations.

BOOTS and SHOES

THE

Maine Central

—-—-

Capt. Fred Badler has hauled up his
schooner in Bangor for the winter, and is
at home.

HAINES’

H.

GENERAL INSURANCE.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Home of Fine

INVESTMENTS

—

C. W. <fe F. L. MASON

Frank Bwett is at home lor the winter.

30

ESTATE

Real Estate and Insurance

Scribner and wife.

Walter Crossman and Alfred Bobinson
at the lake Wednesday on business
relating to shipping wood to Bangor.

We must reduce stock before

RE Alt

—

Mm.

Cllaworth,

TAPLEV,

W.

INSURANCE

were

visit to

*

boat.

Bona Fide Sale.

a

O.

Walter Higgins, of Ellsworth Falls, is
assisting Al. Higgins in building an ice-

of

eaae

to

as

will yon have catarrh.
There is only one way to cure catarrh, and that is to kill the germs.will
There isvnl; one remedy that
kill the germs when it gets where the
germs are, and that is Hyomei.

Hyomei

is made

chiefly

from Aus-

tralian Euoalyptus and Eucalyptol
combined with other germ-kiUlng antiseptics. Just breath it in through
the hard rubber inhaler that comes
with each outfit and relief is immediate. Deed regularly for a few weeks
will
Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me; outComplete
oure chronic catarrh.
fit gl.00 at G. A. Parcher’s and lead-

A. Bonsey,

fhafttstongl

Prop’r.
Maine.

DR

HARRY C.

HIGHEST CASH PBICE PAID tor
Any
human hair cut or combings.
quantity. Send postal card for full
Information.
HITMAN HAIR REPINING CO.,
564 Washington St.. Boston, Mass.

MAIN

Over

DR.

Cures indigestion

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

Bijou Theatil.

C.

HOLT,

E.

BANGOR.

DENTIST.

ALICE

H.

SPECIALTY

It relieves stomach misery, sour atom,
ach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or money back. Large box of tablets 60 oenta. Druggists In all towns.

MASON,

DENTIST;

HAIR BOUGHT

ing druggists everywhere.

MIONA

®atd*.

SCOTT,

MADE

OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING and
GJSN KRAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent ol the Uulon Sale Deposit & Trust Go., ot
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Subicnbe

tor The American.

ha, hat it i*th* only paper that

wan prop• Oochtt paper; all the
erty
root are merely local paper*. Th* circulation t Turn iniiCAit, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’* cummer Mat, it larger
Mm Mart «/ all the other paper* jritUtd
in Hancock county.

he ooilMl

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Chlvin Havey, ot Franklin, ia visiting
relatives in town.
Dr. Phillips and Mrs. Q. M. Farnsworth
•pant Sunday in Hancock.
Mrs. F. E. Pettingill

and Mrs. S. E.

Bangor Friday.
Mrs. Herbert Jelliaon, o( Boston, is
visiting relatives and friends here.
Mrs. W. H. Moore, of Prospect Harbor,
is visiting at the home of H. H. Havey.
Mrs. Lydia Perry, of Hall Quarry, is
•pending the winter with Mrs. Nancy
Pbelpe

day last crook. *****
efohm tool calculating and eoneldetable
It
urt thay managed to gat upon the toe.
1 raa a narrow escape from drowning.
VftTER HARBOR.
waa In
Charles Stratton, ol Hancock,
John Mhthin ni at homo h Bon- | own on business Saturday.
go* o taw daykst week.
Prod and Winnie Drleooll, of Seal HarMiaa Mary 1 Mayo, of Ellsi h, is |
hare.
>or, are vial ting ralatlrea
spending her iation at Dr. Smaf
wlU hU tamRalph Bowley haa moved
Deputy SherlH. G. Smellldge I end- j ly .o Sullivan aide, whore he haa employing a few days! Franklin and vi ty.
, sent.
Shirley Joy k wile came tn West
Santa Ctaua is malting hia usual display
Sullivan Batura to attend the naral , if Christmaa goods at the various places in
of Fred Joy. 1
I own.

Dio. U.
Although uho bad
noon,
bean In tailing health for some time, it
was not realised that her condition was
serious, and the newa of her death cams
as a shoos to her many friends.
Mrs. Dollard was the daughter of the
late Gilman'S, and Harriet Wyi. In her
early life she tanght in the schools of
Brooklin and other towns. About thirtyfive years ago she was married to Benjamin O. Dollard, of Ellsworth, who later
settled in Brooklin, and for a number of
years was engaged in trade here.
Mrs. Dollard was noted at an able business woman, and during the years that
her h ns band was in business easumed the
entire care of his books, besides assisting
him in many other directions.
She was a charter member of Brooklin
grange and its first secretary. She was
for more than thirty years a faithful
member of tbe Brooklin Baptist church.
She is survived by her husband and two
daughters—Annie M. and Musa B., of
this town, also by two sisters—Miss Ellen
M. Flye, of Brooklin, and Mn. Flora
and three
Lynch, of Denver, Col.,
brothers-Oscar G., of Stonington, Melroy A., of Brooklin, and Charles U., of
Boston.
Mrs. Dellsrd will be much missed by a
large circle of friends, and the sympathy
of the entire community goes out to the
bereaved family.
F.
Dec. 20.

,B■ AMOHUi ha* tuboeriber* at 107
c* th* 117 poet-ofle** in Hancock county.
Olt.th* other paper* in th* County oomvJM do not mi> to aMHU. TnAnilCMJV it not the only paper printed <«
Boneoch county, and ha* neweretaimod to

went to

Ash.
Oscar Hysom, who was operated upon
for appendicitis at his home recently, is

COUNTY

Miss Marion

Thurston is

Zulma Thurston
business college.

is

returned to Birch

trip

most prrA,,, tor;II Qf f*ive
weeks under the don of Prl tipal
Harold E. Smell, ofkoroe.
It I regretted that the scba j„ aU d nrt-

day, after

daughter, of

Mrs. William Temple
Prospect Harbor, were in town Sunday
en route to Bangor, where Miss Temple
~wlll be operated on for appendicitis.
Mrs. H. H. Havey accompanied them,
and will remain in Bangor a few days.
The following offloers have been elected
by Oasis chapter, O. E. S., for the ensuing
year: W. P., John Campbell; W. M.,
Mrs. Mattie Havey; A. M., Mrs. Annie
Wentworth; secretary, Mrs. Barbara Taylor; treasurer, Mrs. Clara Haskell; conductress, Mrs. Linnie Havey: associate
conductress, Mrs. Maria Clapbam.
•Orrin Stratton, a respected townsman,
passed away Saturday at his home, after a
painful illness of seven weeks, following a
paralytic shock. He was tenderly oared
for by his wife and daughter, Mrs. James
and

Scott.

Services were held at the house
Tuesday, Rev. C. A. Purdy officiating.
The floral tributes were many aud beauti-

ful.
There is a great deal of illness about
town. Among those seriously ill are Mrs.
Bradbury Smith and Miss Muriel, daughter of Arthur Bunker and wife. The infant daughter ot Harvey Thomaa ia steadily gaining after a severe illness. Clarence
Holmes is confined to his bed. Hasel Gordon has nearly recovered from an attack
ot pneumonia.

grea inconven need

j
\
1

inatallatiLf

<

QUARRY.

Richardson

Rockland,

where she

has returned
haa been on a

Viog,

Lula Richardson has returned from a
weeks’ visit with Mrs. Lord, of Westbrook seminary, Portland.
a

Lhree weeks. The pupils not absent one
lay from the grammar school: James
Jrant, George Grindle, Harold Grindle,
Adelman lampher, Alfred lampher, Adjie Leslie, Willie Leslie, Goldie Mills,
Louise Morris, Alberta Seavey, Fred

BEECH HILL.
Arthur Richardson has employment at
Ellsworth.
Charles Douglas and wile visited Thursday at M. M. Lampher'a.
Min Freda Blanchard is visiting her

ty.

Arthur Lawton is working in William

The supper given by the ladles last
of the
Puesday evening for the benefit
ihurch was a decided success. The homemade candies on sale proved tempting.
Sfet proceeds, J6 90.
Schools closed Friday for a vacation of

•
jeavey, Oscar Seavey, Ada McCormick.
Briar.
Dec. 13.

andl;r

two

cLin,

Mrs. Ella Mason.
Bunker; marshal, George Td,; g. ])., grandmother,
Mias Laura Burns, who has been visitH. E. Sumner; J. D., W. E. «i8h; S. S.,
Frank Turner; J. 8., Irvin Vy; tyler, ing her cousin, Nellie Richardson, has re-

steam

Dec. 20.

!

school will reopen ssln Bg tta* Dew
building is completed I he comhittee
procures accommodation,, where.
The annual
0fflc*.-s ol
Winter Harbor lodge, \ Rnd a M.,
took place Wednesday
it the
presence of Masons
families.
P. M. H. G. Smsllidge l i„auiling
officer, and F. E. Weston,kd marshal.
Officers are as follows: M., E. C.
Hammond; S. W., E. E.
j, \v.,
W. E. Coombs; secretary, i' Sumner;
E.
W.
treasurer,
Smith;
N T.

to

Underwood’s factory, Boston, running
press in the machine shop.

Susie

P. M.
_

LAMOINE.

hi

_

EAST SULUVAM.
Mrs. Morton Urann is visiting her
Manna ia Boston.
Andrew p. Havsy Is building
low at Buntvao Highlands.

a

km

boon,

The drat service at tbs hall wae
Sunday
Dae. Id, which spanks for the mild fail.

ivening.
The ladles’ aid society held its Christmas sale Thursday, which was well patronised. Proceeds about fM.
Capt. Henry P. Smith came home Frtobliged to leave his vessel In

The young daughter of Charles
Smalt
and wits, who haa bean critically m 0,
pneumonia, is improving.
The grange wUl have a Christmas tree
at tha hall Friday evening. A general
Invitation is extended to all.

BMC-

____

William Lord and wife, who have gone
Ayer, Mass., for the winter, kindly
offered their horns to Walter tstehrooks
who recently lost hla home by fire,
the family moved in nt once.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Harvard Kittredge it home from Mas■achusetts (or the holidays.
Miss Nellie Doane, of Turner, to visiting
her sister, Mrs. C. M. Kittredge.
Sullivan, of Bar Harbor, is
Mias

to

and'

Junes
Dorsey, of Berkeley and
Igarna, Chi., is visiting hie former home
after an abaanoe of nearly twenty-nine
years. Though filled with enthusiasm
lor California ha has deeply appreciated
the warm weloome extended by his
native town.
Dec. BO.
H.
N.

Gladys

the guest of Miss Josephine Linaoott.
Miss Eunice Coggins, who has been
teaching in Limestone, is home for the
winter.
There will be Christmas exercises at the
schoolhouae, together with a Christmas

_

tree, Friday evening.
D. Y. McFarland and wife have closed
their cottage here for the winter. They
will spend Christmas with their son Melvin
in Boston, after which they will go to
Leicester with their daughter, Mrs. Alfred
Frye, for the winter.
YDec. 30.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mr*. Moore, of Bangor, is visiting Lewis
Jordan and wife.
Mrs. Humphrey Jordan spent two days
in Bangor last week.

Joseph Tafts and wife visited relatives
In Trenton last reek.

__

F. L. Colby and wife, wbo have been
visiting friends and relatives in Boston
and vicinity, and Newport, it. I., are home.

OAK POINT.
George Hajrne* bM moved hi* family
into the George Hopkin* hooae.
Clifford Dolliver hss a large crew of men
at work catting wood on the Ladd farm.

I

c-

Dec. n.
_________

WEST SORRY.

Abdon Emery has purchased the Emerson Ladd place, and has moved his family
there.
Walter Gray has gone to Buokaport to
visit his sister, Mrs. George McLeod, for a

F. N. Trundy enw
one day last weak.

a

large flock

of

robins

_

Dec. 20.

B.

Funeral services

Miss Gertrude Thompson is llviua.th
Mrs. Charles Haskell.
1

ISLESFORD.

el.t

Friday

mont.
an

interest-

Maitland

Interment at Forest Hill cemetery.
Word was received Tuesday morning
of the death at Kent’s Hill, of Francis,
only son of Oapt. Frank Spurting and
a long illness of consumption,
il services were held at St. Mary’si-Sea in this place Sunday afterinterment at Forest Hill. Much
thy is felt for Oapt. and _Mrs.
Frank
ng and for his sister, Mrs.

Mrs. Charlena Lowe's house was entea
a gold watch was stolen last Mondl
day evening, between 7 and 8 o’clock. Si
house.
had gone to the hull to a party, and hi
Miss Lena Liscomb, of Bar Harbor, left 1
been away but a few minutes, win
for
a
week’s
visit with relatives at !
Friday
she went back to her home with tv
Great Cranberry. She has been employed
young ladiea. Approaching the hou
for a few weeks at J. C. Sprague’s.
they saw a light in the chamber windoi
Everett Fernald returned home Sunday Their cries for
help frightened the robbe
He has been with his brother, Fred Ferwho escaped.
of
since
Southwest
his
fall.
nald,
Harbor,
H.
Dec. 13.
Mr. Fernald seems to be gaining slowly.
H.
Holden
home
from
arrived
All are anxious for his recovery.
George
Dec. 20.
Boston Saturday.
8.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald gave

ing lecture Friday evening in the school-

little

last

Windsor Torrey went to New Hi
to go on the four-masted schjer
I
Massasoit, Capt. George W. Torrey.

Alonzo J. Bryant returned Saturday
from a week's visit with relatives at Sears-

for

Reed, who was accidentally shot
Tuesday morning, were held at the home
of his grandfather, E. R. Reed, Thursday.

'■

j and

!fter
19.

Dec. 22.

There will be a masquerade ball at Liberty ball Monday evening.
Mra. Emma Damon and son Chester
have gone to Boston to spend the winter.
Delmont Torrey end wife have moved
into E. W. Hardy’s house on the Beach
road.
Mra. Carrie Eaton and two daughtera, of
are visiting
her father, F. B.
Weed.

Tboee from here who attend high school
at Deer Isle this winter are Miaaea Mildred Btaples, Ethel Haskell, Eva Gray,
Gracie Lowe, Buthie Powers and Atherton
Holden.
Dec. 20.
H.

fiBUU&un.

Schools closed Friday, Dec. 17, after a
successful term taught by Mias Emily
Phillips, of Northeast Harbor. Those not
absent or tardy were Pearl Higgins, Alios
Higgins and Aurora Gonzales.
H.
Dec. 18.

O. Dollard.

Schools began Dec. IS with the following teachers: Miss Grace Gray, corner;
Mrs. F. E. MoGonldrick, Haven; Miss Dana
PABTB1DUE COVE.
OnytM, West Brooklin; Mias Banish
Clarence Young went to Boston last
Bwsataer, Naakeag; Floyd Hamilton, No.
week.
7; Everett Hale, North Brooklin.
Dec. 20.
_Us* Femme.
George Tinker, of Northeast Harbor,
visited here last week.

1A-, wife of Benjamin O. Dollard,
died at her home here Sunday after-

|I

Mrs. Edgar Springer and daughter Berle
and little eon Carroll visited her mother in
Northeast Harbor last week.
A.
Dec. 20.
III

■■

Ml

.■■HI
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Joyce, Claremont. N. H., writes:
yea. ago I bought two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Remedy. It cured me of a severe case of kidney trouble of several years
It certainly is a grand, good
standing.
medicine, and I heartily recommend it.”
Mrs. S.
“About a

antiseptic

|

a

Pakchhk.

pletely roasted.

a

Other coffee* ere roasted for only ten or fifteen minutes.
three
Our process take* three times as long and it costs
«imM as much.
For coffee to be good cannot be roasted
In less time.
to deIt took us years to learn this. But it taught us
ambrosial
and
flavor
full-bodied
velop the rich, mellow,
aroma that have made O’Donohue Coffee Company's
coffee the unvarying choice of critical coffee drinkers.
of
You will find, the most delicious characteristics
flavor and fragrance in

__for

half-routed coffee than

row

ruw.

and

SESkZS?*-ty.^uou
Coffee
itt
a

in ‘‘Fifth Avenue"
you
superb flavor and generous strength
fruity berries roasted to perfection.

week

CoOec be. not only

in

its

well ia iti east

Me- coffee.

KkluatUllellS
BPBBPHWBBI

routed in

perkedg
some

K SfiJSm.

coffee is rowted righi in tht gasThus the harmful gases
the coffee. Such coffee smells*

”}*erJn’n*
oi s

”8SSFaid

p«
wonder why coffee disagrees with so n«uu> dc*
owe yourself and your people a healthfull.
ou
insisting
it
by
get
can
always
You
beverage.
Avenue " Coffee.

j.
»
p

Its Goodness Preserved
"Fifth Avenue" Coffee comes initilrUu .'1

hll .trenath and fl.vor is retained for your
Coffee that is sold from open bins is unclean
mFor your own protection and satisfaction,
O’Donohue Coffee Company's Coffee. Never-,.

MiltiWfHIM

dull there.

Mrs. E. H. Downs was taken suddenly
ill Saturday nigbt, bnt at this writing is
more comfortable.

iHhU||fH
^^SSSS^

„ie
ult

Year Grocer Ban Fifth Aveooe Colic*'
at Me the Fell Fond.

(TDONOHUE COFFEE COMPANY
New York City
T|f1- Tl—-

KINEIO

Stolen
lip .all— la Me Halted

RANGES
will satisfy the most
They are
critical.
conquick bakers and
fuel*
little
but
sume

December 16 waa the sixtieth anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. M.
P. Gray. Owing to the ill health of Mia.
Gray, there was no ooleb'ration, but s few
friends called to offer congratulations and i
good wishes for many more yean of hap-

in'fact, the
most economical stove

They

pineea.

H.
_

on

WEST FRANKLIN.
Charles Goodwin and Genld Coombs
broke through the ice while skating across

are,

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt,

=1

This <s Worth R**m«*mb ring
Whenever you have a cough or cold, Inst remember that Poiey’s Honey and Tar will cure
it. Kemeiuber the name, Foley’s Honey and
Tar, and refuse substitutes. G. A. Pakchbb.

««

You

ImnltBmmmi
BllflUyiTflllill

....-.-

Think of tin

economy.

owing Mich coffee mean! to you.
n*wmrr gfl Hmm. Boasted CollCC

you

BgaBggsss==s=^slgS8

Dec. 18.

ell the
of rich.

a»

fragrance. It bu

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell, who have spent
the last few months in Yarmouth, are
home.

_

minutes. Every berry is comrich golden brown from kernel

thirty-five
Roasted

"S*ESS? SffuTweU

_

OBITUABY.

We roast far

Miss Waegatt, of Northeast Harbor, is
teaching at North Stonington.

ness

j

coffee in‘closed cylinders over live coals.
roasted in perforated cylinders over gas

flawiML

kalf-routed

Vernon Small, who has been employed
SUNSET.
at Paris the past three months, is exMrs. Lizzie Sellers is visiting relatives
ted home this week.
in Boston.
I pec
I F. A. Peirce and wife came from Boston
Harlonand Haskell Powers have been
Saturday. While there Mrs. Peirce was
visiting friends in town.
treated for appendicitis.
is
Mrs. Martha Stinson
living with Mrs.
Mrs. J. F. Stanley, of Weet Newbury,
|
Steve Gray, at Stonington.
Macs., is with her mother, Mrs. Margaret
Alfred Small and Charlie Powers have
Mills, sit North Stonington, to remain an- ;
returned from Milo, where they have been
til Christmas, after which she will join
employed.
j her husband in Brockton, Mass., for the
B.
Dec. 20.
winter.

Will Herrick and wife are visiting
friends in Portland.
Will Natter i* at borne from Blaehill for
the Christmas recess.
Chpt. M. A. Flye, Oscar Flye and family,
«f Stonington, and Charles Flye, of Dor«hsatsr, Mss*., were in town last week to
attend the funeral of their sister, Mrs. B.

are

Avenue" Coffee. Foe
rocMsroiilJliertot^Fifilli
And
coffee is half

Byron Tracy and son Benjamin came
from Michigan Friday. They report busi-

_

our

New York's Famous

Elisabeth Judkins, who has been in Appleton, it at home.

Quarry.

Mrs. Samuel fainter is very UL
Clarence Stanley baa returned from New
York.
Owen i.. Flye is at home from Eden for
• abort vacation.
Uapt. J. E. Fraetbey came boms from
Hudson last weak.

We roast

Other coffees

__

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Lester Beed and Charles Richardson
have moved their families back to Hall

Roasted Coffees

Coffee
Fifth Avenue Cotfee

Sunaet,

Mrs. Walter Stanley is spending
in Rockland.

Only Perfectly

The

to outer sneu.

__

_

The above ie the name of a German chemivaluable incal. which is one of the many
Hexgredients of Foley’s Kidney Jtemedy. mediis
by
recognised
amethylenetetramine
es a uric acid
authorities
and
csd text-books
lor the arine. Take
aid vent and
as yon notice
Foley’s Kidney ttemedy as soon
avoid a serious uia.ady.
any Irregularities and
Q A. Psaoaaa.

pen'

Harbor View chapter, O. E. 8., meets
the election of offloars Wednesday

Dec. 20.

Msggle

Postmaster Dunham haa porchtsed
u,
■tore formerly darned by John
Grow,
and moved Us family than. The
office and the telephone pay station will
kept there.
Dec.».
0

Mrs. George Greenlaw, who has been
lutte ill of erysipelas, to much improved.
The third degree to to be worked la Maine lodge, P. and A. M., Tuesday even-

jay, being
Boston, on account of poor health.

Mrs.

G„gg.

R. J. Carlisle was called to North Orland
After the insltion the turned to Bartlett’s Island.
by the serious illness of his son Myron.
following program was present Music,
Through the winter, beginning Dec. 19,
male quartet; recitation, M Marcia
Now the law is on deer, men can go into
meetings will be held at the schoolhouse
Rev. I. B. Mower will speak in the
Weston; piano solo, Miss Arlparker; Sunday afternoons instead of Tuesday few weeks.
tbe wood* to cut their firewood without
church Sunday, Dec. 26.
C.
Dec.
violin and piano duet, Miss A1
berts
evenings as formerly.
20.__
being in danger of getting ahot.
There will be a Christmas concert and
snd Clyde Morrison; declamat h. E.
Richardson Bros., of this place, have
tree is the church Dec. 26. All are corAMHERST.
Cyrus Conory has rented the house
Minnie tinner;
Small; song, Mrs.
from
business
mvved their place of
owned by Cept. Benjamin .Stubbs, ot
dially invited.
8. E. Nickerson shot three bears Saturmusic, male
quartet.
Reflments Hall Quarry to Somesville, where they are
Buckaport, and Will more in soon.
Miss Hazel and Joseph Hodgkins, who were served.
1
day.
Dec. 20.L.
cutting stone for R. Hall McCormick, of
are attending Hebron academy, are home
Dec. 20.
1 £
will be a cottage meeting at S. E.
There
Bar Harbor.
for the holidays.
Nickerson’s
evening.
Tuesday
RDec. 20.
NORTH DEER ISLE.l
Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—for
The Christian Endeavor society will
Mrs. W. H. Silsby, wbo has been makhold a five-cent social in its hall WednesHARBOR.
NORTHEAST
your horse—Makes Blood—gives vim,
S. C. Lowe was in Boston last wl
ing farewell visits in Amherst and Au- !
strength and health.
day evening, Dec. 29.
Mrs. Sarah Hardy has returnm0me
The Forest Hill society held a sale and rora before going to California, will leave
Miss Olive Coolidge, who has been : from Sunset.
1
ice-cream sociable at the Neigbborhoood
teaching in Blaine, is spenoing two weeks | Burton Haskell is home from
house Wednesday night. About pO was
yiing
with her mother, Mrs. Mary H. Coolidge. ; for the winter.
realised, for the benefit <}f the cemetery.
1
Bert Rand.

W. R. King leaves this week for Boston
visit relatives.

to

At the last regular meeting of D. A.
Msapsr lodge, F. and A. M., the following
W. M., Andrew
officers were elected:
Doran; B. W., Robert Able; J. W., F. L.
TREMONT.
Havey; treasurer, C. L. Bunker; secreCharles Norwood and wife entertained a
P.
J.
E.
F.
Milne;
tary,
Clapbam; S.D.,
at flinch Thursday evening.
D., A. O. Wentworth; 8.8., W. Bunker;, party
Charlie Rich has his iceboat. Racer,
Frank
J. B., Alex. McKensie; C.,
Stanley;
I
ready for winter service on Mill river.
proxy to grand lodge, E. F. Clapbam.
Mrs. L. Sprague, of Weat Tremoct, who
Mas. Shuman Bunker died Saturday at
her home of pneumonia. Mrs. Bunker has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sidbad the true mother spirit, as was demon- ney Wallace, has gone to McKinley to
'strated in her home life. The end came spend a few days with her son, Vernon
peacefully, surrounded by the loving care Latty.
The ladies’ aid sewing circle met Wed>of husband, daughters aud sons. She
tlaaees a husband, two daughters—Mrs. nesday with Mrs. Frank Mitchell, at
John Mortimer, of Winterport, who was Bernard, but owing to the Christmas
called here by her mother’s illness, and preparations the next meeting will be
Mrs. Harriet Nason, of this place; also four postponed until Wednesday, Dec. 29, with
•oas—Nelson, Henry and Shirley, of this Mrs. Edward Bunker at McKinley.
Dec. 18.
Knt.
town, and Alonso, of Vinal Haven. She
is survived by a twin sister—Mrs. Lorin da
SOUND.
Strong, of Hancock; also another sister, of
the same place, Mrs. John Palmer, and
There will be a Christmas tree at at.
two brothers—George and Curtis Moon. James’ chapel.
Services were held at the home; interment
Miss Cora Richardson is working for
eras at the town cemetery.
Mrs. E. M. Higgins.
Vox Popuu.

Hexainotfcylsm.totnsnilae

poods

Friday

rfsit.

M. on bis Christmas vacation.

Mrs. S. B. Overlock, of Pbmfret, Conn.,
Mrs. Abner Wallace, of Bar Harbor, and
Vera Smith, who is attending Farmington
normal school, were called here by the
illness of Mrs. Bradbury Smith.

Miss

the

or

HA 1.1.

vom

with

he tea.

Sylvanos G. Haskell is spending • weak
ritb friends at Winter Harbor.
Judge E. P. Bpoflord and *ife returned
from a trip to Washington, D. 0.
1

A hunting party from here went to
deer.
I iwan’s Island, returning with three
Mrs. Ruth Grindle baa gone to Somes.iHe to work for Mrs. Everett Blanchard.

a

menta have been

a

■ soon as

Dec.®.__CH’n’aa.

ibor.

Behoote In district Ro. %

Quite u fleet ol ioe boats Is tat readiness

soon as snow comes.

, is

tor Eddington, where
the »m
visit bar alater, Mlae Isabel e

DKEB ISLE.

B. 8. Scammon Is starting men for the
roods to get lumber in readiness to haul

jy, is

Fred Joy, jr., oldLOI1 of Frederk V.
Joy, died Friday ed„g after a lin ying
illness ol tuberoulfll aged
twenty (ere.
The luneral took pl4,t the
hom^unday afternoon, Rev.h, urew off|c ing.

School commenced Dec. 13, with Mr.
Phillips aB teacher.
Douglas Richardson is home from U. of

A. P. Havey and wife have returned
Mr. Havey is
from a trip to Caribou.
having a bungalow built at Tunk pond,
when he intends to reside with his family
a portion of the time.

acn

Monday

COUNTY NEWPe

one

employed.

wen

by the faiinre to bah he new -hoot
working at On’s
building completed loa fsu ter i, according to the intentiolXpressed t the
Shaw’s
attending
town meeting. The wL term „ high

W. H. Thurston returned from
Portland Tuesday.

extended.

it, Hebron

pond

treat

arrived
Oeorge and Pearl Coombs have
have
; tome from Bar Harbor, where they

spending the h<Lv vacation a her
parents, Bedfordlrracy anchwlf*
Miss Queenie (Wthwaite, w has
been the guest seii days of Mn faurice Torrey and hfl Gilbert
Gerrff has

M’KINLEY.
James
Island.

;

Parker L. Dad who haa been t meat
of A. H. Wasgalt Prospect Ha r, retnrned home Wkidtj.

_

improving rapidly.
Oapt. J. K. Mitchell has withdrawn the
steamer Phillips Eaton from service, the
season tor shipping having closed.
*
Dunbar Bros, have employed a number
of paving cutters who will cut New York
blocks on Sweeney hill this winter.
Frank Springer and Miss Florence Pease
were married Wednesday, and are spending a few days with his parents, John
Springer and wife. Congratulations are

NM'

|

“Had dyspepsia or indigestion (or years.
No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me
terr.bly. Burdock Blood Bitters cared me."

H, Walker, Sanbary,
,
,—J.

Ohio.—4

ELLSW03TH, HE.
C°'*
Noyes & Nutter Mfg.
Bangor. Me.

will abounded and tbe Influence will be
beneficial in the community.
The addresses of welcome were especially
interesting. To the new pastor Mr. Olds
spoke of tbe hundred years tbe church
had existed and of the centennial which
was observed three
years ago. He said
to Mr. Hargrove: “The century line lies
between us. I was the last pastor of
the century which just closed, and you
new century.” His
the
are the first in
welcome was cordial and tender.
Rev. W. H. McBride said he esteemed it
an honor to have been selected to represent tbe town on this happy and auspicious occasion. He extended a welcome
to the beauties of the natural scenery; to
the summer residents who were interested in church work; to the heritage
which had deeoended to this town from
the first settlers, who were persons of
character and intelligence; to the community with its various interests, and to
active Christian work.
Rev. Elisha Sanderson gave the new
pastor a welcome in behalf of the local
union of the Christian Endeavor societies
and the Blnesedgbrook Sunday school
union. He said he liked the atmosphere
in this section. He had found not only
in the town where he was located, but in
these towns surrounding it, a spirit of
cordiality and hospitality and a responsive
spirit, and he welcomed him to Christian
work in these fields of activity.
In response to these addresses of welcome, Mr. Hargrove replied most fittingly.
He felt that the blessing of Ood came to
him through the handshake of Brother
Olds, and he expressed thanks to (11 tbe
speakers for their words of welcome to
himself and wife, adding: “Love and sympathy are the strongest, deepest sentiments of the human heart, and the minister of the gospel needs love and sym-

COUNTY NEWS.
BLUE HILL.'
tor the
The academy closed Dec, 17
The
holiday vacation of two weeks.
to
Misses Shaw, assistants, have gone
their home in Orono.
her
Mrs. Douglass, of Hailowell, is with
Mrs. H. A. Parker, on South

daughter,
street.

Ernest W.' Burrill and wife, of Dedham,
recently spent a week with i#»• Burriil’s
sister, Mrs. P. S. Parker.
Mrs. Joan Merrill has been ill a few
weeks.
Rev. W. H. McBride and wife will spend
the holidays with their children in Portland.
Most of the stores bare been made attractive by Christmas decorations and a
tempting display of fancy and useful articles.
John M. Snow has bought the Pearl
Cray place which adjoins his stand In the
village.

Henry Saunders has returned from Boston.

Mias May Curtis, who has been teaching
Caribou, is home on a vacation.

in

Miss Joy Hinckley arrived Deo. 18 from
Monticello, where she has been teaching.
Miss Hittie McIntyre, who teaches in
Presque Isle, will spend the noliday vacation at home.
The Snnday schools of the Baptist and
Congregational churches will enjoy the
usual Christmas celebration, with trees
and concert exercises, Friday evening,
Dec. 24.

_

RECEPTION AT BAPTIST CHURCH.

pastor, Rev.
Charles Hargrove, and his wife, the Baptist chnrch and society planned and carried to a most successful issue a recognition service and reception which for goodfellowship, cordiality and interest is
rarely equalled.
In welcome to tbe

new

In the audience room of the church the
“welcome” in large letters over the
pulpit gave a silent greeting. Beneath
it was a large evergreen wreath, while potted plants and ferns were placed about the
word

platfo/m.
was as

follows:

Organ prelude.Mrs Belle Hinckley
.Choir
Selection. Awake, O Zion.
Invocation.Rev Charles Hargrove
and
prayer,
Scripture reading
R#v P A A Killam, of Ellsworth
Anthem, 1 was Glad
Welcome to church.Rev R L Olds
Welcome to town.Rev W II McBride
Welcome to local union,
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Sedgwick
Response.Rev Charles Hargrove
Anthem, How Lovely is Zion
its Rock
Address, The Church and
Rev A B Lorimer, Bangor
Foundation,
Coronation. ^.Choir and Congregation
Benediction.Mr Lorimer
H.

Osgood presided

over

the

acceptably. The
were appropriate
aud rendered with expression.
\r the close of tbe church service, Dr.
and Mrs. McCurdy and Mrs. F. P. Merrill,
committee of
reception, escorted the
gut sis to the chapel, which was tastefully
decorated and arranged for the reception.
meeting

very ably aud
selections by the choir

Tae committee consisted of Mrs. E. C.
Barrett, Misses Mabelle Babson and
Btdiic-bc

Osgood.

The rose-colored

glow

handsome
lamps,
pictures adorning the walls, the couches
in vat
us »'»lors and the easy chairs about
the room gave pleasing effects. In the receiving line were Miss Blanche Osgood,
J .ines Bet tell and wife and Rev. Charles
Ha?'.ovs and wife.
T
officers of the ladies* circle were
the retresnment committee. Mrs. F B.
Snow, president, poured chocolate, Mrs.
Wm .n C irlis, vice-president, coffee, and
M ■*. Annis Graves assisted these in place
of the second-vice-president, Mrs. F. L.
M ison, who was not able to be present.
Misses Florence Morse and Sadie Snow
served wafers and cookies.
All the members of the chnrch and
society worked together for the success of
this recognition service and reception,
and they are to be congratulated on the
results of their efforts. The spirit of good
from

To the Honorable Court of County Com mis
•loners for tbe County of Hancock, holden
at Ellsworth, within and for the County of
Hancock, on the second Tuesday of October,
A. D 1909.
represents Isabelle B.
Hodgdon. an inhabitant of the town of
In Effect Nov. 21), tSO».
'fremoot, in the county of Hancock and State
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
of Maine, and Edward R Reed, an inhabitant
AM
AM
PM
PM
of the town of Mount Desert, in eaid county,
BAR HARBOR....lv
10 30
3 30
that a private way for the, use of Louise E.
Sorrento..
4 10.
Hussey Coles from her land at Hodgdon’s
Sullivan..
4 50
landing in said Tremont to the town road in
Mt DesertFerry. 11 30
5 20 10 05 said Tremont is not necessary and not deWaukeag S Fy. 11 87 5 27 10 12 manded by public convenience; but that the
Hancock.til 4<>
5 30 10 15 selectmen of the town of Tremont aforesaid,
Franklin Road.til 48 $6 89 10 25 on petition of Louise Hussey Coles, an owner
Wash’gt’n June. 1100 lle57 J6 47 10 45 of cultivated land in the town of Tremont,
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05 5 65 10 62 having given notice reqnired by law of their
Ellsworth Falls. 11 12 )2el0
6 08 t>0 57 intention, laid out a private way for Louise
Nicolin. JU 25 12e28 J6 18 all 10
B. Hussey Coles over the described route as
Green Lake. 11 85 12e31
6 24 til 19 follows:
Phillips Lake. Jll 42 I2e39 i« 81.
Beginning at a stake set in the eastern line
Holden. 11 60 12e46
8 89 til 84
of land of Louise B. Hussey Coles and in the
Brewer June. 12 09
1 04
6 69 11 68 middle of the end of a former town road and
BANGOR.ar 12 15 1 10 7 06 11 69 following tbe general course of said former
PM
PM
AM
town road to wit: north seventy seven de
AM
Portland.ar 4 60 6 40 12 50 4 50 grees thirty minutes east twenty- seven rods
Boston.ar ) 8 00
9 05
5 80 8 25 and seven links; thence sooth fifty-two de
east ten rods and twenty-one links;
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
•nee south seventy-six degrees esst thir
PM
AM
AM
AM
teen rods and eight links to a cedar stake in
Boaton.lv 10 00
8 00 9 00 tbe north side o! said former town road at its
AM
M
with the highway leauing from
Portland.lv
1 20. 11 10 12 40 junction
Pretty Marsh to Beal Cove, said private way to
AM
PM
AM
PM
feet wide and line surveyed to be
be
BANGOR.lv 6 00 10 80 8 24 6 00 thetwenty
center of the way, said way crosses an nn
Brewer Jane.
8 07 10 87 8 80 6 06 divided lot of land owned in common
by the
Holden. 18 20 10 57 18 49 16 25 said Isabelle B.
Hodgdon and Bdward B.
Phillips Lake. 16 88 JU 05 13 56 18 82 Reed. Said selectmen awarded yonr petitionGreen Lake.
6 44 11 18
4 02 18 40 ers
forty-two dollars damage.
Nicolin. J6 58 11 26 *4 10 J5 48
And vonr petitioners farther represent tbst
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06 It 40 4 28 6 08 thereefterwards to wit, on tbe 16th
day of
ELLSWORTH.
.7 18 11 47 4 28 6 08 September, A. D. 1909, the said selectmen filed
7 25 11 57 4 84 J8 14 a written return of their
Wash’gt’n June.
proceedings in layFranklin Road. 17 88 12 06
• 22 ing out said private
way containing the
Hancock. 17 41 12 15
6 80 boundaries and their measurements thereof,
7 44 12 18
6 88 and an account of tbe damages allowed for
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
6 40 tbe land so taken with the town clerk of said
7 60 12 26
8ullivan.
8 16. Tremont, and at a
public meeting of the inSorrento.
8 50
habitants of said town duly notified and
BAR HARBOR....ar
9 25 1 20......
7 85 warned by a warrant, in which was inserted
an article to see if the town would accept said
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28 private way as laid out by said selectmen,
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52 held on tbe 2d day of October, A. D. 1909, said
selectmen reported the laying out of said prip. m. connect with Washington Oo. By.
vate
way to said town and their report was
t Stops on signal to conductor,
accepted and allowed by said inhabitants.
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
That tbe said laying out and acceptance of
east of Washington Junction,
said private way over and across yonr petia Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
tioners' land was unreasonable and erroneous
These trains connect at Bangor with through and that said estimate of damages of yonr
was unreasonable and inadequate,
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
y which your petitioners are aggrieved.
Boston and St John.
Wherefore your petitioners appeal from
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro- said decision and pray to have said private
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
way discontinued and all the actions of said
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to selectmen in said proceedings annulled and
bspecially
Ellsworth.
reversed or that they may have their damages
F. E. BOOTHBY,
estimated as provided by law.
Dated at Tremont, this 8th day of NovemGeneral Passenger Agent.
Isabelle B. Hododon,
ber, A. D. 1909.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Edward R. Reed,
&
Vice President
General Manager.
By their attorney, George R. Fuller.
Portland, Me.

JLtgal Notices.

To all persons interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of December, a. d. 1909.
iHE following matters having been pre
r\
X seated for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published a
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appeal at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day
o! January, a. d. 1910, at ten of the clock
in lh« forenoon, and be heard thereon If they

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock County as.
November 26,1908.
this 26fch day of November, 1909, on
execution dated the ao-h day of October,
1909, issued on the judgment rendered by the
supreme judicial court for tbe county of Hancock at the term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of October, 1909, to wit:
On the 28th day of October, 1909, in favor of
Joseph Breck A dons, Corporation, a corporation duly organized and existing under tho
laws of the State of Massachusetts, and having a principal place of business in Boston,
!
against Herbert O. Shute, of Hancock, county of Hancock, State of Maine, for $97.68. debt
se« cause.
or damage, and $14.58, coats of suit, sod will
William Roland Milliken, late of Surry, in be sold at public auction at tbe office > f tho
said county, deceased. A certain instrument sheriff, in Ellsworth, la said county, to tho
purporting to be the last will and testament highest bidder, on December 81, 1909, at two
of said deceased, together with petition for o’clock p m., the following described real esthereof, presented by Herbert E. tate and all the right, title and interest which
iilliken, one of the executors therein named. the said Herbert C. Shute has and bad in and
Lauriston B. Webber, late of Ellsworth, in to the same on the Bth day of January, 1909*
•aid county, deceased. A certain instrument the time when the same was attached on tho
purporting to be the last will and testament writ in the same suit, to wit:
of said deceased, together with petition for
First Lot.
All that lot of land with tho
tuereof, presents I by Julia Webber, buildings thereon, containing 80 acres moro
probate
the executrix tuerein named.
or 1. •«. which was oonveyed to Benj. Snnto
by
Edmond H. Colby, late of Hancock, in said Mark Linscott by his deed dated June ,9, lltfL
a certain iuotrument purrecorded in vol. 138, page 624, of tbe Hancodk
coun<y deceased,
ports k to hf.be lift will and res* ament of county regis’ -y of deeds, to which deed and
said dveeased, together with petition for pro- the record thereof express reference is hors
bate thereof, presen. ed by Elvira J. Colby, the made for a particular description.
executrix therein named.
8econo Lot. A certain lot or paroel of land
Charles T. How, late of Eden, in said coun- situated In said Hancock, and described as
ty, deceased. A certain instrument purport- follows: Commencing at the Lamoiue road
ing to be the last will and testament of said on the southwest corner of land owned by 8.
deceased, together with petition for probate Thorton; thence northerly by said Lamoine
thereof and for administration with the will road 120 rods to the county road; theuce eastannexed, presented by Samnel W. Batea, and erly 40 rods to land formerly owned by
heir-at law of the testator a:id a devisee and Nathaniel McFarland; thence southerly by
legatee under saiu will. Waldron Batea the said McFarland’s land to land of s. Thorson;
execi tor named in said will being deceased
thence westerly by land of said Tho*ion to
Eliza Jordan, late of Otis, in said county, the place of beginning.
Being the *amo
deceased. Peiitiod that Nancy 8. Jordan or premises conveyed to the said Benj Shuts by
some other suitable person be
ad- James Brown et als. by their deed dated Ocappointed
ministrator ot the estate of said deceased, tober 4, 1689, and recorded in said r< gistry,
presented by Nancy S. Jordan, a daughter of book 289, page 6. to which deed and the record#
said deceased.
thereof referenoe ia here made.
Hannah A. Dodge, late of Brooksville, in
Third Lot. A oertain lot or parcel of land
•aid county. deceased.
Petition that Ira J. situated in said Hanoook, containing 14*2 acres
Cousins or some other suitable person be ap- more or less, and being tbe sum conveyed
pointed administrator of the estate of said to the stid Ben]. Shute by Sevr rii» O. 1 nor son
deceased, presented by Rufus A. Dodge, hus- by his deed dated the-d»y of
189). and
band of said deceased.
acknowledged May 18, I89t, and recorded in
Frances B. Grindle, late of Orland, in said said registry of deeds, bo *k 268, page 34, to
deceased.
Petition that Norris L. which deed and the tecord thereof express
county,
Grindle or some other suitable person be ap- reference is here made.
Fourth Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Elliott M. Nye, a credi- situated in said Hancock, containing 29 acres
tor of said deceased.
more or less, and being t e same conveyed to
Sarah E. Kinsman, late of Franklin, in said the said Benj. Shut; o> Lavina F. Byard by
First account of H. P. her deed dated October it;, 1869, and recorded
county, deceased.
Blaisdell, executor, filed for settlement.
| in book 135, page 264. o: said registry, to which
pathy.”
Sarah E. Young, late of Hancock, in said deed and the record thereof express reference
Mr. Lorimer said: “1 believe that the
county, deceased. First account of Rufus H. | is here made,
Young, administrator, filed for settlement.
! Fifth Lot. Those two lots or’parcels of land
church of Christ is tbe greatest inBtitutioh
Seth K. Hinckley, late of Bluehill, iu said particularly described in a deed from Chas.
count/, deceased. First and final account of A. Esteyet ala. to the said Ben j. Shute dated
the brain ever conceived. Love the
Helen M. Hinckley, administratrix, filed for Uie 9th day of October, 1875, and recorded in
church! Honor the church! Be loyal to the
hook lfil, page 246, of said registry, to which
settlement.
church!
Harvey L. Silsby, late of Anrora, in said deed and the record thereof express reference
deceased. Final account of Rosa M. ! is here ni:tde for a particular description of
county,
M.
Dec.
said two lots
Gregg, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Sarah A. Worthley, late of Bucksport, in !
Excepting and reserving however from those
STATE OF MAINE.
said county, deceased.
First and anal ac- i two lots or parcels mentioned under the
SEDGWICK.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commis* i coant of Wiley C. Coiiary, administrator, “Fifth Lot” of this deed 14*2 acres more or
A.
D.
1909.
October
sionera,
Term,
filed for settlement.
I Mrs. A. G. Parker is in Camden.
less, which was conveyed by the said Benj.
Upon the foregoing petition the commis- j Georgia C. Perkins, late of Castine, in said Shute to .-eyerin U. Thorson by 'deed dated
sioner.s being satisfied that the petitioners county, deceased. First account of P. Dan- May 13,1891, and recorded in book 2; 2.
! E. L. Ferguson is teaching in Graytown.
page
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the ! forth, administrator, filed for settlement.
386, of said registry of deeds. 10 which deed
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
Miss
Norma Stanley is teaching at
Annis Lee Wister, late of Philadelphia,
and the record thereof reference is here made
Reduced Winter Fares,
ought to be heard touching the matter set sta:e of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Petition
for
a description of said excepted portion.
Black’s corner.
forth in their petition;
filed by Horace Howard Furness, executor,
Subjected to a mortgage given to the Ellsthe
Order—That
county commissioners lor license to sell certain real estate of said worth Building* Loan Association for $600*
Lewis Grindle and w ife are the happy
meet m the intersec'ion of the town way with
#3.00
deceased, as described in said petition.
F. O. SlL*BY,
Wednesdescribed
in
t>
s
on
the
fine
a
of
way
petition
hoy.
E.iza B. Harriman. late of Brookiin, in said
parents
Sheriff.
day, th; 9th day of Feorurry, A. D. 1910, county,deceased. Petition filed by Frank W.
Mrs. Charles Conary, who has been ill of
at 2
o’clock P. M., and thence proceed Cole, executor, for license to sell certain real
NOTICE OF FOKECJLOSUKF.
view
the
route
mentioned
in
said
I
to
petition,
estate ot said deceased, as described iu said "1TTHRREAS Arthur L. Conary, of PortBetween Bar Harbor and Boston
lumbago, is improving.
immediately after which view’, a hearing of petition.
!
fV
land, ip the county of Cumberland,
I
the parties and w itnesses will be had at some j
Miss Bell Allen is in Penobscot, the
E. Vivian Aiken, J. Stanley Aiken, and Con- j and State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
convenient place in the vicinity, and such stance G.
of Sorrento, in said j dated the twenty-ninth day of November, a. d.
minors,
Aiken,
of
Mrs.
S.
B.
Condon.»
guest
other measures taken in the premises as the
county. Petition filed Mary A. Aiken, guar- 1905, and recorded iu the registry of deeds for
And it is
commissioners shall judge proper.
dian, for license to sell certain real estate of I Hancock county, book 426, page 179, conveyed
Miss Grace Friend is visiting her sister,
Steamer Bootbbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 *0 further
said minors, as described in said petition.
j to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
a m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Ordered—That notice of the time, place r ud
Mrs. Seavey, at Sherman Mills.
Sarah E. Young, late of Hancock, in said i real estate situate in Deer Isle, iu the county
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting afore- I
deceased. Petition filed by Rufus H. of Hancock, and bounded and described aa
Minnewaukon chapter, R. A. M., will Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, con- said be given to all persons and corporations I county,
Young, wjdower, for an allowance of the per- j follows:
with steamer for Boston.
interested by serving au attested copy of the ! sonal estate of said deceased.
A certain lot or parcel of land
with all
hold its annual installation of officers necting
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Lyman D. Wilicutt, late of Cohasseft. in the buildings thereon, situate in Deer Isle, in the
Dec. 28.
a
like
clerk oi the town of Tremont,
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluchlll 9 CO a m,
copy upon county of Norfolk, Commonwealth of Massa- county of Hancock, aid State of Maine,
for South Blueh'.U, Isabelle B. Hodgdon, one of the petitioners, chusetts, deceased. Petition filed by Edward bounded and described as follows:
Mrs. II. A. Small went to Penobscot Sat- Mondays and Thursdays
Brooknn, SedgWick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, and by posting up attested copies as afore- ] F. Wilicutt and Joseph N. Wilicutt, both of ; Beginning at a hr tree on the north side of
places in said town I said Cohassett, praying that their appoint- land of the late lames Stinson at the shore;
urday to install the officers of Penobscot South Rrooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, said in three public
thirty days at least before the time ment as trustees, may be confirmed by said 'thence south 5 degrees east forty (4t>) rods to
connecting with steamer for Boston.
chapter, O. E. S.
appointed for said view, and by pub- court. E. Noye9 Whitcomb named as trustee j a spring; thence south 30 degrees east to the
lishing the petition and order thereon, in the last will and testament of said de- J shore; thence westerly by the shore to a bolt
RETURNING
Capst. H. S. and J. F. Lane have finthree weeks successively in the Ellsworth | ceased being now deceased.
in ledge near the shore by land of Henry L.
ished their work at Marshall’s island, and
American, a newspaper published at EllsEDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court. Billings; thence northerly and easterly to a
New turbine steel steamer Belfast leaves Bos- worth, in the county of Hancock, the first
stake one rod from the eastern end of the celof
the
order.
A
true
are home for the winter.
original
copy
ton at 5 p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rock|
publication to be thirty days at least before
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. lar where said Billings house formerly stood;
the time of said view, that all persons and
thence northerly and easterly to a bolt in a
!
Misses Madella H. Small and Anna C. land.
corporations interested may attend and be
large rock on the shore; thence southerly and
I Dority went to Brooklin Friday evening
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of heard if they think fit.
easterly to a fir tree at the shore, as per deed
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturfrom william Cona-y to Moses Stineon dated
STATE OF MAINE.
| to unite with the Rebekahs.
and order thereon.
April 11, 1865; thence east ten (10J rods; thence
days for Bar Harbor, BluehlU, and Interme- A true copy of the petition
November 26,1909.
Hancock Oounty ss.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
An entertainment and supper will be diate landings.
northerly by a atom wall to a cross in a ledge
this 26th day of November, 1909, on at the shore; thence easterly by the shore to
of
for
the
childrenthe
given
Sunday
execution dated the 30th day of October, place of beginning, containing forty (40) acres
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
OF
FORECLOSURE.
NOTICE
1909, issued on the judgment rendered by the more or less.
school at Riverside hall Saturday evening.
Luella A. Beal, of Penobscot, supreme judicial court for the county of HanAlso another lot sitnate 'in said (Deer Isle,
v
Dec. 20.
H.
Hancock county, and State ot Maine, cock at the term thereof begun and held on on Stinson’s Neck, so-called,and bounded and
by her mortgage deed dated the 2d day of the second Tuesday of October, 1909, to wit: described as follows, namely: Beginning at
and recorded \n Hancock county On the 28th day of October, 1909, in favor of the shore at the northeast of a dwelling
July, 1906,
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
registry of deeds, vol. 433, page 516, conveyed j Listers Agricultural Chemical Company, a house or cellar; thence southwesterly to a
to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, in said councorporation duly organized and exiaiting un- large rock with a bolt in the same; thence
Mrs. Arcfi Cole, of Seaville, is employed
ty of Hancock, and State of Maine, a certain der the laws of the state of New Jersey and southwesterly eight rods to a stake: thence
at Dr. G. F. Candage’s.
lot or parcel of land situated in said Penob- j having a principal place of business at same course thirty-three (33) rods to a bolt in
scot, and described as follows, to wit: Be- Newark, against Herbert C. Shute, of Han- a ledge on the southern side of the point and
Rev. Milton Beckwith, of South Brooksis what your money will earn If
ginning on the north Bide of the county road cock, in the county of Hancock, and State of ; from said bolt to the shore, and by the shore
leading from Penobscot to Bluebill at an iron Maine, for $626.52 debt or damage, and $14.41 westerly, northerly and easterly to the northInvested in shares of the
ville, will hold services here this week.
bolt on the southwest corner of land of Flora costs of suit, and will be sold at pnblis auc- west corner of an acre of land now or formerGrindle and running on said road westerly tion at the office of the sheriff in Ellsworth, ly of Henry and L. Billings; thence southerly
Ed. Wescott and wife, of East Bluehill,
fifty-five (55) feet to a stake; tbence northerly in said county, to the highest bidder, on De- by said acre of land thirteen rods to stake ana
and Mrs. Mertie Perkins and daughters
nearly at right angles to the road about eighty cember 31, 1909, at 2 80 p. m the following de- stones: thence easterly fourteen (14) rods by
(80) feet to a rock marked X: tbence easterly scribed real estate and all the right, title and said land; thence northerly thirteen (13) rods
Esther and Pearl, of Lowell, Mass., were
about forty (40) feet to the brook; thence on interest which the said Herbert C. Shute has to the shore, and by the shore easterly to
called here last week by the death of their
said
brook southeasterly to the western line and had in and to the same on the 1st day of bounds begun at, containing five acres more
A NEW SERIES
of said Flora Griudle’s; thence soutnerly on October, 1908, at 10.15 o’clock a. m., the time or less.
Being same lots conveyed to said
father, Alvin Friend.
is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
said Grindle’s line to place of beginning. < when the same was attached on the writ in Arthur L. Conary by said William G. Barter
Alvin Friend died Dec. 7, at the home
the same suit, to wit:
merits, SI per share,
Together with all buildings thereon.
by deed dated October 29, 1963, and recorded
E.
Warren
her
deed
And whereas Mary
All that lot of land with the in Hancock registry of deeds, book 402, page
by
First Lot.
j
of his brother-in-law, Frank Moulton.
of assignment dated the first day of January, buildings thereon, containing 9j acres more 263. And whereas the condition of said mortMr. Friend belonged to the Free Baptist WHY PAY RENT
1907, and recorded in Hancock county regis- or less, whioh was conveyed to Benj. Shute t>y gage has been broken, now therefore, by reavol.
to
me,
when you can borrow ron your
456, page 482, assigned
Mark Linscott by his deed dated June 9,1869, son of the breach of the condition thereof, I
try of deeds,
church of this place, and was respected
Celia Alexander, of Castine, in said county of ! and recorded in vol. 138, page 624 of the Han- claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give
shares, give a first mortgage and
Hancock, and State of Maine, said mortgage j cock county registry of deeds, to which deed this notice for that purpose.
Mrs.
reduce it every month? Monthly
by all. He leaves three daughters
of
said
mortthe
condition
deed, and whereas
| and the record thereof express reference is
William G. Barter.
payments ana Interest together
Cora Eaton, of this place; Mrs. Ed. Weswill amount to but little more
December 6,1909.
gage has been broken and still remains so, | here made for a particular uescrlption.
than you are now paying for
now, therefore, I, the said Celia Alexander, |
Second Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
cott, of East Bluehill, and Mrs. Mertie
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE.
said
and
claim a foreclosure of tbe
and in about ten years you
mortgage
situated in said Hancock, and described as
Perkins, of Lowell, Mass., and two sisgive this notice for the purpose of foreclos- follows: Commencing at the Lamoine road
Herbert C. Shute, of Hanters
on the southwest corner of land owned by S.
Mrs. Frank Moulton and Mrs. OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
ing the same.
cock. in Hancock county, by his mortCelia Alexandek,
December 14, 1909,
Thorson; thence northerly by said Lamoine gage deed dated January 1,1906, and recorded
Frank Emerton, of this place, and one
road 120 rods to the county road; thence east- in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 427.
By her attorney, W. E. Whiting.
For particulars inquire of
brother—Prince Friend, of Bluehill Falls.
erly 40 rods to land formerly owned by page 428, conveyed to the Ellsworth Loan &
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
Nathaniel Noyes, of Sulli- Nathaniel McFarland; thence southerly by Building Association, a corporation located
First
Nat’l
Bank
Bldg.
Dec. 13.
C.
said McFarland’s land to land of S. Thorson; at Ellsworth, in said county, certain real esvan, in tbe county of Hancock, and
▲. W/Kinq. President.
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated thence westerly by land of said Thorson to tate thus described in said mortgage:
The following described real estate situated
AURORA.
May 26.1887, and recorded in said Hancock the place of beginning. Being the same
conveyed to the said Benj. Shuie by in Hancock aforesaid: All thut lot of land
county registry of deeds, book 214, page 4t>6,
Olin Jordan lost two horses recently.
amts Brown et als. by their deed dated Ocwith the buildings thereon containing ninety
conveyed to Edward Noyes, of said Sullivan,
tober 4, 1889. and recorded in said registry,
a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildacres, more or less, which was conveyed to
Bankrupt’s Petition for Diacharge.
School began Monday, Dec. 13; Mias
ings thereon situated in said Sullivan, and book 289, page 6, to which deed and the records Benjamin Shute by Mark Linscott by his deed
I dated June 9th, 1869, and recorded in volume
In the matter of
bounded and described as follows, viz.;
thereof reference is here made.
)
Day, of Eddington, teacher.
In Bankruptcy.
Chaney W. Randall,
Third Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land 133, page 524, of the Hancock county registry
Commencing at the southeasterly corner of
)
said lot adjoining land of Henry L. Wooster situated in said Hancock, containing 14*9 of deeds to which deed and the record thereof
Sannders Crosby has moved his family
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis- at a stake; thence running northwesterly fol- acres more or less, and being the same con- express reference is here made for a particuin the woods for the winter.
trict court of the United States for the Dis- lowing said Wooster line fence 200 feet to a veyed to the said Benj. Sbute by Severin C. lar description.
Second Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
stake; thence southwesterly by land of Wil- Thorson by his deed dated the-day of
trict of Maine.
Mrs. Henry Silsby, of Ellsworth, who
ANEY W. RANDALL.of Southwest Har- liam J. Lord 100 feet to a stake at county mad; 1891. and acknowledged May 13, 1891, and re- situated in said Hancock and described as
has been visiting her brother, Frank
bor, in the county of Hancock, and State thence easterly following said county road 200 corded in said registry of deeds, book 268, ! fo.lows: Commencing at the Lamoine rood
feet to a stake; thence northeasterly 25 feet to page 34, to which deed and the record thereof j on the southwest corner of land owned by 8.
of Maine, in said district, respectfully repreQregg, has returned home.
Thorson; thence northerly by said Lumoine
sents, that on the 14th day of August, last place of beginning, cotaining twelve thou- express reference is here made.
Fourth Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land road one hundred and twenty rods to the
Mrs. Herbert Silsby and daughter Mary past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the sand five hundred square feet of land more or
situated in said Hancock, containing 29 acres county road; thence easterly forty rods to
Acts of
relating to bankruptcy; that less.
week. Mrs. George he has Congress
are in Bangor this
And whereas the said mortgage was assigned more or less, and being the same conveyed to land formerly owned by Nathaniel McFarduly surrendered all his property
comby the said Edward Noyes to Lendall B. the said Benj. Shute by Lavina F. Byard by land; thence south* rly by said McFarland’s
Stanley, of Waltham, is keeping house for and rights of property, and has
land to land of S. Thorson; thence westerly
plied with all the requirements of said acts Noyes, late of Steuben, Washington county, her deed dated October 16.1869, and recorded
her.
and of the orders of court touching his bank- Maine, deceased, by name of L- B. Noyes by in book 136, page 254. of said registry, to which by land of said Thorson to the place of begindeed dated January 8, 1897, and recorded in deed and the record thereof expiess reference ning, being the same premises conveyed to,
C.
Dec. 13.
ruptcy.
the said Benjamin Shute by James Biownet
wherefore he prays that he may be de- said registry, book 464, page 842, and whereas is here made.
Filth Lot. Those two lots or parcels ot land als., by their deed dated October 4, 1889, and
creed by the court to have a full discharge the condition ot said mortgage has been
EASTBROOK.
from all debts provable against bis estate
broken, now therefore, I, the undersigned, as particularly described in a deed from Chas. recorded in said registry, book 289, page 6, to
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts executrix of the will of the said Lendall B. A. Estey et als. to the said Benj. Shute dated which deed and the record thereof reference
The schools have all closed and the as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Noyes, by reason of the breach of the condi- the 9th day of October, 1875, and recorded in 1 is here made,
tion thereof claim a foreclosure of said mort- book 161, page 246, of said registry, to which i
Third Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
Dated this 16th day of November, a. d. 1909.
teachers have returned to their homes—
deed and the record thereof express reference { situated in said Hancock, containing fourteen
Chaney W. Randall,
gage.
Misses Bennett and Moon to Hancock,
is here made for a particular descriptiou of and one half acres, more or less, and being
Steuben, Me., November 30,1909.
Bankrupt.
Ada S. Noyes, Executrix
said two lots.
Order of Notice Thereon.
j the same conveyed to the said Benjamin
Miss Lawrie to Franklin and Miss Edof Lendall B. Noyes.
District op Maine ss.
Excepting and reserving, however, from those Shute by Severin C. Thorson by his deed
wards to Biddetord.
two lots or parcels mentioned under the dated the (blank) day of (blank) 1891, and acFifty-six pupils
On this 16th day of December, a. d. 1909, on
this deed 14*9 acres more or knowledged May 13,1891, and recorded in said
have registered, and from this number six reading the foregoing petition, it is—
subscriber, Edwin W. Barton, of West “Fifth Lot” of
which was conveyed by the said Benj, | registiy of deeds, book 25B, page 34, to which.
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
Springfield, Massachusetts, hereby gives less,
have given perfect attendance for which upon the same on the 7th day of
Shute to Severin C. Thorson by deed dated ; deed and the record thereof express reference
notice that he has been duly appointed ada. d. 1910, before said court at Portland, in said
May 13,1891, and recorded in hook 252, page is here made.
ministrator of the estate of
are here given honorable mention:
386, of said registry of deeds, to which deed I
Fourth Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
district, at 10 o’clock in tne forenoon; and that
Helen lawrie, Vara Butler, Lizzie Bunker, notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth GEORGIA I. BARTON, late of said WEST and the record thereof reference is here made situated in said Hancock, containing twentyfor a description of said excepted portion.
nine acres, more or less, being the same conAlma Russell, Decatur French and Vernon American, a newspaper printed in said disSPRINGFELD,
the
Ellstrict. and that all known creditors, and other
Subject to a mortgage given to
veyed to the said Benjamin Shute by Lovina
Bunker.
F. Byard, by her deed dated October 16,1869.
in interest, may appear at the said deceased, and given bonds as the law directs, worth Buildiug & Loan Association for $600.
F. O. Silsby, Sheriff.
and that he has appointed Harry L. Crabtree,
and recorded in book 135. page 254, of said
me and place, and show cause, if any they
Dec. 20.
Spec.
Hancock
county, Maine, to be
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should of Ellsworth,
registry to which deed and the record thereof
his agent in the State of Maine. All peris here made.
not be granted.
subscriber hereby gives notice that express reference
BROOKS V1LLE.
And it is further ordered by the court, that sons having demands against the estate of
Fifth Lot. Those two lots or parcels of land
been duly appointed executor
he
has
described in a deed from Charles
the clerk shall send by mail to all known said deceased are desired to present the same of the last will and testament of
particularly
A daughter arrived at the home Mr. and creditors
[
A. Estey et als., to the said Benjamin Shale
copies of said petition and this order, for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
ELIZABETH E. JORDAN, late of
addressed to them at their places of residence requested to make payment immediately.
dated the 9th clay of October, 1875, and reMrs. Edwin Sanborn, Dec. 8.
WALTHAM,
Nov. 15, 1909.
Edwin W. Barton.
as stated.
corded in book 161, page 246, of said registry
Mr. Perry, of Trenton, is visiting his
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds of deeds to which deed and the record thereof
here
made for a
reference is
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
subscriber
gives notice that being required by the terms of said will. All express
daughter, Mrs. John W. Donlin.
at Portland, in said district, on the 18th day
he has been duly appointed adminis- persons naving demands against the estate of particular description of said two lots; ex1909.
a.
d.
and
from those
of
are
to
the
same
deceased
desired
however,
December,
said
reserving,
trator
of
the
estate
of
present
cepting
Bowden
of
Nathaniel
and wife,
North
Jambs E. Hewby, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are lots or parcels mentioned under the fifth lot
DAVID L. SALISBURY, late of ELLSBluehiU, are visiting their daughter,
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
of this deed fourteen and one-half acres,
requested to make payment immediately.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.
Wilford B. Jordan.
more or less, which was conveyed by the said
Sadie Sanborn.
WORTH,
C. Thorson by
Waltham, Dec. 9, 1909.
Benjamin Shute to Severin
subscriber hereby gives notice that in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
deed dated May 13.1891, and recorded in book
Mrs. L. H. Billings and Mias Prudence
he has been duly appointed adminisAll perof
said
of deeds to
given bonds as the law directs.
252.
886,
registry
page
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Saunders have returned from Bluehill, trator of the estate of
sons
having demands against the estate
which deed and the record thereof referenoa
she has been duly appointed adminisis here made for a description of said exwhere they have spent several weeks with CAROLINE B. DODGE, late of BROOKS- of said deceased are desired to present the tratrix of the estate of
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
cepted portion.
friends and relatives.
VILLE,
CARROL C. HOMER, late of BUCK8PORT,
are requested to make payment iraroediately.
And whereas, the condition of said mortHarold B. Salisbury.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
A.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and gage has been broken, now therefore, by reaDec. 13.
Ellsworth Falls, Dec. 8, 1909.
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
directs.
All
as
the
law
bonds
persons son of such breach, or condition, the Ellagiven
demands
the
estate of said
aving
against
naving demands against the estate oi said worth Loan & Building Association claims a
Don't let the baby suffer from eczema, sores deceased are desired to present the same for
deceased are desired to present the same for foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth, December 6, 1909.
Doan’s Ointment settlement, and all indebted thereto are reor any itching of the skin.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re*
Ellswo&th Loan & Building
quested to make payment immediately.
quested to make payment immediately.
gives instant relief, cores quickly. Perfectly
Ira J. Cousins.
Etta J. Hombu.
Association.
|
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advf.
North Brooksville, Dec. 10,1909.
By J. A. Peters, its attorney.
Bucksport, Dec. 10, 1909.
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‘•Good

news

travels

fast,”

and

the

thousands of bad back sufferers in Ellsworth

are

glad

to learn

is within their reach.

that prompt relief
a lame, weak

Many

and aching back is bad no more, thanks
to Doan’s Kidney Pills. Our citizens are
telling the good news of their experience

with the Old Quaker Remedy.
example worth reading:

Here is

an

Mrs. C. L. Stevens, 4 Lincoln St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “I suffered severely
from kidney trouble. My bock was very
painful, and 1 was so nervous that X could
rest well. I hod heard and read so
much about Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
decided to give them a trial, and procured
a box st Moore’s
drug store. As my case
was a chronic one, I had to use the remedy
for some time before X noticed any benefit.
I slowly improved,
however, and was in
the end entirely relieved of my trouble.
Since then I have had occasion to use
Doan’s Kidney Pills and have never found
them wanting. It is with great pleasure
that I give this splendid remedy my ennot

dorsement.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price SO cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Bulfalo, New York,

•ole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.
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the parents compared notes. They decided that there was only one thing to
be done—interview the four together
and insist on less public devotion or an
v
announcement of engagements.
By M. QUAD.
The young people knew of this, and
[Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated Literary*
the evening the couhcil was to occur
lb-ess. 1
at Sallie’s home they promptly absent- |
It bad often been remarked in the
< >
Z ed themselves. The meeting began,
*
Tillage of Highlands that Mrs. Carson,
A Case Where the Old Folks
J
| and after much polite sparring it was wife of the carpenter, was a smart
Were Entirely Too Willing
I decided to make the best of the Tom- ; woman. It was not so much that she
jJ
< ►
% and-Saiiie and Rob-and-Mary arrange- had the Monday washing out an boar
ments. The old folks showed a touch!!
ahead of any other woman in the vilI? LOUISE OLNET
* >
ing resignation. All they would insist lage or that her bens were laying eggs
on was a knowledge of the facta.
< ► Copyright, 1909. by Associated Litright along when other hena were restAt this Juncture Tom and Bailie
erary Press.
ing. bnt that she was always patting
___VI
strolled in. followed by the other two.
■mart ideas into her husband's bead
all showing delightful surprise at the
and he was always telling of them.
Perplexed, he gazed at Sallle. Her parental presence.
The only reason none of these ideas
blue eyes flashed welcome, but her
a
of
council
••It looks like
war,” were carried out was from lack of
words turned him down. All summer
commented Tom, while his father glow- capital. A Tillage carpenter working
she had been refusing to be seen with
the
attack, fol- for 92 a day never baa a bank account
ered. and then began
him. This time it was the club dance.
lowed by Bailie's father and the Interto back him op In speculations calling
As they had been friends from babyfor thousands of dollars. That was
polations of the others.
hood. be asked for reasons.
Trevor
“If you are engaged.** Mrs.
the trouble with his wife’s ideas—it
“Sallle. what’s the matter? If you finished, "we Insist on having it propwanted a lot of money to carry them
really hate the sight of me I’ll keep erly announced. If you are not—well, out Besides. Mr. Carson was not a
away If It kills me. bnt somehow i you ought to be. 1 hope you under- horn
speculator. He was simply a
don’t believe you do. What have I stand our
point of view.**
good natural, easy going carpenter.
done? Or la It Tracy, or don’t yon j A silence followed, broken
only by a
The day Anally came whan the car1
In the little sumcare; or what?”
nervous little giggle—the giggle Mrs.
penter sickened and died. He left a
mer bouse he fared her, his dark eyes
Martin would not like In a daughterboms clear of debt and a life Insurance
snapping. She tossed her fair bead, in-law. Finally It was Bob who spoke of
83.000. Some of the neighbors said
but her face was serious.
as the four stood under the chandelier
that was more money than his wife
“Tracy, indeed! You ought to see In the usual couples.
coo id make in fifty years, notwithhe’s crazy about Mary Trevor! No;
"We are sorry—not lor onrseives, not
standing her smartness, and others
you have not done anything. Bobble, for yon—that we are not engaged. We
predicted that she would take the cash
only”— She Angered her rose In em- tally appreciate yoor assembled wishes. !
capltsl sod open the eyes of the town.
barrassment.
But we don't see how we can be en- ; Within a month after the funeral it
“Only what. Sallle? Tell me. I can’t
gaged. It is. In tact Impossible.” Be \ was known that she was making a
stand this much longer.”
looked at Tom to finish, and that
move of some sort. The fact that she
“Well. I should think you would
young man rose to the occasion. He
had sold her property could not be conhate It too, this being—managed.”
was even a bit dramatic as be faced ; cealed from the public, but as to what
“Referring to our precions families' the four fathers, the four mothers, sit- {
she was going to do with the cash in
married?
to
ns
get
very apparent plot
in stern conclave, but visibly sof- ] hand she was reticent The minister
That certainly is the limit!” He spoxe ting
tened by the well bred, beautiful young 1 of her church called and offered his
coolly. She nodded, flushing with quartet before them, young people financial advice, but it did not seem to
“1
don’t blame
anger as he continued:
charming and, after all, old enough to be greatly appreciated. Squire Henyon. Sallie. I hate it too. I”— But know their own minds. Thomas spoke
j derson. who was supposed to be one
she turned on him like a little tiger,
to his own mother.
of the entest capitalists and speculaleaping to her feet to face him.
"The fact is. we all hate nonsense. : tors in that part of the state, called
:
“Why don’t you go away then? Do We hate planned matches, and being ; and tried for an hour to convince Iter
you thick that I—are you asking me engaged to order with diamond
rings( that pork was sure to go up and that
everywhere because you think I”— to advertise the fact, and the society she could double her money by investFor answer he swept her suddenly Inwedfashionable
and
pussies purring
ing in hugs, but she would not promise
to his arms, bolding her face to his—a
dings preceded by 'showers' of stuff to follow bis advice. Advice came in
happy face, for she had always loved that only a fire or some other special from all sides and was received and
Robert Martin.
dispensation of Providence can rid you laid on the sbelf.
“Dear, you must know I want you— of. And then”—be took a lawyer-like
A mile west of Highlands and on
But why couldn’t ou’ tone
now, always!
befitting the junior partner of the the same line of railroad was a f irm
people be decently reluctant? It’s all firm of Tracy & Tracy, "we cannot be of 200 acres. It was one of the oldest
so horribly planned!
We both hate
engaged because''—he paused for ef- and poorest on Long Island. It began
being maneuvered into marriage. Moth- fect and got it, for a sudden suspicion at the railroad and ran back to the
er suffers even if 1 look at Mary—
sent the parents as one to their feet
shores of the sound—not exactly to
sweet girl, but not you.”
—“because we are already married.”
the shore, but to a marsh uni a
“And dad gets apoplectic at mere he finished leisurely, "a month ago at
bayou and three or four tidal channels,
sight of Tom—Tom. who is everything he finished leisurely. "A month ago at the breeding
ground of malaria and
1
dad and
don't want—but when he Baxter, by Robert’s uncle John, who
mosquitoes for ten miles around. The
and mother greet me at breakfast also hates fuss and feathers.” With a
farm had been for sale since the oldest
with that repressed haven't you-got- quick movement Tom moved—past SalIt had
inhabitant could remember.
something-to-tell-us air I could glee- lie—and took Mary by the hand, leadpassed from father to sou two or three
fully announce Tom as their future ing her to his mother, and Bob had times. It had steadily gone to decay
son.
That would be real revenge. Not Sallie by both bauds, looking at her
with all changes, and the day the
that Tom wants me." The two looked only, forgetting the others.
Widow Carson made her call and anup just in time to see Sable's mother
And when it Anally became evident
nounced she might buy it if the price
carefully steering the children away to the bewildered families that the ; were right she was regarded as an
from the summer bouse. It was mad- right children were together, that Salangel straight from heaven. The price
dening. Sallie stamped her foot.
iie bad married Robert, that Tom had
was made right, and a promise was
“1 simply can’t be engaged to you. married Mary, the relief went far on
extorted that the name of the buyer
Bob. with t{»e family smiling benignly the way to forgiveness for the elopesbould be kept secret for a certain
and all the old pussies purring over the ment.
length of time. Even before the deed
fitness of the match! I can't!”
"But why elope?” Sallie's father Analwas signed men were at work cutting
“Wait till you’re asked.” he retorted, ly asked. "1 think 1 may say for my
down the dead and scraggy fruit and
grinning. “Sallle, we want each other, friends that these marriages will make other
trees, burning up rotten fences
but we must let them worry.
They us ultimately happy—that they are, in aod
clearing off the site everything
was
must
What
awhile!
Did
we
desired.
what
worry
you tact. Just
simply
but the house. That was left for the
know that poor old Tracy hates me the real trouble? We were all quite
real estate office of the Highland
because be thinks I want Mary?”
chorus
of
a
But
laughter Bluffs
willing"
Improvement company. No one
could
see
Anybody
“Stupid boy!
greeted him—happy young laughter.
had ever seen any bluffs there, and
Xou
where her heart Is by the way she
trouble.
the
was
“That
Just
no one could discover any bluffs there.
hates me when I chasten dad by going were too willing!” It was Sallie who
Bat what of It?
her
Tom.
of
with
Wonder
he
asks
the
shelter
out
why
had spoken from
On the same day that arrangements
Then
me.”
arm.
everyyoung husband's
were made with the railroad company
“To get even because I play Mary's body laughed.
to bnlld a suburban station at the
little lamb to bother mother. You see,
binds s surveyor was In the field layMary's family goes no farther back
Obeying Orders.
the old farm out Into parks, avethan Adam. I suppose yours and mine
When Luther W. Hopkins Joined the ing
A few days later
I say, Sallie”— Confederate army be was a lad of sev- nues and streets.
antedate old Rden.
were out
Then followed
But be saw Tom Tracy going past enteen, one of the boys who made the maps
the advertisements M the new town.
with his machine and ran after him Thomas Jonathan Jackson "Stonewall ;
Tbe Widow Carson came to the front
with a shout. The two men talked a Jackson” and who bore a noble part j
She was handling the good
now.
long time before Robert came back to in the conflict. In "From Bull Bun to
all by herself—that* Is, she paid
Sallle.
Appomattox” Mr, Hopkins recalls some thing
her assistants, and that ended
“Get your veil ana things and come of the thoughts and acts of his first cash to
their interest In tbe matter.
for a spin. Well stop for Maty, have night on a battlefield.
The Widow Carson went on the prinlunch at some little town, have dinner
“We were ordered to 'sleep on our
the bigger her advertiseat Baxter, call on my minister uncle arms' the night whose dswn was to ciple that
read
I bad heard a ments the quicker they would be
John and get home by moonlight”
usher in the battle.
tbe more they would convince.
“And a chaperon T’ Though tbe font good deal about soldiers obeying or- and
She therefore took half pages. It was
had always known each other, Bailie ders. 1 thought of the boy who "stood
costly business, but even bankers came
was going at least to mention proprieon the burning deck,' so when I* lay
forward and offered to advance any
ties. Bob's wise eye twinkled.
down that night, with old Mother Earth
and every day or two a
“1 think I can hnnt up a young mar- for a bed, I stretched myself out at money needed,
new reporter came down from the city
ried woman somewhere,” be remarked, full length on top of my musket. It
to give “tbe only woman In tbe real
but refused explanation till Tracy left was a little rough, but the mere thought
estate business” another fine writeup.
tbe car to persuade Mary. Then Bob of being a soldied and *sleeping on
Did you ever see a woman auctioneer?
did his gallant beat to make things my arms’ on the eve of battle made
Well, tbe hundreds from tbe city who
Bailie got In my bed feel as soft as a bed of roses.
clear.
He succeeded.
went down to that sale and got off tbe
front with Tom, leaving Mary to an
“And then the gun! It was an old
train where the foundations for the new
and
while
Bob.
flint
all
too
devoted
minus
the
musket
flintlock
apparently
were being dng saw one. It was
they paraded past tbelr respective no powder or ball. But 1 was at least depot
Mr*. Carson. A lawyer and a notary
Trevors
tbe
and
would
that
It
said
a
for
he
bad
and
a
soldier
homes,
gun
were at band to make out the deeds,
and tbe Tncys had long wished Mary surely tee the battle and write home
but she took her stand on a bos to act
be
thinks
seldom
and Tom to like each other.
A'
soldier
it
about
as auctioneer. It was a novelty. Tbe
It was rather too late that night to will be among the slain. He may be
crowd had come down feeling good
it
is
left
father
when
Tom
but
Bailie's
or
taken prisoner,
wounded
please
natured. and the novelty further pleasher reluctantly at her own door. And always the other fellow who is going
ed them. There were beer and sandhad
said
he
mother
Bob.
questioned,
to be killed.”
wiches, and the day was lovely. Tbe
been motoring with Mary.
tide covered most of the mud flats and
was
the
Lines.
That
During
beginning.
Curious Telegraph
tbe marsh, and If any one missed tbe
The most original telegraph line la
August tbe four were Inseparable, and
blnffa he wasn’t mean enough to speak
tbe parents worried. The only appar- the world once extended from La Plax.
of It That auction sale went with a
ent comfort waa that the couples rethe capital of Bolivia, to the neighbor- rush. Between 10 o’clock In the foreHow could they ing town of Ornro, a distance of about
mained together.
noon and 3 In the afternoon 400 lots
know that partners were changed tbe 156 miles. There are no growing trees
were sold for cash down. Tbe horse’s
minute they got from under surveil- in this part of the world, and wood of
nose bag used to bold the greenbacks
lance? The girls were airy, radiant, any kind la so rare that the telegraph was
nearly full. After tbe first forty
innocent, the young men calm, im- poles were made of the same material lots went the rest was all velvet for
pervious to comment or question. as the natives' household furniture— tbe widow. It Is said that she quit
Never passing tbe bounds of propriety, dried mud. The pillars were built on over
$25,000 ahead of the game. Quit?
they still baffled borne attempts to stone foundations and measured about Oh, yes! They always do that, you
five feet square at the base, with a know.
regulate their movements.
She went up to the city and
Tom was always with Bailie. Bob In tapering height of fifteen feet. They invested her
money In a store and
the wake of Mary. The couples weren't were placed about 360 feet apart. An- made it pay. and If you will go down
matched to suit the elders; but. from other curious telegraph line was con- to
Highland Bluffs tomorrow you will
fMrlng they were engaged, they be- structed in Uganda by a British engi- find the place jqst as it was left the
was
not.
This
were
trees
fear
to
who
they
growing
transported
neer,
gan
day after the auction There are the
because tbe young people were begin- to the roadside and used them as frames of the “villas.” the real estate
reacomment
social
excite
by
could
not
find
to
he
because
any
ning
poles
office, tbe parks and streets, the water
son of several escapades, obviously in“dead” wood that would withstand filled boles where tbe depot was to
accidental.
They
In
ants.
of
the
white
the ravages
nocent, apparently
rest. Too will find tbe marsh, tbe mud
all came borne one day dripping wet Dutch Bast India growing trees are and tbe mosquitoes. “What’s the matcanoes
and
tbelr
overturning
this
in
from
also turned to account
manner, ter?”
you will ask. Nothing—nothing
swimming out. and another night they but there a wire la stretched across the ■tall. It was "just one of those sales.”
the
motor
after
ten
miles
home
walked
road between tbe trees on either side and tbe only novelty about It was that
broke down—by arrangement. It waa and the actual telegraph line suspend- it was
wqrked by a woman.
another.
then
Finally
one ♦fctng,
ed down t£e center.
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COUNTY NEWS.

CXJUNTY NEW8.
catarrhaI, asthma.

8UBBY.

PENOBSCOT.

F. T. Jelliaon and A. L, Treworgy loft

Miss Lelia Leach has gone to Winterport, to teach.
D. U. Littlefield has returned from Eagle
island, where be has been employed.

for

Stephen Salisbury and wife, ot Brewer,
spending a week with B. H. Leach and

There will be a Christmas tree and the
Christmas ekerciaes in the Methodist chnroh Christmas night.

are

usual

wife.
S. G. Varnnm has employment in destine as carpenter on the new dormitory
for ths normal school.

OBITUAmY.

This

community was shocked and
sdddened by two sudden deaths olosely
following each other laat week, and which

Miss Helen Mscomber returned to her
home in Franklin last week, after an extended visit with F. W. Bowden and
wife.

took two of Its old and as teamed citizens.
Jacob Y. Morgan, residing at Morgan’s
Bay, cams boms from Bast Bhtahl'l, where
he had been doing some trading, last
Wednesday. He put his hone In the
stable, and entered the house. He complained of a bad pain in hia stomach and
oouoh. Before hia
lay down on the
son’s wife oould get him anything to tans,
he was gone. Mr. Morgan was about
seventy-nine yaart of age, and lieud with
hia son Leverett.
The funeral was held Friday, Bar. W.
H. Dunham officiating. Interment at

B. E. Varnnm is in Bangor this wssk attending the annual meeting of the State
grange, as a delegate from Penobscot
grange.
Tbs election of officers of Court Magadan, L O. F., will be held at Masonic hall
Tuesday evening, Dee. 38. After the business a banquet wUl be served.
A full attendance is desired.
The installation of officers ot Penobscot
was held Saturday
chapter, O. E.
evening, Dec. 18. D. D. G. M. Small, of
Sedgwick, was ths installing officer,
assisted by Mrs. Both Smith as grand
marshal. The following officers were installed: Mrs. Jennie Bridges, W. M.;
Melvin WardweU, W. P.; Mrs. Una
Bridges, A. M.j Mrs. Carrie Perkins, secretary Mrs. Abbie Bowden, treasurer; Mrs.
Sophronia Bridges, conductress; Mrs.
Lizzie Gnndle, associate conductress;
Mrs. NeUie Hutchins, chaplain; Mrs.
Addle WardweU, marshal; Mrs. Nells
Bridges, organist; Jsmes Perkins, sentinel; 'Mrs. Susie Perkins, warder; Mrs.
Della Qrlndle, Adah; Mrs. Martha Sellers,
Rath; Mrs. Gladys Dunbar, Esther;
Mrs. Annie Hutchins,
Martha; Mrs.
Katie WardweU, Electa.
The D. D. G. M.
added a bit of floral work to the ceremonies of installation, which was a
great improvement. At the close, icecream and cakh were served.
There were
about fifty present, and aU voted it one of
the pleasantest occasions of the year.
Dec. 20.
Woodlocke.

Morgan’s Bay cemetery.
Thursday morning cams the news that
another prominent citizen, Henry H.
Phillips, had died during the night. Mr.
Phillipe had been in poor health for tome
months, but of late he had been able to be
around hit place. Wednesday ha was not
as well as usual, and failed rapidly until
the end early Thursday morning. A more
extended obituary of Mr. Phillips appears elsewhere in this iStue.
Dec. 21.
BAY8IDE.
Mil* Amanda Bailey
Thursday on business.

Mrs. Horace Marks has gone to Bangor
to attend the State grange. She will visit
her brother a few days.
John A.Stuart, of Ellsworth, was down to
his cottage Friday banking up and ge. ting
it in order for the winter.
!

Mrs. Susan M. Grindal left Monday for
Pcrtland for the winter.

em-

Miss Greta Hodgkins, of Ellsworth, is
the guest of Mrs. Whitney Grindal.
Walter M. Nevells has gone to West
Brooksville, where he has employment.
Neal F. Dow and wife, of North Brooks-

ville, and Guy Freethy and wife, of Eggemoggin, were guests at Starboard Watch
Sunday.A pleasant Christmas conoert was given
by the children of the Sunday school
Snnday evening. The decorations, which
were
under the charge of Me Frank
Harding, were very effective. Following was the program; Opening chorus;

In Ell*worth

Mrs. Beulah Jordan, of Ellsworth, has
been on a short visit to her parents
Willis Trim and wife.

Hon. Henry W. Sargent spent last week
in Boston.

Miss jAnnie Pert, of Sedgwick, is
ployed at Charles K. Foster's.

waa

Congratulations are extended to Edwin
G. Doyle and bride, Miss Ethel Iveney.
David Shorey was in Ellsworth last
week, the week-end guest ot his sister,
Mrs. Mary Savage.

Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell left last week for
Bluehill.

the

B.

_

8ARGENTV11.LE.

Benjamin C. Sargent is spending
winter with his family here.

B.HtleTnPe-n.-n*.

Milan, Wash., Friday.

J. F. Staples and wife spent Saturday
night and Sunday with their son, Charles
I. Staples, in Ellsworth.

The children of the school will have a
and concert Friday evening. All are invited to hang presents on
the tree.
Christmas tree

Albert Seeds, of Machine, visited his
three children, Vera, Frances and Dana,
a few days last week, at the home of the
children’s grandparents, Freeman Remick
and wife.

m

**8. *IL tOULUOUN.
■ *». F. L. BOULLIOl'N, smis
state
IV1 8L, Little Rock, Ark.,
wrlies;
_

“I have been a (Offerer with
the asthtor about four years, and
1 tried
different kind* of medlcinee and
could
not And any relief for It.
“I tried your medicine.,
bought a hov
tie of Peruna, and after
taking about
half of III muettaay that 1 hare not
had
the asthma since. Before I took
themedIcine I did not know what it was io
go
to bed without having the asthma
ma

Systemic Catarrh.
Mr. Samuel Burden, Till Springfield
Ave.,Summit,N. J.. writes;
“In the fall Of 1H00 I had
repeated
attacks of cold, which
developed into
systemic catarrh.
“It left me very weak and all run
down. When I got np in tl
morning
it would take almutstn
,nr to get
my
head and throat clear.
“It also left me with a ver- weak
all-gone, empty feeling in my
which I thought
was dyspepsia, for
which I tried different remedies
with very little Improvement.
"I filially decided to give Benina
trial. I felt benefited with the firstdnse.
After taking three bottles It
,.a.
tirely cured. I cannot speak in too
high terms of your wonderful <’l->-verv. Peruna.”
I’cruna is manufactured by th
Peruna Drug Mfg. Co.,Columbus,OS.
■

miach!

amid * bank of flowers. Everything tb
loving hands could do was done, bet h<
was beyond human power.
He leaves besides his parents, tItr
brothers
Howe, Hertnon and Erwit
Deep aympathy is felt h r the family;
for the invalid grandmother.
—

!

Charles A. Smith will take his little
son Basil to Bangor, Thursday, to have
the cast removed from his foot. This is
the second one he has had put on,
and when this one is taken off his foot
will be all right. He will be accompanied
by Mrs. Smith.
Dec. a.
Grit.
NORTH BKOOKUN.
Gertrude Cole, of Seaville, is visiting
Mrs. Flora Cole.

Dec. 31.

Fries:>.

A

WEST BROOK LIN.
Elmer Bridges and wile
few days in Bockland.

are

spending

a

Winsor Bridges, who is attending s nool
in Hebron, is home for the holidays.
There

was

a

house-warming

at

Hufos

Bridges’ Wednesday night. All report s
Avery Anderson is home from coasting, good time.
Lord’s prayer; welcome song, by infant
with a poisoned hand.
class;; recitations, Alice Qrindal, Marion
Roy Eaton, wife and child, ot Tremont,
Ursula Burns is visiting friends and
Wood; exercise, “Christmas is Here;”
are visiting Mrs. Eaton’s parents, Frank
recitations,! Philip Sargent, Frederick relatives ic Stillwater.
Bridge* and wife.
School at No. 7 opens to-day taoght by
Sweet; exercise by Junior boys; song,
Moulton Cooper, who spent a lew days
Mr. and
Mrs. Scott Eymburner and Florentine Hamilton.
in town, baa returned to bis work on
Agnes Kane; recitation, Edward SarA good sum of money was raised from steamer Femaquid.
gent ; (exercise, “Message of the Snow- the ice-cream and cake social in the hall,
A. B. Leighton and wife, who have been
Beaaie
flakes;”
recitation,
Bobbins; last Thursday evening.
relatives in town, returned to
visiting
Catherine
ohorns; recitation,
Sargent;
A large three-masted schooner passed West
Maas., Monday.
boro,
Velma
chorus;
recitations,
Hooper,
for BluehUl, to load stone for
*
Charlotte Wood; Grace Wood exercise, Ger- up Sunday
Cod
the CSpe
breakwater.
trude Hooper, Agnes Kane, Both Sargent,
SEAL COVE.
While Leroy FI ye waa absent from his
Velma) Hooper, Vera Harding, Ronald
Irving Aehley ia at home from Northeast
Bonald
Gower; recitation,
Gower; home Wednesday night, Are broke out in
his house. The alarm was given by Mr. Harbor, where ha has been employed.
chorus.
Kenney, who lives in ths lower part, and
Dec. 20.
Six.
Mrs. E. L. McLean, of Augusta, is at her
by prompt and* energetic efforts on the home hem to remain through the holipart ot those near, the house waa saved days.
8TONINGTON.
with small damage.
Miaa Wavia tatty is at home from BoeMrs. Reuben Cousins, wbo has been ill,
Dec. 20.
Xrrophon.
is slowly improving.
top, where ahe has been visitingjher sister,

il-

TRENTON.

Rev. B. 8. Fifleld preached in tbe Congregational church Sunday.

OBITUARY.

The funeral services of
Leslie, the
twelve-year-old son of George and Battle
Mias Ethel Thnrlow is home from Fort Romer, which took place at the home
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, were
Kent, where ahe has been teaching.
largly attended. The services were conVernon Small, who has been employed
ducted by Rev. W. F. Emery, of the
the past summer at Paris, is at home.
Methodist church, Ellsworth. Two solos,
W. A. Goss and wife have gone to Lynn,
“Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” and “Nearer,
to
a
mon.h
with
relatives.
Mass.,
spend
My God, to Thee”l were sung by Mr.
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell Emery. The young life which has passed
will hold the quarterly conference- at the j out so early had made its beauty and
church Jan. 8.
sweetness felt in the lives of others, and
Ernest Weed and wife are receiving will not soon be forgotten. The floral
congratulations on the birth of a son, offerings from friends, school-teacher,
and schoolmates expressed their love.
born Dec. 14.
Leelie was taken ill Sunday, Dec. 12, and
Mias Marie: Brown is working in the
the following Sunday be was laid at rest
postoffice while Mias Henrietta BuckminMrs. Philip Crockett has gone to Portland tor-medical treatment.

ster takes

a

vacation.

Latty Bros’, power house and another
small quarry building at Green island
were burned the past week.
David White, who has been employed at
the Benvenne works this summer, has left
for his home in Massachusetts.
Norman Torrey arrived from Ashburnham. Mass..^Saturday, to spend the holidays with hia parents, Fred A. Torrey and
wife.
Dec. 20.
Nihil.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
Miss Era Whalen, of Steuben, is working for Mrs. E. M. Stevens.
Miss Olive A. Cushman, of Seal
is visiting Mrs. Samuel G. Wood.

Harbor,

Mrs. Hndnnt.

the
over flO.was realized at
for
and sapper Thursday evening
the benefit of Edgar Hodgdon, who isst
Hebron sanitarinm.
Dec. 20._

Something

concert

BLUEHILL FALLS.
David Friend is quite poorly.
Schooner E. 8. Wilson arrived Dee. 1»,
to load.
and
A eon waa born to Gilbert Canuage
wife Dec. lfi.
work
Mrs. Archie Cole, of Seaville, is at
tor Dr. G. F. Candage.
horse,
his
lost
Haskell Herrick
“Prince,” last week, of colic.
Dec.

CKUMBS-

20._
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Weak Throat—Weak

LungsJ

Troubled with this I

Cold

after cold; cough after cough!
taking-cold habit? Better-break it up. We have great
JNo
confidence in Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for this work.
as*1

*
I
■

medicine like it for weak throats and weak lungs,
about it ■
your doctor for his opinion. He knows all
times
all
His approval is valuable. Follow his advice, at

Jg
■

Always keep a good laxative In the house. Takeadosewhen yourcoUbrstc°m«"n.u
is the best laxative for this? Ayer’s Pills. Ask your doctor his opinion. Let nop

<

~~~~

Miss Mildred H. Noyes is home from
Charleston, where she has been attending
Higgins classical institute.
Mias Frances L.
Wood
and Miss
Blanche M. Kingsley, who are attending
Bar HSrbor high school, are home for two
weeks’ vacation.
Miss Gertrude Bickford spent a few days
last week with Mrs. Eunice Jonee, on her
way from Charleston, where she has been
attending school.
Dec. 20.
L.
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BREAK THAT COLDthe

Before it sends you to a sick bed.
neglected colds. So don't delay—get

Consumption
bottle today

a

is often
of the true

result

j

“L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS
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